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  ميحرلا نمحرلا هللا مسب
  

  صخلملا
  

صيخشت  ءادألا مييقت نع يميلقإلا ةزغ بت     كم يف ثوغلا ةلاكو يفظوم اضر ىدم ىلع فرعتلا ىلإ ةساردلا تفده             ،
نيفظوملا مييقت دنع ءاردملا لبق     نم متت يتلا ءاطخ   ألا ميـيقت جذومن ناك اذإ ام ىلع فرعتلا            ميـيق  ي يلاـحلا ءاد   ألا، 

ءادألا ريرقت جئاتنل ةلاكولا مادختسا ىدم ىلع فرعتلا          ةيجاتنالا ةدا يزل مهزف حيو نيفظوملا  ريوطتلاو ةيمنتلا ضرغل   ، 
  .طيطختلاو
  

يليلحتلا يفصولا جهنملا ةساردلا    عبتت غلبيو   يميلقإلا ةزغ بتكم يف نيفظوملا ددع        ،  مهنم لمعي فظوم     9507   966 
بو ءادألا مييقتل نوعضخي الو     )3و2و1 (ايند ةيفيظو تاجرد يف    ىـلإ ةساردلا عمتجم ددع لصيل مهئانثتسا مت يلاتلا          

ةنيعلا مجح غلب دقلو      .8541 صاخشا 410   .    ديج ًاليثمت ةلثمم ةيفيظولا تاجردلا ضعب نأ نامضل ماـق ةـنيعلا يف   ا  
  .ةيفيظولا ةجردلا بسح ةيئاوشعلا ةيقبطلا ةنيعلا مادختساب ثحابلا
  

  

  :ثحابلا اهيلا لصوت يتلا جئاتنلا مهأ نمو
  

مييقتل ةحضاو ريياعم ىلع لمتشي ال يفيظولا فصولا نأ امك ،يفيظولا فصولا ىلإ دنتسي            ال ءادألا مييقت ماظن    :ًالوأ  
الو ةيفـصو ريياـعم ىلع يوتحي ةلاكولا يف هب لومعملا يلاحلا ءادألا مييقت جذومن نإف كلذ ىلإ ةفاضإلاب ،ءادألا                    

نأ ىلا ةفاضالاب   سايقلل ةلباق ريغو ةحض   او ريغ تارابع ىلإ ةفاضإلاب ةيمك ريياعم ىلع يوتحي         نـم رـيبك ءزج         
نيفظوملا تاردق ميقي ال يلاحلا جذومنلا نأو ءادألا مييقت جذومن يف ةلومشم ريغ نيفظوملا قتاع ىلع ةاقلملا ماهملا                  

  .ةيلعفلا
موقت ال  :ايناث ةلاكولا   همييقت فنصي نيذلا نيفظوملل زفاوح صيصختب        ـملا نأ اـمك ،زاـتمم هـنأ ىلع          م  ال نيفظو   

جئاتن ىلإ ا                 ءانثلاىلع نولصحي     دانتسا ايلع بصانم ىلإ نيفظوملا ةيقرت متي ال ،كلذ نوقحتسي امدنع ءاردملا لبق نم  
تاريدقتلا باحصأل اهنييعت بجاولا ةيلاملا زفاوحلا غلبمو عون حضاو         لكشب  د  دحت ال ةيلخادلا حئاوللا نأ    امك ،مييقتلا   

  .ةيلاعلا
  

ليلحت لالخ نم   :اثلاث هذه نمو ميقملا لبق نم مييقتلا ةيلمع ءانثأ متت يتلا ءاطخألا نم ديدعلا كانه نأ نيبت تانايبلا                     
ةفصـلاب رثأتلا ،نيفظوملا مييقت يف ةيطسولا ىلإ ءوجللا ،ءادألا مييقتل قباسلا ءادألا مييقت جذومنب ةناعتسالا ءاطخألا                 

هـب موـقي لـمع رخآب ًاباجيإ وأ ًابلس رثأتلا ،يسايسلا ءامت             نالاو نيدتلاو ًاركبم روضحلا لثم نيفظوملا ىدل ةبلاغلا       
ظحالي ال هنأو مييقتلا ىلع بيردت ىقلتي ال ميقملا نأ ةساردلا لالخ نم تحضتا يتلا ىرخألا رومألا نمو ،فظوملا                   

  .كلذ ىلع ءانب هميقيو ماعلا لالخ فظوملا ءادأ
  

ءادألا ميـيقت ريدـمل هفيظو سيسأتو يلاحلا ءادألا جذومن ر           ييغت ةرورضب ثحابلا ىصوا ةقباسلا جئاتنلا ىلا ًادانتسا       
  . ةيلاعلا تاريدقتلا باحصال هصصخملا زفاوحلا ةدايز ىلا ةفاضالاب مييقتلا بيلاسا ىلع ميقملا بيردتو
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Abstract 
 

This study aims at identifying the level of satisfaction among UNRWA's employees in 
regard to performance appraisal and its incentives, to diagnose the errors committed by 
appraisers while appraising employees under their supervision, to identify whether the 
current performance appraisal system motivates employees and increases productivity, and 
to identify whether the output of the current appraisal system is used for organizational 
development and career planning. 
 
The study follows the procedure of a descriptive approach. The total number of employees 
working in the Gaza Field Office is 9507. Employees in grades 1, 2 and 3 were excluded as 
they are not subject to performance appraisal. Thus, this makes the study population 8541. 
410 employees were surveyed. In order to ensure that particular grades within the study 
population are adequately represented in the sample, the researcher utilized stratified 
random method according to grade. The study revealed several findings the most important 
of which are the following:- 
 
Firstly, the system is not based on job analysis, and the job description does not include 
clear standards upon which employees' performance can be measured. Furthermore, the 
report currently in use by UNRWA contains qualitative rather than quantitative standards, 
and does not contain clear or measurable statements. In addition, part of the daily tasks 
assigned to employees is not included in the report, and the report does not evaluate the 
employees' competencies.  
 
Secondly, analysis of data revealed that the Agency does not designate specific incentive 
package for employees whose performances are rated as outstanding. Moreover, employees 
do not receive verbal incentives when they deserve. In addition, employees are not 
promoted for higher post based on the results of their performance. The personnel directive 
does not clearly state the kind and amount of incentives to be disbursed on excellent 
performers.  
 
Thirdly, analysis of data revealed that there are some mistakes committed by raters when 
they evaluate the performance of employees under their supervision. Some of the mistakes 
are: using previous year performance appraisal report to evaluate the performance of 
employees, using central tendency, affection by general characteristics of employees and 
political affiliation, positive and negative affection of raters by recent actions of appraisees, 
affection by the relationship with appraisees. Other issues also include lack of training and 
observation of ratees' performance. 
 
The researcher recommends changing the performance appraisal report, establishing a post 
for performance appraisal officer, increasing incentives for outstanding performers and 
training appraisers on performance appraisal. 
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þ Preface 
 
Performance appraisal (PA) is among the most important Human Resource (HR) practices 
(Boswell and Boudreau, 2002) and one of the most heavily researched topics in work 
psychology (Fletcher, 2002). PA has increasingly become part of effective strategic 
approach to integrate HR activities with business policies and may now be seen as a 
generic term covering a variety of activities through which organizations seek to assess 
employees and develop their competencies, enhance performance and distribute rewards 
(Fletcher, 2001) 
 
Most modern organizations apply specific forms of performance appraisal aiming at 
providing employees with feedback about their performance in the appraisal period on one 
hand, and to facilitate the task of the organization’s top management in making decisions 
relating to promotion or demotion on the other hand. Performance appraisal is the process 
of evaluating appraisee’s performance during a specific period. Performance appraisal is 
essential and useful for both the employees and the organizations. On the employees’ level, 
it helps developing the skills and improving the capacities of employees. On the 
organizational level, it helps improving organizational planning and achieving the main 
goals of the organization efficiently and effectively. 
 
Following the 1948 Arab-Israeli conflict, UNRWA, the United Nations Relief and Works 
Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, was established by United Nations 
General Assembly resolution 302 (IV) of 8 December 1949 to carry out direct relief and 
works programmes for Palestine refugees. The Agency began operations on 1 May 1950. 
In the absence of any solution to the Palestine refugee question, the General Assembly has 
repeatedly renewed UNRWA's mandate, most recently extending it until 30 June 2011 
(UNRWA website, 2008). 
 
UNRWA is unique in terms of its long-standing commitment to one group of refugees and 
its contributions to the welfare and human development of four generations of Palestine 
refugees. Originally envisaged as a temporary organization, the Agency has gradually 
adjusted its programmes to meet the changing needs of the refugees. Today, UNRWA is 
the main provider of basic services - education, health, relief and social services - to over 
4.4 million registered Palestine refugees in the Middle East (UNRWA website, 2008). 
 
Recently, UNRWA has developed a comprehensive Organizational Development (OD) to 
overcome the current shortcomings and pitfalls on the various levels including the HR 
building capacity, compensation scheme and most importantly the appraisal system. One of 
the main aims the OD is looking for is to develop new appraising system to better evaluate 
the staff. This in turn will provide employees with a refined package of incentives and will 
ultimately enhance the way UNRWA serves Palestine refugees. 
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þ Problem Statement 
 
The research will investigate the level of UNRWA’s employees’ satisfaction on 
performance appraisal system. In addition, the incentives applied at the Gaza Field Office 
will be also examined. 
 
Of vital importance the satisfaction of UNRWA’s employees on performance appraisal 
system is. If the employees are satisfied on the performance appraisal, they will exert every 
possible effort to carry out the responsibilities and duties assigned to them efficiently and 
thus will make the organization to which they belong more efficient.  
 
Performance appraisal at UNRWA is perceived as a paper exercise and as a 
complementary part to the evaluation process. Although there is an increasing perception to 
the importance of performance appraisal at the Agency, still a lack of modern techniques 
and conscious envision to the outcomes of this appraisal exist.  
 
The current performance appraisal system at UNRWA is worth studying as this will pave 
the way to highlight the shortcomings of the system and propose better techniques and 
procedures to evaluate the performance of the staff efficiently and effectively.  
 
þ Objectives of the Research 
 
The research aims at achieving the following objectives: 
 

1. To measure the level to which employees and supervisors are satisfied about the 
current appraisal system. 

2. To diagnose the errors committed by appraisers while appraising employees under 
their supervision. 

3. To identify whether the current performance appraisal system motivates employees 
and increases productivity. 

4. To identify whether the output of the current appraisal system is used for 
organizational development and career planning. 

5. To identify the set of benefits and incentives which are based on the current 
performance appraisal system and their current impact on employees’ 
performances. 

 
þ Hypothesis  
 
The study examines the following hypothesis: 
 
The first hypothesis: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 
employees on the UNRWA’s performance appraisal, and the fairness of the report. 
 
The second hypothesis: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 
employees on the UNRWA’s performance appraisal, and the incentives provided to them.  
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The third hypothesis: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 
employees on UNRWA's performance appraisal, and the reduction of raters' errors 
 
The fourth hypothesis: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 
employees on the UNRWA’s performance appraisal, and the use of the results of 
performance appraisal for organizational development and career planning.  
 
The fifth hypothesis: There is a significant difference among employees regarding their 
satisfaction on UNRWA's performance appraisal attributed to the following independent 
variables: 
 

1. Grade 
2. Qualification  
3. Experience 
4. Age 

 
þ Research Importance 
 
The increasing concern in human resources management has led to numerous researches in 
this subject. Part of the researches focused on how to appraise the performance of staff in 
order to set plans for development of competencies and capacities and look for optimal 
solutions to help employees set their own career paths. This research in particular, has its 
own significances on both the academic and practical levels:  
 

1. Academic importance: 
 
The area of performance appraisal is a research area that still needs more exploration. 
Although most supervisors and subordinates doubt the effectiveness of UNRWA’s current 
performance appraisal system and consider it as obsolete, no researches have been made to 
measure the extent to which the Agency’s employees are satisfied about the current system 
and to investigate further the reasons behind their satisfaction or dissatisfaction.  
 

2. Practical importance: 
 
The practical significance of the research lies in considering the findings the researcher will 
reach at the end of this research as well as providing a proper action plan for effectively 
implementing the recommendations that will be raised based on the findings. These 
findings will reveal the shortcomings of the current system and will further identify 
practical solution to the problems being encountered. Ultimately; this research will 
contribute significantly and indirectly in serving Palestine refugees more efficiently. 
 
In an attempt to serve Palestine refugees more effectively and strengthen the management 
capacity of UNRWA, the Agency launched an Organizational Development “OD” process 
for 2006-2009. This process was initiated by the Commissioner-General and owned by the 
Management Committee. Performance management is among the subjects that the 
Organizational Development strategy and initiatives cover. The findings and 
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recommendations of this research will be presented to the Organizational Development 
committee for consideration. 
 
þ Research Variables: 
 
The study has one dependent variable which is the satisfaction of UNRWA’s employees on 
performance appraisal that is followed by a number of independent variables: 
 
1. Fairness of the system 
2. Incentives 
3. reduction of raters' errors 
4. The use of the results of the appraisal system for organizational development and career 

planning. 
 
The following diagram sheds more light on the variables of the research and the relation 
between them: 
 

Figure 1: A diagram showing the relationship between the dependent variable and the independent 
ones 
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þ Limitations  
 
The contribution of this research should be viewed in light of several limitations. This 
study investigates UNRWA’s performance appraisal system which is applied in different 
areas and fields. Due to the difficulties of applying this study in all UNRWA’s fields 
particularly closure and the funding constrains, this research will only focus on Gaza Field. 
 
þ Research Structure 
 
Chapter One   : An Introduction 
Chapter Two  : Performance Appraisal 
Chapter Three : Motivation and Incentives 
Chapter Four  : UNRWA and Performance Appraisal 
Chapter Five  : Significant Prior Research 
Chapter Six  : Research Methodology  
Chapter Seven : Empirical framework Hypothesis testing & Discussion 
Chapter Eight  : Conclusion and Recommendations 
References 
Appendices 
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Preface 
 
Performance appraisal has been the subject of many researches as well as among the main 
concerns of human resource, public administration, business administration and 
organizational behavior specialists for its close connection with the future of manpower in 
the firms and organizations. Performance appraisal is among the most important Human 
Resource practices (Boswell and Boudreau, 2002) and one of most heavily researched 
topics in work psychology (Fletcher, 2002). Performance appraisal has increasingly 
become part of amore strategic approach to integrating Human Resource activities and 
business policies and may now be seen as a generic term covering a variety of activities 
through which organizations seek to assess employees and develop their competence, 
enhance performance and distribute rewards (Fletcher, 2001). 
 
In this chapter the researcher will discuss the following main issues:- 
 

1. Performance appraisal and appraisal management. 
2. Methods of appraising performance. 
3. Problems in performance appraisal. 
4. The major uses of performance appraisal. 
5. The characteristics of effective appraisal system. 
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1. Performance appraisal and performance management. 
 
It is sometimes assumed that performance appraisal is the same thing as performance 
management. But there are significant differences. Hereinafter we distinguish between both 
terms by defining each of them separately: 
 

1.1. Performance appraisal 
 
Many definitions have been recorded on performance appraisal; in the following lines we 
exhibit some of them:  
 
(Armstrong, 2006) defined performance appraisal as formal assessment and rating of 
individuals by their managers at, usually, an annual review meeting.  
 
(Grote, 2002) defines performance appraisal as a formal management system that provides 
for the evaluation of the quality of an individual's performance in an organization. The 
appraisal is usually prepared by the employee's immediate supervisor. The procedure 
typically requires the supervisor to fill out a standardized assessment form that evaluates 
the individual on several different dimensions and then discusses the results of the 
evaluation with the employee. 
 
Performance appraisal is a formal system of review and evaluation of individual or team 
task performance (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 
Performance appraisals provide information relevant to personnel issues such as salary 
increases, promotion, transfers, training programs and employee feedback (Cleveland et al, 
1989) 
 
Performance appraisal can be defined as a process aimed at determining the results of an 
employee's work, one of its main functions being to offer a justified compensation for 
his/her efforts. It can be based directly on a particular employee's work results or on his 
/her activities or competencies and is regarded as the main component of performance 
management, through which it is also possible to evaluate the effectiveness of an 
organization (Turk and Roolaht, 2007). 
 
The point of performance appraisals is to see if the people under contract are performing as 
well as they can, and also to assess whether they are being fairly rewarded (their 
remuneration, like their duties, is subject to contractual agreement (Herwig, 2003).  
 
Performance appraisal is a process, not a form. It structures your relationship with 
employees while providing legal protection for your company. A good appraisal system 
includes observation, documentation, and communication. A performance evaluation 
system can provide many benefits: It can improve employee performance and morale, 
identify poor performers and ways they can improve, and lay the groundwork for legally 
defensible discipline and termination (Amy, 2007). 
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Through the previous definitions, one can elicit the following points that shed more light 
on the meaning of performance appraisal: 
 
þ Performance appraisal is an ongoing formal process that requires the availability of 

a person who monitors performance. 
þ Performance appraisal is a process that requires the existence of specified criteria 

against which subordinates' performances are measured. 
þ Performance appraisal is a legal document that justifies promotion, demotion, 

transfer, training and recruitment. 
þ Performance appraisal does not halt to rating, it rather goes beyond this to include 

the area in which the performance of employee falls short and specifies methods for 
improving unsatisfactory performance through training and enhance outstanding 
performance through incentives, career planning and organizational development. 

 
1.2. Performance management 

 
Performance management consists of all organizational processes that determine how well 
employees, teams and ultimately, the organization perform. Every human resource function 
contributes to this performance (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 
Performance management is an ongoing communication process, undertaken in partnership 
between an employee and his or her immediate supervisor that involves establishing clear 
expectations and understanding about the following: 
 
þ The employee's essential job function. 
þ how the employee's job contributes to the goals of the organization 
þ what it means, in concrete terms, to do the job well 
þ how job performance will be measured 
þ what barriers hinder performance and how they can be minimized or eliminated 
þ how the employee and the supervisor will work together to improve the employee's 

performance (Robert, 2004) 
 
Performance management is the integration of performance appraisal systems with broader 
HRM systems as a means of aligning employees' work behaviors with the organization's 
goals. Thus, a performance management system consists of the processes used to identify, 
encourage, measure, evaluate, improve, and reward employee performance at work.  
Performance management is a continuous and much wider, more comprehensive and more 
natural process of management that clarifies mutual expectations, emphasizes the support 
role of managers who are expected to act as coaches rather than judges, and focuses on the 
future (Sims, 2002). 
 
2. Methods of appraising Performance 
 
Usually organizations determine the method by which the employees' performance will be 
measured. Although there are four general measures of output, quality, quantity, cost, and 
timeliness (Grote, 2002) different methods for appraising the employees' performance 
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exist. In the up coming pages we are going to explain the different methods for appraising 
the employees' performance. The following figure shows the main methods of appraising 
performance dealt with in Mathis's book of Human Resource Management 9th Edition. 
However other books added some theories which deserve to be mentioned here: 
 

Figure 2: Methods of appraising performance (Mathis, 2007)  

 
 
 

2.1. The 360-Degree Feedback Evaluation 
 
The 360-degree feedback evaluation is an increasingly popular appraisal method that 
involves evaluation input from multiple levels within the firm as well as external sources. 
In this method, people all around the rated employee may provide rating, including senior 
managers, the employee himself or herself, supervisors, subordinates, peers, team members 
and internal or external customers. Unlike traditional approaches, 360-degree feedback 
focuses on skills needed across organizational boundaries. Also, by shifting the 
responsibility for evaluation to more than one person, many of the common appraisal errors 
can be reduced or eliminated (Mondy and Noe, 2005).  
 
Although 360-degree is the latest attempt to improve performance appraisal, there are 
potential problems with this method. The most important of these problems are: 
 
þ Since evaluation in this method is performed by many people, a great deal of paper 

will be generated. 
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þ Conflict in organizations is a common issue. By utilizing this method peers may not 

give liable evaluation to each other due to the conflict between them. 
 
þ Usually performance appraisal report is considered as a confidential report that 

contains private information about the appraisee in the appraisal period. Through 
this method, the performance with appraisee will be viewed and reviewed by man 
people (Mathis, 2007). 

 
2.2. Critical incidents 

 
In the critical incidents method, the manager keeps written record of both highly favorable 
and unfavorable actions in an employee’s performance. When a “critical incident” 
involving an employee occurs, the manager writes it down. A list of critical incidents is 
kept during the entire rating period for each employee (Mathis, 2007). With this method, 
the appraisal is more likely to cover the evaluation period and not focus in the last few 
weeks on months (Mondy et al, 2002). 
 
The critical method also has its unfavorable aspects.  
 

þ What constitutes a critical incident is not defined in the same way by all 
supervisors.  

þ Producing daily or weekly written remarks about each employee’s performance 
can take considerable time.  

þ Employees may become overly concerned about what the superior writes and 
begin to fear the manager’s “black block” (Mathis, 2007).  

 
2.3. Essay 

 
In the essay method, the rater simply writes a brief narrative describing the employee’s 
performance. This method tends to focus on extreme behavior in the employee’s work 
rather than routine day-to-day performance. The rater is usually given a few general 
headings under which he is requested to categorize comments. Ratings of this type depend 
heavily on the evaluator’s writing ability. Because of their excellent writing skills, some 
supervisors can make even a marginal worker sound like a top performer. Comparing essay 
evaluations might be difficult because no comment criteria exist (Mondy et al, 2002). 
 

2.4. Checklist Appraisal 
 

A checklist appraisal contains a series of questions about an employee's performance. A 
supervisor answers yes or no to the questions. Thus, a checklist is merely a record of 
performance, not an evaluation by a supervisor. The HRM department has a key for scoring 
the items on the checklist; the score results in a rating of an employee's performance. The 
following are typical checklist statements: can be expected to finish work on time; seldom 
agrees to work overtime; is cooperative and helpful; accepts criticism; and, strives for self-
improvement (Mathis, 2007). 
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The checklist can be modified so that varying weights are assigned to the statements or 
words. The results can then be quantified. Usually the weights are not known by the rating 
supervisor because they are tabulated by someone else, such as a member of the HRM 
department. While the checklist appraisal is easy to complete, it has several disadvantages. 
The words or statements may have different meanings to different raters. The checklist can 
be difficult to prepare, and each job category will probably require a different set of 
questions. Also, a rating supervisor has no way to adjust the answers for any special 
circumstances that affect performance. Additionally, raters do not assign the weights to the 
factors. These difficulties limit the use of the information when a rater discusses the 
checklist with the employee, creating a barrier to effective development counseling (Sims, 
2007). 
 

2.5. Work standards 
 
The work standards method compares each employee’s performance to a predetermined 
standards or expected level of output. Standards reflect the normal output of an average 
worker operating at a normal pace. Work standards may be applied to virtually all types of 
jobs, but they are most frequently used for production jobs. Several methods may be 
utilized in determining work standards, including time study and work sampling. An 
obvious advantage of using standards as appraisal criteria is objectivity. However, in order 
for employees to perceive that the standards are objective, they should understand clearly 
how the standards were set. It follows that the rationale for the any changes to the standards 
must also be carefully explained (Mondy et al, 2002). 
 

2.6. Forced distribution 
 
Forced distribution is a method that requires managers to assign employees into 
predetermined groups according to their performance, potential and promotability (Grote, 
2002). As an example employees in the top 10 percent are placed in the highest group, the 
next 20 in the next group, the next 40 percent in the middle group, the next 20 percent in 
the second –to-lowest group, and the remaining 10 percent in the lowest category. This 
approach is based in the questionable assumption that all groups of employees will have the 
same distribution of excellent, average and poor performance. In short, this method makes 
no sense unless employees have been selected randomly. If a department has done an 
outstanding job in selecting people with the result that 20 percent should be rated in the top 
group, the 10 percent left out will probably become unhappy at best and leave for greener 
pastures at worst. Further, among the drawback of the forced distribution is the difficulty 
that may arise when the rater must explain to the employee why he or she were placed in 
one group and others were placed in other higher groups (Mathis, 2007). 
 

2.7. Ranking 
 
The ranking method consists of listing all employees from highest to lowest in performance 
(Mathis, 2007). For example, the best employee in the group is ranked highest, and the 
poorest is ranked lowest. This procedure is continued until all employees are ranked.  
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The primary drawback of the ranking method is that the size of the differences among 
employees is not well defined. For example, their may be little difference in performance 
between those ranked third and fourth. This drawback can be overcome to some extent by 
assigning points to indicate the size of the gap. Ranking also means that some one must be 
last. It is possible that the last-ranked individual in one group would be the top employee in 
a different group. Further, ranking becomes very unwieldy if the group to be ranked is very 
large (Mathis, 2007). 
 

2.8. Behaviorally anchored rating scale (BARS) 
 
The behaviorally anchored rating scale combines elements of traditional rating scales and 
critical incident method. In this method, various performance levels are shown along a 
scale with each described in terms of an employee’s specific job behavior. In evaluating a 
group of employees working as interviewers, for example, suppose the factor chosen for 
evaluation is Ability to absorb and interpret policies. On the very positive end of this factor 
might be this interviewer could be expected to serve as an information source concerning 
new and changed policies for others in the organization. On the very negative end of this 
factor might be even after repeated explanations, this interviewer would be unable to 
understand new procedures. There might several levels in between the very negative and 
the very positive. Rather than have the raters judge the quality of a subordinate’s 
performance, the rater is able to determine more objectively how frequently the employee 
performs in each defined level (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 
Regardless of apparent advantages of BARS, reports on its effectiveness are mixed, and it 
does not seem to be superior to other methods in overcoming rater errors or in achieving 
psychometric soundness. A specific deficiency is that the behaviors used are activity 
oriented rather than results oriented. Also, the method may not be economically feasible 
since each job category requires its own BARS. On the positive side, because the system is 
job related, it is relatively invulnerable to legal challenges (Mondy et al, 2002). 
 

2.9. Behavioral Observation Scale (BOS) 
 
The Behavioral Observation Scale (BOS) is another behavioral approach to assessing 
employee performance. Like BARS, a BOS is developed from critical incidents. However, 
rather than only use a sample of behaviors that reflect effective or ineffective behavior, a 
BOS uses substantially more behaviors to specifically define all the measures that are 
necessary for effective performance. A second difference between a BOS and BARS is that 
rather than assessing which behavior best describes an individual's performance, a BOS 
allows managers to rate the frequency with which the individual employee has exhibited 
each behavior during the rating period. The manager then averages these ratings to 
calculate an overall performance rating for the individual. Although the BOS approach 
avoids the limitations of the BARS approach, the BOS takes even more time and can be 
even more expensive to develop (Sims, 2007). 
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2.10. Results-based system 

 
This theory is the past form of management by objectives. The manager and subordinates 
jointly agree on objectives for the next appraisal period in a result-based system. In such a 
system, one objective might be, to cut waste by 10 percent. At the end of the appraisal 
period, an evaluation focuses on how well the employee achieved this objective (Mondy 
and Noe, 2005). One distinct advantage of this approach is that it provides a measure of 
achievement against predetermined objectives. However, since performance is outcomes 
do not indicate how to change, the method may be less helpful in employee development. 
Nevertheless, a result oriented approach remains a popular technique to evaluate 
employees, especially managers (Mondy et al, 2002). 
 

2.11. Management by objectives 
 
Management by objectives (MBO) represented an advantage on previous approaches to 
defining tasks and providing a basis for assessment. It is applied in two distinct phases, one 
concerned with the setting of objectives and the other with appraisal of performance 
(Thomason, 1988). MBO specifies the objective goals that an individual hopes to attain 
within an appropriate length of time. The objectives that each manager sets are derived 
from the overall goals and objectives of the organization, although MBO should not be 
disguised means for a superior to dictate the objectives of individual manager or employee. 
No management tool is perfect, and certainly MBO is not appropriate for all employees or 
all organizations. Jobs with little or no flexibility are not compatible with MBO. For 
example, an assembly-line worker usually has so little job flexibility that performance 
standards and objectives are already determined. The MBO process seems to be most 
useful with managerial personnel and employees who have a fairly wide range of flexibility 
and control over their jobs. When imposed on a rigid and autocratic management system, 
MBO may fail. Extreme emphasis on penalties for not meeting objectives defeats the 
development and participative nature of MBO (Mathis, 2007) 
 

2.12. A combination of methods 
 
There is no one best appraisal method. Indeed, research has suggested that the method used 
does not change the accuracy or sole rater errors. A performance measurement system that 
uses a combination of preceding methods is possible and may be sensible in certain 
circumstances. Consider combinations to offset the following advantages and 
disadvantages: Category rating methods are easy to develop, but they usually do little to 
measure strategic accomplishments. Further, they may make inter-rater reliability problems 
worse. Comparative approaches help endure leniency, central tendency and strictness 
errors, which makes them useful for administrative decisions such as pay raises. The 
comparative approaches do a poor job of linking performance to organizational goals, and 
they do not provide feedback for improvement as well as other methods (Mathis, 2007). 
 
Narrative methods work best for development because they potentially generate more 
feedback information. However, without good definitions of criteria or standards, they can 
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be so unstructured as to be little value. Also these methods are poor for administrative use. 
The behavioral /objective approaches work well to link performance to organizational 
goals, but both can require much more effort and time to define expectations and explain 
process to employees. These approaches may not work well for lower-level jobs. 
 
When managers can articulate what they want a performance appraisal system to 
accomplish, they can choose and/or mix the methods just mentioned to get the 
combinations of advantages they want. 
 
It is noteworthy that UNRWA is recently using a combination of methods for the appraisal 
of employees’ performance. Through the OD, the Agency realized that this method is 
fruitless and suggested utilizing the management by objective appraisal method. In chapter 
four, I will discuss in details the performance appraisal system as well as the incentives that 
are worked at the Agency. 
 
3. Problems in performance appraisal: 
 
Ideally, rating supervisors should be completely objective in their appraisals of employees. 
Each appraisal should directly reflect an employee's performance, not any biases of a 
supervisor. Of course, this is impossible to do perfectly as most raters either intentionally 
or unintentionally commit errors. Raters need to be aware of these biases, so that their 
effect on the appraisals can be limited or eliminated. Hereinafter, the researcher discusses 
some of these errors: 
 

3.1. Unclear standards 
 
Although the graphic rating scale seems objective, it would probably result in unfair 
appraisals because the traits and degrees of merit are open to interpretation. For example, 
different supervisors would probably define good performance, fair performance, and so 
on, differently. The same is true of such traits as quality of work or creativity. There are 
several ways to rectify this problem. The best way is to develop and include descriptive 
phrases that define each trait, for example, by specifying on the evaluation form what is 
meant by such things as outstanding, superior, and good quality of work. This specificity 
results in appraisals that are more consistent and more easily explained (Sims, 2007).  
 

3.2. Lack of objectivity 
 
A potential weakness of traditional performance appraisal method is that they lack 
objectivity. In the rating scale method, for example, commonly used factors such as 
attitudes, loyalty, and personality are difficult to measure. In addition, these factors may 
have little to do with an employees' job performance. Some subjectivity will always exist in 
appraisal methods. However, employee appraisal based primarily on personal 
characteristics may place the evaluator and the organization in untenable positions with the 
employee an equal employment opportunity guidelines. The firm may be hard pressed to 
show that these factors are job-related (Mondy et al, 2002). 
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3.3. Bias 
 
Rater bias occurs when a rater's value or prejudices distort the rating. Rater bias may be 
unconscious or quite intentional. If a manager has strong dislike of certain ethnic group, 
this bias is likely to result in distorted appraisal information for some people. Hallo error 
occurs when a manager generalizes one positive performance feature or incident to all 
aspects of employee performance resulting in a higher rating (Mondy and Noe, 2005). For 
example, a manager may give high rating for employees who show noticeable punctuality 
in spite of other factors in which the appraisal is based such as quantity and quality of 
output.  
 

3.4. Leniency / Strictness 
 
Giving undeserved high rating is referred to as leniency. The behavior is often motivated 
by a desire to avoid controversy over the appraisal (Mondy and Noe, 2005). Some 
managers may rate their subordinates very high either because they want to show that the 
work under their responsibilities is proceeding very well or because they do not have the 
ability to convince their subordinates that their performances deserve this rating. Another 
problem which is closely connected to leniency is strictness. Strictness is rating 
subordinates on the lower level of the rating system. Some managers want to show the 
chief or head of the organization that they care for the organization that they work at. In 
addition, it is also a good excuse before the higher level management that the subordinates 
under their supervision are not performing their tasks as well as they should and thus the 
overall performance of the department is unsatisfactory due to the existence of these 
subordinates. 
 

3.5. Central Tendency 
 
Central tendency is a common error that occurs when employees are incorrectly rated near 
the average or middle of the scale. This practice may be encouraged by some rating scale 
systems that require the evaluator to justify in writing extremely high and extremely low 
ratings. With such system, the rater may avoid possible criticism by giving only average 
ratings. However, since these ratings tend to cluster in the fully satisfactory range, 
employees do not often complain about this (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

3.6. Recent Behavior Bias 
 
When rating is not based on the entire appraisal period and just on the last month of the 
appraisal this is called recent behavior bias. The performance of the subordinate may be 
outstanding during the year (if the appraisal is done annually) and on the last month the 
performance of the subordinate worsen. The rater evaluates the subordinate based on the 
last month and forgets the eleven-month outstanding performance. 
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It is only natural for a rater to remember recent behavior more clearly than action from the 
more distant past. However, formal performance appraisals generally cover a specified 
time, and an individual's performance over the entire period should be considered. 
Maintaining records of performance throughout the appraisal period helps avoid this 
problem (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

3.7. Personal Bias 
 
This pitfall occurs when supervisors allow individuals differences such as age, religion, 
seniority, sex, appearance or other arbitrary classifications to affect the rating they give to 
appraisee. If the performance appraisal is examined by higher-level managers, this problem 
will be overcome. This pitfall is not only detrimental to employee morale, but it is also 
blatantly illegal and can result in costly litigation (Armstrong, 2006). 
 
4. The Major uses of Performance appraisal 
 
The overall aim of performance management is to establish a high performance culture in 
which individuals and teams take responsibility for the continuous improvement of 
business processes and for their own skills and contributions within a framework provided 
by effective leadership. 
 
Specifically, performance management is about aligning individual objectives to 
organizational objectives and ensuring that individuals uphold corporate core values. It 
provides for expectations to be defined and agreed in terms of role responsibilities and 
accountabilities (expected to do), skills (expected to have) and behaviors (expected to be). 
The aim is to develop the capacity of people to meet and exceed expectations and to 
achieve their full potential to the benefit of themselves and the organization. Importantly, 
performance management is concerned with ensuring that the support and guidance people 
need to develop and improve are readily available (Armstrong, 2006). 
 
Performance appraisal has two general uses in organizations, and these roles often are 
potential conflicts. Figure 3 sheds more light on the major uses of performance appraisal. 
One role is to measure performance for the purpose of rewarding or otherwise making 
administrative decisions about employees. Promotions or layoffs might hinge on these 
ratings, often making them difficult for managers to do. Another role is development of 
individual potential. In that role, the manager is featured more as a counselor than as a 
judge, and the atmosphere is often different. Emphasis is on identifying potential and 
planning employees’ growth opportunities and direction (Mathis, 2007). Other writers 
including Mondy and Noe see that the uses of performance appraisal extend to include all 
human resource functions. In the coming lines we will discuss the two major uses of 
performance appraisal and their relationship with each human resource function: 
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Figure 3:  Major uses of PA (Mathis, 2007) 

 
 
 

4.1. Administrative uses 
 
One of the most common uses of performance appraisal is for administrative purposes. The 
performance appraisal data are potentially administratively valuable for different human 
resource functional area. 
 

4.1.1. Recruitment and selection 
 
Performance evaluation ratings may be helpful in predicting the performance of job 
applications. In interviews for example, the interviewing committee may use the previous 
performance appraisal of the applicant to have more obvious knowledge about how the 
performance of this applicant is expected to be. Also in validating selection tests, employee 
ratings may be used as the variable against which test scores are compared. In this instance, 
determination of the selection test validity would depend in the accuracy of appraisal 
results (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 
Performance appraisal can also be used administratively to provide evidence and 
documents on the performance of employees during a specific period of time. A firm may 
find an employee's performance unsatisfied and after several attempts of training to 
improve performance the company decides to fire this employee. In such a position the 
performance appraisal record can be utilized as a legal document to justify taking such an 
action (Mathis, 2007). 
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4.1.2. Compensation program 
 
Performance appraisal results provide a basis for rational decisions regarding pay 
adjustment. Most managers believe that they should reward outstanding job performance 
tangibly with pay increases. To encourage good performance, a firm should design and 
implement a reliable performance appraisal system and then reward the most productive 
workers and teams accordingly (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 
A performance appraisal system is often the link between the rewards employees hope to 
receive and their productivity. The linkage can be thought of as follows: 
 

Productivity                 performance appraisal               rewards 
 
Compensation  based  on  performance  appraisal  is  at  the  heart  of  the  idea  that raises 
should be given for performance accomplishments rather than for seniority. Under 
performance-oriented systems, employees receive raises based on how well they perform 
their jobs. The manager’s role historically has been as an evaluator  of  a  subordinate’s  
performance,  which  then  leads  to  managers  making compensation recommendations or 
decisions for employees. If any part of the process fails, the most productive employees do 
not receive the larger rewards, resulting in perceived inequity in compensation (Mathis, 
2007). 
 

4.1.3. Assessment of employee potential 
 
Some organizations attempt to assess employee potential as they appraise their job 
performances. While past behaviors may be the best predictors of future behaviors, an 
employee's past performance in one job may not indicate future performance in a higher 
position or different position. The best salesperson in the company may not have what it 
takes to become a successful district sales manager, where the tasks are distinctly different. 
Similarly, the best computer programmer may, if promoted, be a disaster as an information 
technology manager. Overemphasizing technical skills and ignoring other equally 
important skills is a common error in promoting employees in management jobs. 
Recognition of this problem has led some firms to separate the appraisal of performance, 
which focuses on past behavior, from the assessment of potential, which is future oriented 
(Mathis, 2007). 
 

4.1.4. Internal employee relations 
 
Performance appraisal data are also frequently used for decisions in several areas of 
internal employee relations, including promotion, demotion, termination, layoff and 
transfer. For example, an employee's performance in one job may be useful in determining 
his or her ability to perform another job on the same level, as is required in the 
considerations of transfers. When the performance level is unacceptable, demotion or even 
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termination may be appropriate. When employees working under a labor agreement are 
involved, seniority is typically the basis for layoffs. However when management has more 
flexibility, an employee's performance recode is generally a more relevant criterion 
(Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

4.2. Development Uses 
 
Performance appraisal can be a primary source of information and feedback for employees, 
which is essential to their future development. The output of performance appraisal can be 
useful in different human resource functions. 
 

4.2.1. Human resource planning 
 
In assessing a firm's human resource, data must be available that describes the 
promotability and potential of all employees, especially key executives. Management 
succession planning is a key concern for all firms. A well designed appraisal system 
provides a profile of the organization's human resource strengths and weaknesses to 
support this effort (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

4.2.2. Training and development 
 
Performance appraisal should point out an employee's specific needs for training and 
development. For instance, reporting jobs require skills in technical writing and the 
evaluation of employee who occupies this post reveals a deficiency in this factor, he/she 
may need additional training in this aspect.  
 
By identifying deficiencies that adversely affect performance, human resource and line 
managers are able to develop training and development programs that permit individuals to 
build on their strengths and minimize their deficiencies. An appraisal system does not 
guarantee properly trained and developed employees. However, determining training and 
development needs is more precise when appraisal data are available (Mondy and Noe, 
2005).  
 
When supervisors identify the weaknesses, potentials, and training needs of employees 
through performance appraisal feedback, they can inform employees about their progress, 
discuss what skills they need to develop, and work out development plans. 
 
The manager’s role in such a situation is like that of a coach. The coach’s job is to reward 
good performance with recognition, explain what improvement is necessary, and show 
employees how to improve. After all, people do not always know  where  they  could  
improve,  and  managers  really  cannot  expect  improvement if they are unwilling to 
explain where and how improvement can occur (Mathis, 2007). 
 
The purpose of developmental feedback is to change or reinforce individual behavior,  
rather  than  to  compare  individuals as  in  the  case  of  administrative uses of 
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performance appraisal. Positive reinforcement for the behaviors the organization wants is 
an important part of development. 
 

4.2.3. Career planning and development 
 
Career planning and development may be viewed from either an individual or an 
organizational viewpoint. In either case, performance appraisal data are essential in 
assessing an employee's strengths and weaknesses and in determining the person's 
potential. Managers may use such information to counsel subordinates and assist them in 
developing and implementing their career plans (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 
5. Characteristics of effective performance appraisal system 
 
An effective performance appraisal system has a strategic importance to the organization. 
Clearly, the organization must monitor the extent to which it is conducting its performance 
appraisals effectively, adequately, and appropriately. As with selection, performance 
appraisal must be free from bias and discrimination. Also, regardless of which performance 
appraisal approach is used, an understanding of what performance management is supposed 
to do is critical. When performance appraisal is used to develop employees as sources, it 
usually works. When management uses performance appraisal as a punishment or when 
raters fail to understand its limitations, it fails. The key is not which form or which method 
is used, but whether managers and employees understand its purposes. In its simplest form, 
a performance appraisal is a manager's observation. 
 
An effective performance management system will be: 
 
þ consistent with strategic mission of the organization, 
þ beneficial as a development tool, 
þ useful as an administrative tool, 
þ legal and job-related, 
þ viewed as generally fair by employees, and 
þ useful in documenting employee performance. 

 
Most systems can be improved by training supervisors, because conducting performance 
appraisals is a big part of a performance management system. Training should focus on 
minimizing errors and providing a frame of reference on how raters observe and recall 
information. Organizationally, there is a tendency to distill performance into a single 
number that can be used to support pay raises. Systems based on this concept reduce the 
complexity of each person's contribution in order to satisfy compensation-system 
requirements (Sims, 2002). 
 
In an appraisal discussion, five fundamental areas need to be covered: 
 

1. The measurement of results of the employee's performance against goals and 
standards. 

2. Recognition of the employee's contributions. 
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3. Correction of any new or ongoing performance problems. 
4. Training and personal development needs for both current and future applications. 
5. The establishment of goals and/ or standards for the next appraisal period (Maddux, 

2002). 
 
The basic purpose of a performance appraisal system is to improve performance of 
individuals, teams, and the entire organization. The system may also serve to assist in the 
making of administrative decisions concerning pay increases, transfers, or terminations. In 
addition, the appraisal system must be legally defensible. Although a perfect system does 
not exist every system should possess certain characteristics. Organizations should seek an 
accurate assessment of performance that permits the development of a plan to improve 
individual and group performance. The system must honestly inform people of how they 
stand with the organization. The following factors assist in accomplishing these purposes 
(Mondy and Noe, 2005):  
 

5.1. Job-related criteria 
 
Job relatedness is perhaps the most basic criterion in employee performance appraisal. The 
uniform guidelines and court decisions are quite clear on this point. More specifically, 
evaluation criteria should be determined through job analysis. Subjective factors, such as 
initiative, enthusiasm, loyalty and cooperation are obviously important; however, unless 
clearly shown to be job related, they should not be used. 
 

5.2. Performance expectations 
 
Managers and subordinates must agree on performance expectations in advance of the 
appraisal period. How can employees function effectively if they do not know what they 
are being measured against? On the other hand, if employees clearly understand the 
expectations, they can evaluate their own performance and make timely adjustment as they 
perform their jobs without having to wait for formal evaluation review. The establishment 
of highly objective work standards is relatively simple in many areas, such as 
manufacturing, assembly, and sales. For numerous other types of jobs, however, this task is 
more difficult. Still, evaluation must take place based on clearly understood performance 
expectations. 
 

5.3. Standardization 
 
Firms should use the same evaluation instrument for all employees in the same job 
category who work for the same supervisor. Supervisors should also conduct appraisals 
covering similar periods for these employees. Although annual evaluations are most 
common, many successful firms evaluate their employees more frequently. Regularly 
scheduled feedback sessions and appraisal interviews for all employees are essential.  
 
Formal documentation of appraisal data serves several purposes including protection 
against possible legal action. Employees should sign their evaluation. If the employee 
refuses to sign, the manager should document this behavior. Records should also include a 
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description of employee responsibilities, expected performance results and the role these 
data play in making appraisal decisions. While performance appraisal is important for 
small firms, they are not expected to maintain performance appraisal systems that are as 
formal as those used by large organizations. 
 

5.4. Trained appraisers 
 
Most systems can be improved by training supervisors, because conducting performance 
appraisals is a big part of a performance management system. Training should focus on 
minimizing errors and providing a frame of reference on how raters observe and recall 
information (Sims, 2007). 
 
The individual who observes at least a representative sample of job performance normally 
has the responsibility for evaluating employee's performance. This person is often the 
employee's immediate supervisor. A common deficiency in appraisal system is that the 
evaluators rarely receive training on how to conduct effective evaluations. Unless everyone 
evaluating performance is receives training in the art of receiving and giving feedback, the 
process can lead to uncertainty and conflict. The training should be an ongoing process in 
order to ensure accuracy and consistency. 
 
The training should cover how to rate employees and how to conduct appraisal interviews. 
Instruction should be rather detailed and stress the importance of making objective and 
unbiased ratings. 
 

5.5. Continuous open communication 
 
Most employees have a strong need to know how well they are performing. A good 
appraisal system provides highly desired feedback on a continuing basis. There should be 
few surprises in the performance review. Managers should handle daily performance 
problems as they occur and not allow them to pile up for six months or a year and then 
address them during the performance appraisal interview. When something new surfaces, 
the manager probably did not do a good enough job communicating with the employee 
throughout the appraisal period. Even though the interview presents an excellent 
opportunity for both parties to exchange ideas, it should never serve as a substitute for the 
day-to-day communication and coaching required by performance management. 
 

5.6. Performance reviews 
 
A special time should be set for a formal discussion of an employee's performance. Since 
improved performance is a common goal of appraisal system, withholding appraisal result 
is absurd.  Employees are severely handicapped in their developmental efforts if denied 
access to this information. A performance review allows them to detect any errors or 
omissions in the appraisal, or an employee may simply disagree with the evaluation and 
want to challenge it. 
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5.7. Due process 
 
Ensuring due process is vital. If the company or the organization does not have grievance 
procedure, it should develop one to provide employees an opportunity to appeal appraisal 
results that they consider inaccurate or unfair. They must have a procedure for pursuing 
their grievances and having them addressed objectively.  
 

5.8. Consistency with the strategic mission of the organization 
 
Effective performance management systems evolve from the recognition that human 
behaviors and capabilities collapsed into a single score have a limited use in shaping the 
necessary range of performance. In the end, since performance appraisal feeds into the 
performance management process and the ultimate goal of this process is to improve 
performance on the job, if the process is working, managers should be able to see real 
improvements in organizational performance. This improvement may take the form of 
fewer errors in production, fewer returns in sales, higher appraisals, or lower levels of 
absenteeism or turnover. In the long run, however, these outcomes are not critical to the 
organization unless they translate into some improvement in the company's performance. 
That is, if performance appraisal and performance management systems are doing what 
they were designed to do, the organization as a whole should perform better (Sims, 2007). 
 

5.9. Collect relevant information 
 
The supervisor should begin by collecting relevant information. One source for information 
is the critical incident log if one has been maintained throughout the review period, but this 
should not necessarily be the only source of information used in the review. In addition to 
observations made by the supervisor about performance, it is important to find out how 
employees are serving those with whom they work on a regular basis. This does not 
necessarily require the use of a 360° process (which is generally utilized for supervisory, 
management, and executive personnel), but it does mean that the supervisor needs to talk to 
coworkers, customers, vendors, and others with whom the employee comes in contact on a 
regular basis in order to make a fair determination about overall performance. Obtaining 
this information can help to reduce concerns about inter-rater reliability and builds 
credibility with regard to the overall fairness of the review process (Bogardus, 2004). 
 

5.10. Provide specific examples 
 
When preparing the review, it is essential that the supervisor provides specific examples to 
assist the employee's learning process. Instead of saying only that the employee did a great 
job (which will no doubt make the employee feel good, but does not identify the results or 
behavior that made the performance great), a statement that the employee consistently 
submitted accurate reports requiring little or no revision on or before the deadline describes 
exactly the kind of behavior that the supervisor wants to encourage (Bogardus, 2004).  
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Preface 
 
Motivation and incentives play a vital role in getting the best out of subordinates. 
Employees in general look for incentives or motivation to perform the task assigned to 
them efficiently and effectively. In most organizations pay and incentives are based on 
performance differences among employees. Employees who perform well get larger 
compensation increases; those who perform satisfactorily receive little or no increase in 
compensation. Thus, employees who perform satisfactorily should keep up or advance in 
relation to a broad view of the local market for their jobs, whereas poor or marginal 
performers should fall behind. In this chapter the researcher is going to discuss the 
following main issues in regard to motivation and incentives: 
 

1. Motivation  
2. Motivation theories 
3. Incentives 
4. Types of incentives 
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1. Motivation 
 
In a review of an individual psychological perspective on PA, Fletcher (2002) claimed that 
the notion that all appraisees are going to react the same way to appraisal is probably very 
unsafe. Furthermore, Ilgen et al. (1979) noted that individual   differences probably play a 
substantial role in how people interpret appraisal feedback and how they respond to these 
interpretations. And, since investigations of individual differences that are likely to 
influence the relationship between PA satisfaction and employee outcomes may identify 
conditions under which PA is more or less effective, this type of research is likely to yield 
results of practical relevance (Fletcher, 2001).   Whereas intrinsic motivation is influenced 
by situational factors such as job characteristics (Hackman and Oldham, 1976), it also has a 
global or dispositional component (Vallerand, 1997). Thus, some employees are 
dispositionally more likely to be intrinsically motivated than others, and if the relationship 
between satisfaction with PA and employee outcomes varies as a function of the level of 
intrinsic motivation, this should have high informational value regarding decisions on 
whether or how to implement PA in organizations. 
 
In their meta-analysis of feedback interventions, Kluger and DeNisi (1996) reported that 
feedback cues that direct attention to learning and to the task augment the effects of  
feedback  on  performance,  while  cues  directing  attention  away  from  the  task (e.g. to 
the self or external attribution) attenuate feedback effects. In terms of learning, several 
studies suggest that intrinsic motivation is associated with learning orientation. For 
instance, a recent study by Wang and Guthrie (2004) on US and Chinese children reported  
that  intrinsic  motivation  increases  both  the  enjoyment  of  reading  and  text 
comprehension.  The authors suggest that children with high intrinsic motivation are more 
highly involved and concentrated in what they are reading. Deci and Ryan (1985) reported 
that intrinsically motivated students are likely to meet challenges constructively and with 
methods to solve problems. These findings may suggest that intrinsically motivated 
employees will benefit more from PA because they will learn more from the feedback they 
receive.  Furthermore, since intrinsic motivation is concerned with motivation to perform a 
task for itself, it is highly related to measures of task involvement or task interest ( Guay et 
al., 2000).  
 
Accordingly, compared to employees with lower intrinsic motivation, those with higher 
intrinsic motivation should, to a greater extent, view feedback as task oriented which in 
turn should enhance learning and performance associated with PA (Kluger and DeNisi, 
1996).  Finally,  experiencing  pleasure  and satisfaction  inherent  in  job  activities  may  
not  only  enhance  learning  outcomes  for intrinsically motivated employees, but also 
increase the probability that what they learn is used to improve performance. MacDuffie 
(1995), for instance, noted that a necessary condition for a HRM – firm performance 
relationship is that employees are motivated to apply their skills and knowledge through 
discretionary effort.  Thus, I decided to add some information about motivation and its 
theories to the literature review.   
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Many factors can affect the performance of individual employees: their ability, motivation, 
the support they receive, the nature of job they are doing and their relationship with the 
organization. The human resource unit in an organization exists in part to analyze and help 
correct problems in these areas. 
 
The performance that employers look for in individuals rests on ability, motivation, and the 
support individuals receive; however, motivation is often the missing variable. Motivation 
is the desire within a person causing that person to act. People usually act for one reason: to 
reach a goal. Thus, motivation is a goal-directed drive, and it seldom occurs in a void. The 
words need, want, desire, and drive are all similar to motive, from which the word 
motivation is derived (Mathis, 2007). 
 
The study of motivation is the exploration of the energization and direction of behavior. It 
has been said that the study of motivation is an inquiry into the why of behavior. Indeed, 
the field of motivation is concerned with answering the why questions, although there are 
theories that have offered non-motivational answers by focusing only in direction, to the 
exclusion of the energization  
 
A motive is a reason for doing something. Motivation is concerned with the factors that 
influence people to behave in certain ways. The three components of motivation are: 
(Edward and Richard, 1991) 
 
þ Direction: what a person is trying to do; 
þ Effort: how hard a person is trying; 
þ Persistence: how long a person keeps on trying?  

 
(Armstrong, 2001), believes that motivating other people is about getting them to move in 
the direction you want them to go in order to achieve a result. Motivating oneself is about 
setting the direction independently and then taking a course of action which will ensure that 
you will get there. Motivation can be described as a goal-directed behavior. People are 
motivated when they expect that a course of action is likely to lead to the attainment of a 
goal and a valued reward. 
 
He further believes that well-motivated people are those with clearly defined goals who 
take action that they expect will achieve these goals. Such people may be self-motivated, 
and as long as this means that they are going in the right direction to achieve what they are 
to achieve, then this is the best form of motivation. Most of us, however, need to be 
motivated to a greater or lesser degree. The organization as a whole can provide the context 
within which high level of motivation can be achieved by providing incentives and 
rewards, satisfying work, and opportunities for learning and growth. But managers still 
have a major part to play in using their motivating skills to get people to give the best, and 
to make good use of the motivational process provided by the organization.  
 
Motivation represents a measurable increase in both job satisfaction and productivity. The 
motivated worker does his job better and likes it more than those folks who are not so 
motivated. What truly motivates people is the following set of factors: opportunity for 
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achievement and accomplishment, learning and growth, discretion, and worthwhile work. 
These are items that generate strong feeling of loyalty, satisfaction, enthusiasm and all 
those other things we want to see in those whose paychecks we sign (Grote, 2002). 
Motivation is all-embracing, thus encompassing the motivation to work, and concerns 
innate, acquired and learnt needs. It also incorporates the desire to even out dissonances 
and reach agreements (for example in what a person contributes and receives in return); 
hence it determines basic positions, helps people to discover what they are striving for and 
defines goals. The fundamental willingness to work hinges on motivation. Motivation 
influences the choice of job or career type; it determines the personal value placed on work 
and success in the career; it governs the level of ambition; it is also responsible for a 
greater or a lesser need for power, for a desire to please others or for indifference towards 
them. It has been demonstrated that it is impossible not to be motivated: there is constant 
inducement from motives and influence from desires to give direction to our lives and thus 
also to our work. Motivation can be likened to an engine, which moves our vehicle along 
the career and work path with more or less force, more or less speed and more or less 
energy (Kessler, 2003). 
 
2. Motivation theories 
 
Motivation theories are built in a set of assumption about the nature of people and about the 
factors that give impetus to action. These assumptions, and the theories that follow from 
them, can be viewed as falling a long a descriptive continuum ranging from the 
mechanistic to the organismic. Mechanistic theories tend to view the human organism as 
passive, that is, as being pushed around by the interaction of psychological drives and 
environmental stimuli whereas organismic theories tend to view the organism as active. 
According to the later perspective, organisms have an intrinsic needs and psychological 
drives and these intrinsic needs provide energy for the organism to act on the 
environmental and to manage aspects of their drives and emotions (Edward and Richard, 
1991) 
 
Approaches to understanding motivation differ because many individual theorists have 
developed their own views and theories. They approach motivation from different starting 
points, with different ideas in mind, and from different backgrounds. No one approach is 
considered to be the “ultimate.” Each approach has contributed to the understanding of 
human motivation. 
 

2.1. Maslow's hierarchy of needs  
 
The most famous classification of needs is the one formulated by Maslow (Armstrong, 
2001). One theory of human motivation that has received a great deal of exposure in the 
past was developed by Abraham Maslow. In this theory, Maslow classified human needs 
into five categories (As shown in figure 4 below) that ascend in a definite order. Until the 
more basic needs are adequately fulfilled, a person will not strive to meet higher needs. 
Maslow’s well-known hierarchy is composed of (Mathis, 2007) 
 
þ physiological  needs, 
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þ safety  and  security  needs,   
þ belonging  and  love needs,  
þ esteem needs, and 
þ Self-actualization needs. 

 
An assumption often made by those using Maslow’s hierarchy is that workers in modern, 
technologically advanced societies basically have satisfied their physiological, safety, and 
belonging needs. Therefore, they will be motivated by the needs for self-esteem, esteem of 
others, and then self-actualization. Consequently, conditions to satisfy these needs should 
be present at work; the job itself should be meaningful and motivating. 
 
Maslow's theory of motivation states that when a lower need is satisfied, the next highest 
becomes dominant and the individual's attention is turned to satisfying this higher need. 
The need for self-fulfillment, however, can never be satisfied. He said that " man is a 
wanting animal" only unsatisfied need can motivate behavior and the dominant need is the 
prime motivator of behavior (Armstrong, 2001). 
 

Figure 4: Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (Mathis, 2007)  
 

 
 
 

2.2. Herzberg's motivation/hygiene theory  
 
Frederick Herzberg’s motivation/hygiene theory assumes that one group of factors, 
motivators, accounts for high levels of motivation. Another group of factors, hygiene, or 
maintenance factors, can cause discontent with work. The implication of Herzberg’s 
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research for management and HR practices is that although  managers  must carefully 
consider hygiene  factors  in order to avoid employee dissatisfaction, even if all these 
maintenance  needs  are  addressed,  people  may  not  be  motivated  to  work  harder.  
Only motivators cause employees to exert more effort and thereby attain more productivity, 
and this theory suggests that managers should utilize the motivators as tools to enhance 
employee performance (Mathis, 2007). 
 
Herzberg's theory has been strongly attacked. The research method has been criticized 
because no attempt was made to measure the relationship between satisfaction and 
performance. It has been suggested that the two-factor nature of theory is an inevitable 
result of the questioning method used by the interviewers. It has also been suggested that 
wide and unwarranted interferences have been drawn from small and specialized samples 
and that there is no evidence to suggest that the satisfiers do improve productivity 
(Armstrong, 2001). 
 

2.3. Process Theories of Motivation 
 

Process theories suggest that a variety of factors may prove to be motivating, depending on 
the needs of the individual, the situation the individual is in, and the rewards the individual 
expects for the work done. Theorists who hold to this view do not attempt to fit people into 
a single category, but rather accept human differences. 
 
One process theory by Lyman Porter and E.E. Lawler focuses on the value a person places 
on a goal as well as the person’s perceptions of workplace equity, or fairness, as factors 
that influence his or her job behavior. In a work situation, perception is the way an 
individual views the job. Porter and Lawler model indicates that motivation is influenced 
by people’s expectations. If expectations are not met, people may feel that they have been 
unfairly treated and consequently become dissatisfied. 
 
Using the Porter and Lawler model, as shown in figure 5 below, suppose that a salesclerk is 
motivated to expend effort on her job. From this job she expects to receive two types of 
rewards: intrinsic (internal) and extrinsic (external). For this salesclerk, intrinsic rewards 
could include a feeling of accomplishment, a feeling of recognition, or other motivators. 
Extrinsic rewards might be such items as pay, benefits, good working conditions, and other 
hygiene factors. The salesclerk compares her performance with what she expected and 
evaluates it in light of both types of rewards she receives. She then reaches some   level of 
job satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Once this level is reached, it is difficult to determine 
what she will do. If she is dissatisfied, she might put forth less effort in the future, she 
might work harder to get the rewards she wants, or she might just accept her 
dissatisfaction. If she is highly satisfied, it does not always mean she will work harder. She 
may even slack off a bit, saying, “I got what I wanted” (Mathis, 2007). 
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Figure 5: Porter and Lawler motivation model (Lawler and Porter, 1966). 

 
 
 (Armstrong. 2001) says that the process or cognitive theory is certainly more useful to 
manage because it provides more realistic guidance on motivation techniques. The 
processes are: 
 
þ Expectations (expectation theory) 
þ Goal achievement (goal theory) 
þ Feelings (equity theory) 

 
3. Incentives 
 
Most organizations recognize that they have a responsibility to their employees to provide 
them with insurance and other programs for their health, safety, security and general 
welfare. These programs are called benefits and include all financial rewards that generally 
are not paid directly to the employee. Benefits cost the firm money, but employees usually 
receive them indirectly. The employee does not receive money but does obtain the benefit 
of health insurance coverage. This type of compensation has two distinct advantages: 
 

þ It is generally nontaxable to the employee 
þ The cost of some benefits may be much less for large groups of employees than 

for individuals (Mondy et al, 2002). 
 
Incentives are simple, crude but effective, and no fine tuning or complex cogitation can be 
expected: when a bonus is promised for boosting pre-tax profit by X, then perhaps not all, 
but certainly most people will want to achieve X. They would indeed like to earn the 
bonus. Money is a key to this, but self-esteem, ambition, and the desire to perform and 
compete play a role. The promise of a bonus is crude as an incentive because it does not 
allow for any nuances. For example, when it is feared that X cannot be reached under 
prevailing market conditions, then reducing advertising expenses might lower the costs. 
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That may secure X in the short term, but retribution will soon come in the form of a falling 
market share (Kressler, 2003). 
 
Generally speaking, benefits are provided to employees because of their membership in the 
organization. Benefits are typically not related to employee productivity; therefore, while 
they may be valuable in recruiting and retaining employees, they do not serve as 
motivation for improved performance. An equitable and effective incentive plan should 
help organizations attract, retain, and motivate. Such a plan will create a more evenhanded 
situation for employees. 
 
Incentives are growing in importance as a tool of management for several important 
reasons: 
 
þ Production of goods and services in many industries has become unbelievably 

sophisticated and complex, which has required managers to draw on the creativity, 
skills, and human capital of line workers who often have local information about 
their work. 

 
þ Production processes for many goods and services have become global in scope, 

which necessarily means that many workers must work far removed from their 
supervisors, who have no way of monitoring what the workers are doing each day. 

 
þ Firms have, to a growing extent, relied on "outsourcing," which means firms are 

buying more and more of their inputs from parts to human resources services from 
outside suppliers whose business goals are not always in line with the business 
goals of the buyers. 

 
þ The hierarchical organizational structures of many firms have been "flattened," 

which implies fewer layers of managers and super-visors. 
 
þ The pace of technological and organizational innovations and change has speeded 

up, increasing the extent to which decision making has devolved to lower and lower 
levels within firms' organizational structures (McKenzie, 1998). 

 
A first important step towards improving pay for performance is to better understand the 
motivational mechanism of bonuses. When employees fully participate in developing, 
implementing and updating the performance-reward standards, three processes are 
triggered. First, productivity problems are more readily identified and solved. This is 
particularly true when teamwork techniques, such as quality circle are in force. Second, 
intrinsic motivation grows as the employee finds greater personal enjoyment and challenge 
in her or his work. Third, increased two-way information flow between management and 
employees, empowers the employees. In turn, each of these three processes increases one’s 
chances of earning the promised bonus, via lower cost and or higher productivity (Robert 
and Angelo, 1992). 
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4. Types of Incentives/Benefits 
 
According to Mondy and Noe (2003) benefits can be divided into two main categories: 
financial and nonfinancial benefits. In the coming pages the researcher is going to brief the 
reader on the components of each category.  
 
1. Financial benefits 
 
Financial benefits are in turn divided into two main categories: direct and indirect. Direct 
financial compensation mainly includes wages, salaries commission and bonuses and they 
are beyond the scope of this research. Indirect financial compensation; however, are 
divided into two main categories: legally required benefits which currently account for 
about 10% of total compensation costs and voluntary benefits that are provided by the 
employers without the requirement of law (Mondy and Noe, 2005) 
 

1.1. Legally required benefits 
 
Legally required benefits comprise social security, unemployment compensation, workers' 
compensation and family and medical leave. 
 

1.1.1. Social security 
 

Employers are required to share equally with employees the cost of old age, survivors', and 
disability insurance. Employers are required to pay the full cost of unemployment 
insurance. Other forms of protection were added including disability insurance, survivor's 
benefits and Medicare. Disability insurance protects employees against loss of earning 
resulting from incapability. 
 

1.1.2. Unemployment compensation 
 
Another benefit required by law is unemployment compensation. In the USA each state 
operates its own unemployment compensation system and provision differ significantly 
from state to state. Employers finance this benefit by paying a tax on the first $7,000 of 
annual earning for each employee. The tax is paid to state and federal compensation funds 
(Mathis, 2007). 
  

1.1.3. Worker's compensation 
 
Worker's compensation benefits provide a degree of financial protection for employees 
who incur expenses resulting from job-related accidents or illness. Employers pay the 
entire cost of worker's compensation insurance, and their past experience with job-related 
accident and illness determines their premium expenses (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
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1.1.4. Family and medical leave act 
 
Passed in 1993, the family and medical leave act covers all employers with 50 or more 
employees who live within 75 miles of the workplace and includes federal, state and 
private employers. Only employees who only worked 12 months and 1250 hours in the 
previous years are eligible for leave under the FMLA act (Mathis, 2007) 
 

1.2. Discretionary / voluntary benefits 
 
The following benefits are not legally required. The organizations voluntarily provide 
numerous other benefits:  
 

1.2.1. Payment for time not worked 
 
In providing payment for time not worked, the employers recognize that employees need 
time away from the job for many purposes. Included in this category are paid vacations, 
payment for holidays not worked, sick pay, and payment for injury duty, National Guard or 
other military reserve duty, voting time and bereavement time. It is also common for 
organizations to provide payments to assist employees in performing civic duties. Some 
payments for time not worked are provided for time off routinely taken during work hours. 
Common benefits in this area include rest periods, coffee breaks, lunch period, clean up 
time, and travel time (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

A) Paid vacations 
 
Paid vacations are a common benefit. Employers often use graduated vacation time scales 
based on employees’ length of service. Some organizations allow employees to accumulate 
unused vacations and many other organizations are allowing employees to buy additional 
vacations or sell unused vacations back to employer (Mathis, 2007). 
 

B) Sick pay 
 
Each year many firms allocate to each employee a certain number of days for sick leave, 
they may use when ill. Employees who are too sick to report to work continue to receive 
their pay up to maximum of days accumulated. As for vacation days the number depends 
on seniority (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

C) Sabbaticals 
 
A sabbatical leave is paid time off the job to develop and rejuvenate oneself. Sabbatical 
leaves are common in institution of higher education. A sabbatical might prevent the loss 
of a skilled leader (Barbeito, 2004). 
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1.2.2. Health care 
 
Health benefits are an important part of an employee's indirect financial compensation. 
Benefits for health care represent the most expensive in the area of indirect financial 
compensation. In addition, employers may utilize one of the following managed-care 
options (Mondy and Noe, 2005): 
 
A) Health organizations: 
 
Cover all services for a fixed fee but control is exercised over which doctors and health 
facilities a member may use regardless of the precise form, managed-care systems strive to 
control health-care costs. 
 
B) Capitation: 

 
Capitation typically the reimbursement method used by primary care physicians, is an 
approach to health care where providers negotiate a rate for health care for covered life 
over a period of time.  Some critics fear that since this system shifts the incentive for 
physicians away from providing care towards limiting care, it results in cost cutting at the 
expense of health-care quality. 
 
C) Defined contribution Health-care system: 
 
In this option, companies give each employee a set amount of money annually with which 
to purchase health-care coverage.  In this health-care system, employees could shop 
around, probably using online services, for plans that meet their individual needs. 
 
D) Medical saving accounts: 
 
This option allows employees to set a sick pretax money to pay for medical bills in the 
coming year that aren’t covered by their regular health insurance, including costs liked 
deductibles and co-payments. 
 
E) Major Medical benefits: 
 
Many plans provide for major medical benefits to cover extra ordinary expenses that result 
from long-term as serious health problems. 
 
F) Utilization review: 
 
Utilization review is a process that scrutinizes medical diagnoses, hospitalization, surgery, 
and other medical treatment and care prescribed by doctors.  The objective of this process 
is, of course to hold down costs. 
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G) Dental and vision care 
 
Dental plans may cover 70 to 100 percent of the cost of primitive procedures and 50 to 80 
percent of restorative procedures.  Vision-care plans may cover all or part of the cost of eye 
examinations and glasses. 
 
H) Other medical coverage 
 
In addition to doctor office visits, health insurance typically includes hospital room and 
board costs, service charges and surgical fees. 
 

1.2.3.  Life insurance: 
 
It is common for employers to provide life insurance for employees. Life insurance is 
bought as a group policy, and the employer pays all or some of the premium, but the level 
of coverage is usually low and is tied to the employee’s base pay. A typical level of 
coverage is one-and-a half or two times an employee’s base salary (Mathis, 2007). 
 

1.2.4. Retirement plans: 
 
Retirement is currently a hot topic because the aging baby boomer generation is retirement.  
Employers are in the middle of this challenge since they are one of our society’s primary 
providers of retirement income (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

A) Defined benefit plans 
 
Retirement plans are generally either defined benefit plans or defined contribution plans. A 
defined contribution plan is formal retirement plan that provides the participant with a 
fixed benefit upon retirement. 
 

B) Defined contribution plan 
 

A defined contribution plan is a retirement plan that requires specific contributions by an 
employer to a retirement or savings fund established for the employee. 
 

C) Cash balance plans 
 
A cash balance plan is such a plan, with elements of both defined benefit and defined 
contribution plans.  It resembles a defined contribution plan in that it uses an account 
balance to communicate the benefit amount.  However, it is closer to being a defined 
benefit plan because the employer normally bears the responsibility for and the risks of 
managing the assets (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
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D) Disability protection 
 

This type of insurance provides continuing income protection for employees who become 
disabled or unable to work. Long-term disability insurance is much more common because 
employers cover short term disability situations by allowing employees to accrue the sick 
leave granted annually (Mathis, 2007). 
 

1.2.5. Employee stock option plans: 
 
An employee stock option plan is a plan in which a firm contributes stock shares to a trust.  
The trust then allocates the stock to participating employee accounts according to employee 
earnings. 
 

1.2.6. Supplemental unemployment benefit 
 
Supplemental unemployment benefit first appeared in auto industry labor agreement in 
1955.  They provide additional income for employees receiving unemployment insurance 
benefits.  These plans have spread to many industries and are usually financed by the 
company (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

1.2.7. Employee Services 
 
Organizations offer a variety of benefits that can be termed employee services.  These 
benefits encompass a number of areas including of areas including relocation benefits, 
child care, educational assistance, food services/subsidized cafeterias, financial services 
and legal services 
 

A) Relocation 
 
When an organization recruits employees that live distant from the work place, it usually 
pay them relocation benefits. In some cases they may pay for rent of apartment or the 
tuition fees of kids. 
 

B) Child Care  
 
Another benefit offered by some firs is subsidized child care.  These benefits are effective 
recruitment aids and help reduce absenteeism. 
 

C) Educational Assistance 
 
Some organizations, in order to increase the capacity of employees, offer educational 
assistance. Coverage of this assistance differs from an organization to another. UNRWA, 
for example, provides up to 50% or less than US$1000 annually. 
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D) Food Services/Subsidized cafeterias 

 
Firms that supply food services or subsidized cafeterias provide an exception to this rule.  
What they hope to gain in return is increased productivity, less wasted time, enhance 
employee morale, and in some instance, a healthier work force.  Most firms that offer free 
or subsidized lunches feel that they get a high payback in terms of employee relations 
(Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

E) Financial Services 
 
Some organizations may grant employees loans without interest for accommodation, 
education, health or other urgent issues. 
 

F) Legal Services 
 
Some firms offer its employees legal service in case of purchasing new properties or setting 
some legal cases 
 

1.2.8. Premium Pay 
 
Premium pay is compensation paid to employees for working long periods of time or 
working under dangerous or undesirable conditions (Mondy and Noe, 2005): 
 

A) Hazard Pay 
 
Hazard pay is an additional payment the employees receive due to working in risky jobs or 
due to working under risky situations. It is noteworthy that most UN organizations pay 
hazard pay for employees particularly the international ones. 
 

B) Shift Differentials  
 
Some employees may be asked to work for a night shift. Usually organizations pay those 
employees special allowances for this shift. 
 
2. Nonfinancial Compensation 
 
Non-financial rewards are provided by performance management through recognition, the 
provision of opportunities to succeed, skills development and career planning, and 
enhancing job engagement and commitment. Performance management involves 
recognizing people's achievements and strengths. They can be informed through feedback 
about how well they are performing by reference to achievements and behaviors. They can 
be thanked, formally and informally, for what they have done. They can be helped to 
understand how they can do even better by taking action to make the best use of the 
opportunities the feedback has revealed (Armstrong, 2006). In nonfinancial benefits we 
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have two main factors: the job as a total compensation factor and the job environment as a 
total compensation factor. 
 

2.1. The Job as a Total Compensation Factor 
 
Some jobs can be so stimulating that the incumbent is anxious to get to work each day.  At 
the evening meal, details of what happened on the job may be shared with family of 
friends.  Unwillingness to change jobs for additional financial compensation suggests that 
the job itself is indeed an important reward. 
  
On the other hand, a job may be so boring or distasteful that an individual dreads going to 
work.  This condition is sad considering the time a person devotes to his or her job. The job 
itself is a central issue in many theories of motivation.  According to job characteristics 
theory, employees experience intrinsic compensation when their jobs rate high on five core 
job dimensions: skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback.  
These characteristics create the potential for increased performance, lower absenteeism and 
turnover, and higher employee satisfaction (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

2.1.1. Skill Variety.   
 
The extent to which the work requires several different activities for successful completion 
indicates its skill variety. For example, low skill variety exists when an assembly-line 
worker performs the same two tasks repetitively. The more skills involved, the more 
meaningful the work. Skill variety can be enhanced in several ways. Job rotation can break 
the monotony of an otherwise routine job with little scope by shifting a person from job to 
job (Mathis, 2007). 
 

2.1.2. Task Identity 
 
The extent to which the job includes a “whole” identifiable unit of work that is carried out 
from start to finish and that results in a visible outcome is its task identity. For example, 
one corporation changed its customer service processes so that when a customer calls with 
a problem, one employee, called a Customer Care Advocate, handles most or all facets of 
the problem from maintenance to repair. As a result, more than 40% of customer problems 
are resolved by one person while the customer is still on the line (Mathis, 2007).  
 

2.1.3. Task Significance 
 
The impact that the job has on other people constitutes task significance, another 
component of job enrichment.  When performer of a person’s job influences the life of 
others, the employee often realizes a real sense of achievement (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

2.1.4. Autonomy 
 
The extent of individual freedom and discretion in the work and its scheduling indicates 
autonomy. More autonomy leads to a greater feeling of personal responsibility for the 
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work. Efforts to increase autonomy may lead to what was characterized as job enrichment 
by Frederick Herzberg (Mathis, 2007). 
 

2.1.5. Feedback 
 
The amount of information employees receive about how well or how poorly they have 
performed is feedback. The advantage of feedback is that it helps employees to understand 
the effectiveness of their performance and contributes to their overall knowledge about the 
work. At one firm, feedback reports from customers who contact the company with 
problems are given directly to the employees who handle the customers’ complaints, 
instead of being given only to the department manager (Mathis, 2007). 
 

2.2. The Job Environment as a Total Compensation Factor 
 
Performing a challenging, responsible job in pigsty would not be rewarding to most people. 
The physical environment of the job must also be satisfactory.  In addition, the 
psychological climate must be positive.  Employees can draw satisfaction form their work 
through several nonfinancial factors.  Reasonable policies, competent supervisors, 
congenial co-works, appropriate status symbols, and pleasant physical working conditions 
are all important features. Another factor of increasing importance is the flexibility 
employees have in their work situations (Mondy and Noe, 2005):  
 

2.2.1. Sound Policies 
 
Human recourse policies and practices reflecting management’s concern for its employees 
can serve as positive rewards.  If a firm’s policies show consideration rather than 
disrespect, fear, doubt, or lack of confidence, the result can be rewarding to both the 
employees and the organization (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

2.2.2. Competent Employees 
 
Successful organizations emphasize continuous development and assure employment of 
competent managers and nonmanagers. Competitive environments and the requirement for 
teamwork will not permit otherwise (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

2.2.3. Congenial Co-Workers 
 
Although a few individuals in this world may be quite self-sufficient and prefer to be left 
alone, they will become lonely indeed in the team-oriented organizations that exist today 
(Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

2.2.4. Appropriate Status Symbols 
 
Status symbols are organizational rewards that take many forms such as office size and 
location, desk size and quality, private secretaries, floor covering, and job title.  Some firms 
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make liberal use of these types of rewards; others tend to minimize them (Mondy and Noe, 
2005). 
 

2.2.5. Working Conditions 
 
The definition of working conditions has broadened considerable during the past decade.  
At one time, an air-conditioned and reasonable safe and healthy workplace was 
satisfactory.  Today, many organizations consider numerous additional factors as 
important. A flexible workspace featuring such practices as flextime and telecommuting 
definitely enhances the nonfinancial compensation package (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

2.2.6. Flextime 
 
Flextime is the practice of permitting employees to choose their own working hours, within 
certain limitations (Mondy and Noe, 2005). Flextime programs may be useful in luring 
back retirees or others who previously worked for the organization. The main advantage in 
hiring former employees is that their performance is known (Kennedy, 1994) 
 

2.2.7. Compressed Workweek 
 
The compressed workweek is an arrangement of work hours that permits employees to 
fulfill their work obligation in fewer days than the typical five-day workweek.  A common 
compressed workweek is four 10-hours days. 
  
Working under this arrangement, employees have reported grater job satisfaction.  In 
addition, the compressed workweek offers the potential for better use of leisure time for 
family life, personal business, and recreation (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 

2.2.8. Job Sharing  
 
It is common in some organization to divide the responsibilities, duties and compensation 
of one post between two employees. This action is known as job sharing. 
 

2.2.9. Flexible Compensation (Cafeteria Compensation) 
 
Flexible compensation plans permit employees to make yearly elections to largely 
determine their compensation package by choosing between taxable cash and numerous 
benefits.  Cafeteria plans permit flexibility in allowing each employee to determine the 
compensation components that best satisfy his or her particular needs (Mondy and Noe, 
2005). 
 

2.2.10. Telecommuting  
 
Advances in technology have created the opportunity for employees to conduct their work 
or from home or various distance location. This can be a major plus, eliminating 
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communicating cost and times and allowing blocks of work that fit personal schedules 
(Barbeito, 2004).   
 
 

2.2.11. Part-Time Work  
 
Due to rush of work for a specific period of time some organization recruit employees on 
daily basis as to compensate for lack of employees. UNRWA, sometimes if the staff 
member is qualified and shows high motivation, recruits the same staff after retirement age 
on daily basis to perform the same duties and responsibilities and to train the new staff who 
will replace him. 
 

2.2.12. Modified Retirement 
 
Modified retirement is an option that permits older employees to work fewer than their 
regular hours for a certain period proceeding retirement.  This option allows an employee 
to avoid an abrupt change in lifestyle and mover gracefully into retirement.  It also affords 
employers the opportunity to capitalize on needed experience and skills at a relatively low 
cost (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
 
3. Other Compensation Issues  
 
There are other benefits that deserve to be mentioned, the most important of which are the 
following: 
 

3.1. Severance Pay 
 
Personnel policies generally state a notice requirements when employees resign or are 
terminated. During the notice period, employees are paid their normal salaries and benefits 
(Barbeito, 2004). 
 

3.2. Comparable Worth 
 
Comparable worth requires the value for dissimilar jobs, such as company nurse and 
welder, to be compared under some form of job evaluation and pay rates for both jobs to be 
assigned according to their evaluated worth 
 

3.3. Pay Secrecy  
 
Some organizations tend to keep their pay rates secret for various reasons.  If a firm’s 
compensation plan is illogical secrecy may indeed be appropriate because only a well-
designed system can stand careful scrutiny.  An open system would almost certainly 
require mangers to explain the rationale for pay decisions to subordinates.  Secrecy, 
however, can have some negative side effects including a distortion of the actual rewards 
people receive (Mondy and Noe, 2005). 
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3.4. Pay Compression 
 
Pay compression is created when the pay differential between one or more pay levels 
becomes too small.  This situation most likely occurs when labor market pay levels 
increase more rapidly than current employees’ pay raises.  Pay compression may also take 
place when firms make pay adjustments at the lower end of the job hierarchy without 
commensurate adjustments at the top (Momdy and Noe, 2005). 
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Preface 
 
Appraising the performance of employees at UNRWA is a must. Each supervisor rates the 
performance of his subordinates annually. Two reports are available for this purpose. 
Recently UNRWA has launched OD initiative to increase the efficacy of the appraisal 
system and to overcome the areas in which the current system falls short.  
 
This chapter will mainly be based on two references the personnel directive of the Agency 
which includes all the rules and regulations that govern the performance appraisal at 
UNRWA, and UNRWA's official web site which includes all the information related to 
structure and objectives of programs and implementing departments. Another source of 
information is interviews that will be conducted with senior officers in the personnel 
division and human resource management department. This chapter will deal with the 
following four main issues: 
 

1. UNRWA overview 
 

2. UNRWA programs 
 

3. Performance appraisal at UNRWA 
 

4. Performance appraisal incentives at UNRWA 
 

5. OD and performance appraisal at UNRWA 
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1. UNRWA overview 
 

1.1. Establishment 
 
Immediately after the Arab-Israeli hostilities of 1948, emergency assistance to Palestine 
refugees was provided by international organizations such as the International Committee 
of the Red Cross, League of Red Cross Societies and the American Friends Service 
Committee. In November 1948, the United Nations established the United Nations Relief 
for Palestine Refugees (UNRPR) to extend aid and relief to Palestine refugees and 
coordinate efforts of NGOs and other UN bodies such as the United Nations International 
Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF), World Health Organization (WHO) and Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the International Refugee Organization. The United 
Nations established the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in 
the Near East (UNRWA) under UN General Assembly Resolution 302 (IV), of 8 
December,1949, as a subsidiary organ of the United Nations. UNRWA's mandate has been 
renewed every three years since 1949, and is expected to continue to be renewed pending a 
just settlement to the refugee problem (UNRWA website, 2008). 
 
Since its establishment, the Agency has delivered its services in times of relative calm in 
the Middle East, and in times of hostilities. It has fed, housed and clothed tens of thousands 
of fleeing refugees and at the same time educated and given health care to hundreds of 
thousands of young refugees. 
 
UNRWA is unique in terms of its long-standing commitment to one group of refugees and 
its contributions to the welfare and human development of four generations of Palestine 
refugees. Originally envisaged as a temporary organization, the Agency has gradually 
adjusted its programs to meet the changing needs of the refugees. Today, UNRWA is the 
main provider of basic services - education, health, relief and social services - to over 4.5 
million registered Palestine refugees in the Middle East (UNRWA website, 2008). 
 
UNRWA was mandated " to carry out direct relief and works programs in collaboration 
with local governments," to "consult with the Near Eastern governments concerning 
measures to be taken preparatory to the time when international assistance for relief and 
works projects is no longer available" and to plan for the time when relief was no longer 
needed. UNRWA’s mandate has been repeatedly renewed by the UN General Assembly. 
The current mandate runs till 30 June, 2011, wherein the UN General Assembly has 
expressed its awareness of the “continuing needs of Palestine refugees throughout the 
occupied Palestinian territory and in other fields of operation” and noted that the 
“functioning of the Agency remains essential in all fields of operation” (UNRWA website, 
2008). 
 

1.2. Funding 
 
Most funding comes from voluntary contributions of donor states. UNRWA's largest 
donors are the United States, European Commission, the U.K and Sweden. Other major 
donors include the Gulf Arab States, Scandinavian countries, Japan and Canada. A small 
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portion comes from non-governmental organizations and concerned individuals. The 
United Nations Secretariat finances 110 international staff posts from its regular budget and 
UNESCO and WHO provide assistance in the staffing of the education and health 
programs(UNRWA website, 2008). 
 
The European Commission was the largest donor in 2007, followed by the USA. However, 
in terms of donations relative to population size and GDP per capita, the Scandinavian 
countries top the list. 
 
When UNRWA was established as a temporary agency the United Nations and member 
states thought it would be in the interest of both UNRWA and the refugees if the Agency 
was able to collect voluntary contributions of any amount from member states. However, 
the United Nations finances all international staff posts from its regular budget. 
 
Donor countries strongly support UNRWA's work, and the Palestine refugees. In their 
eyes, UNRWA provides important human development for Palestine refugees in the 
region, crucial emergency assistance in times of need, and a measure of stability in an 
often volatile environment.  
 
In terms of national currencies, contributions are increasing. UNRWA's budget is dollar-
based and UNRWA expenditures are in dollars. In recent years, Agency income and 
expenditure have increased as a result of the falling US dollar. However, despite the overall 
growth in contributions, funding is not keeping pace with the growth of the refugee 
population nor with increased refugee needs. This has led to worrying erosion in the quality 
of UNRWA services. The number of registered refugees in the oPt, Syria, Lebanon and 
Jordan has increased by more than 100,000 between June 2006 and June 2007 (UNRWA 
website, 2008). 
 
UNRWA’s regular cash and in-kind budget for 2007 is US$ 505 million, although 
expenditure is likely to be less because of forecast shortfalls in donation income. Due to the 
humanitarian crisis in the occupied Palestinian territory caused by the conflict and Israeli 
closures, UNRWA has launched repeated emergency appeals for emergency food, 
employment and cash assistance. In 2007 the Agency is asking for an additional $246 
million to cover these emergency needs (UNRWA website, 2008). 
 
More than half of UNRWA’s budget is spent on the education program, which in 2007 was 
budgeted to receive $277.2 million. The health program was forecast to receive $95.9 
million while the relief and social services program were to receive $43 million. 
Operational and common services were to receive $89 million combined (UNRWA 
website, 2008). 
 

1.3. Beneficiaries 
 
For operational purposes, UNRWA has defined Palestine refugee as any person whose 
"normal place of residence was Palestine during the period 1 June 1946 to 15 May 1948 
and who lost both home and means of livelihood as a result of the 1948 conflict." Palestine 
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refugees eligible for UNRWA assistance, are mainly persons who fulfill the above 
definition and descendants of fathers fulfilling the definition. 
 
In May 1951, UNRWA inherited a list of 950,000 persons from its predecessor agencies, 
the United Nations Relief for Palestine Refugees, the International Committee of the Red 
Cross and the American Friends Service Committee. 
In the first 4 months of operations, UNRWA reduced this list to 860,000 persons, based on 
"painstaking census efforts", "fraudulent claims" and a desire to "remove undeserving 
individuals from its relief rolls (UNRWA website, 2008). 
 
The 1948 registered refugees and their descendants now number over 4.5 million, and 
mainly reside in the West Bank, Gaza, Jordan, Lebanon or Syria. These are the refugees 
covered under UNRWA’s mandate. 
 
It should be noted that UNRWA's definition of refugees is necessarily restricted to those 
eligible to receive its aid, as the definition explicitly states that the refugee must have lost 
both home and means of livelihood to be eligible for registration with UNRWA. Thus, for 
the purposes of repatriation or compensation, as envisaged in UN General Assembly 
(UNGA) Resolution 194 (III) of December 1948, the term "Palestine refugee" is used with 
a different, much less restrictive meaning as compared to UNRWA’s need-based definition 
(UNRWA website, 2008). 
 
UNRWA services are available to all Palestine refugees, over 4.5 million, who are 
registered with the Agency in the Area of Operations (Jordan, Lebanon, Syrian Arab 
Republic, the West Bank and Gaza Strip). Not all Palestine refugees opted to register with 
UNRWA and not all those who opted to register were eligible to receive service. There are 
many Palestinian refugees who are not registered with UNRWA or who reside outside 
UNRWA's areas of operation, and are therefore unable to have access to UNRWA services. 
 
The UN General Assembly has asked on an annual basis the Commissioner-General of 
UNRWA "to continue to provide humanitarian assistance, as far as practicable, on an 
emergency basis, and as a temporary measure, to persons in the area who are currently 
displaced and in serious need of continued assistance as a result of the June 1967 and 
subsequent hostilities (UNRWA website, 2008).  
 
There have been times when UNRWA’s assistance has been extended to persons who do 
not fall within the standard definition of a Palestine refugee. For instance, in 1988, from the 
outbreak of the first Intifada and based on the urging of the UNGA, UNRWA pledged to 
provide "as far as practicable, humanitarian assistance on an emergency basis, and as a 
temporary measure, to non-refugees in the occupied territories who are in serious need”. 
 
During the second Intifada in the West Bank and Gaza, which began in 2000, UNRWA 
also provided some food assistance to non-refugees suffering from Israeli closures in 
isolated areas of the West Bank. 
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2. UNRWA programs 

UNRWA helps Palestine refugees through four main programs: Education, Health, Relief, 
and Microfinance and Microenterprise Program. 
 

2.1. Education 
 
The Palestine refugee community has traditionally placed great emphasis on education as 
the key to a better future. Despite often difficult circumstances, Palestinians are one of the 
most highly educated groups in the Middle East. This achievement has been made possible 
in large part by the contribution of UNRWA in educating three generations of refugees.  
 
UNRWA operates one of the largest school systems in the Middle East and has been the 
main provider of basic education to Palestine refugees for nearly five decades. The Agency 
provides primary and junior secondary schooling free of charge for all Palestine refugee 
children in the area of operations. Vocational and technical training courses are given in the 
eight UNRWA vocational training centers. The Agency also runs an extensive teacher-
training program, and offers university scholarships to qualified refugee youth (UNRWA 
website, 2008).  
 
UNRWA aims to give Palestine refugee pupils a basic education comparable to that 
provided in government schools in the region, so that they are on an equal footing in 
gaining access to educational and employment opportunities. Consequently, UNRWA 
schools use the same curricula and textbooks as the host government/Authority schools, 
and pupils sit, wherever applicable, for national exams at each stage of the education cycle. 
 
In the educational sector UNRWA has achieved the following (UNRWA website, 2008): 
 
þ Access to free elementary and preparatory education for all Palestine refugee 

children;  
 
þ A school system with low repetition rates, low drop-out rates and high levels of 

academic achievement;  
 
þ Full gender equity since the 1960s, with 50.2 per cent of pupils being females in 

2001/2002;  
 
þ 60,000 graduates from UNRWA's vocational and technical training centers, and 

some 17,000 from UNRWA pre-service teacher training centers and education 
science faculties by 2000;  

 
þ Established, in the West Bank in 1962, the first residential women's vocational 

training centre in the Middle East;  
 
þ University scholarships for thousands of young refugees 
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2.2. Health 

UNRWA's health program aims to protect, preserve and promote the health of Palestine 
refugees and to meet their basic health needs. Since its establishment, the Agency has been 
the main health care provider for the Palestine refugee population, providing the following 
health services:  

þ Primary health care  
þ Nutrition and supplementary feeding  
þ Assistance with secondary health care  
þ Environmental health in refugee camps  

Through Health Program, UNRWA has succeeded in achieving the following (UNRWA 
website, 2008): 

þ Infant mortality rates have dropped from 180 deaths per 1,000 live births in the 
1960s, to 32-35 per 1,000 in the 1990s. This is well ahead of the World Health 
Organization (WHO) target for developing countries of 50 per 1,000 by the year 
2000. 

 
þ Protein-calorie malnutrition, highly prevalent in the 1950s and 1960s, was 

eliminated by the 1990s.  
 
þ The mother-and-child health clinics have contributed to a significantly lower rate of 

infant mortality in the refugee population in Gaza compared with the non-refugee 
population in Gaza and the West Bank (32 deaths per 1,000 compared with 44 per 
1,000).  

 
þ As a result of the expanded program of immunization and immunization campaigns, 

the last confirmed case of polio was reported in 1993, and no cases of tetanus were 
reported during the 1990s. 

 
þ A special formula for the treatment of diarrhoea and dehydration used widely today 

by WHO and UNICEF (United Nations Children's Fund) was pioneered by 
UNRWA.  

 
þ Growth charts to monitor children's development were introduced well ahead of 

other aid agencies. 
 

þ The Agency runs one of the most cost effective health services in the region, 
spending US$15 per registered refugee per year and with comparable or higher 
results than other health services in the region. 
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2.3. Relief and Social Services 

UNRWA aims to ensure a minimum standard of nutrition and shelter for Palestine refugees 
and the Agency's relief and social services program supports the poorest refugee families 
who are unable to meet their own basic needs. The program also facilitates longer-term 
social and economic development for refugees and their communities without prejudice to 
their rights as refugees recognized in United Nations General Assembly resolutions. This 
program comprises two main activities:  

2.3.1. Relief Services 

þ Refugee families in special hardship case 
þ Food aid 
þ Cash assistance 
þ Emergency relief 
þ Shelter rehabilitation 

2.3.2. Social Services 

þ Poverty alleviation 
þ Community development 

2.4. Microfinance and Microenterprise Program 

UNRWA launched its microfinance and Microenterprise program (MMP) in the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip in June 1991. This initiative was taken in response to rapidly 
deteriorating economic conditions marked by high unemployment and spreading poverty 
following the outbreak of the first Intifada in1987 and the Gulf War. After 1993 the 
program intensified its activities in support of the peace process through UNRWA's Peace 
Implementation Program (UNRWA website, 2008). 

The MMP is now organized around four revolving loan funds in Gaza and two in the West 
Bank. These make loans to, small-scale enterprises in Gaza and the West Bank (the Small-
Scale Enterprise product), to women organized in groups in Gaza only (the Solidarity 
Group Lending product), to Microenterprise in Gaza and the West Bank (the 
Microenterprise Credit product), and to workers and low-paid professionals (Consumer 
Lending product) (UNRWA website, 2008). 

At the end of 1996 the Agency had set a target date of 31 December 1999 for the program 
to be fully self-sufficient. However, this target date had to be brought forward due to the 
budget crisis facing the Agency and the program started to meet its operational costs from 
1 January 1998 (a year ahead of the original schedule). However, by the end of 2001 the 
program was covering 88.5 percent of its operational costs from interest income; the future 
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cost recovery of the program depends on the loosening of the recessionary pressures, 
primarily the trade constraints imposed by the closure (UNRWA website, 2008). 

The Small-Scale Enterprise (SSE) product was established in Gaza and the West Bank in 
1991 with a capital fund of US$407,000. This fund has now reached almost US$10 million, 
to which the Government of the United States of America has contributed 35 percent. In 
1994, the MMP launched its first microcredit initiative by establishing in Gaza a new 
Solidarity Group Lending (SGL) product with a small fund of US$42,270. This was 
followed by the establishment of the Microenterprise Credit (MEC) product in Gaza in 
1996, and another in the West Bank early in 1998. The donor-based capital fund for these 
three Microenterprise initiatives now stands at US$3 million, almost 30 percent of which 
has been donated by the United States. In February 2002, a new Consumer Lending 
product was piloted in one of the poorest areas in Jabalia refugee camp in Gaza with a 
small fund of US$50,000 from the 1999 AGFUND prize (UNRWA website, 2008). 

These small-scale and Microenterprise credit products promote small business 
development opportunities, create new jobs and safeguard old ones, and help the poorest in 
the society. 

3. Performance appraisal at UNRWA 

The grading system at UNRWA begins with grade 1 (the lowest) and ends with grade 20 
(the highest). The performance of employees from grade I to 3 is not appraised. Only a 
form is filled by the direct supervisor to specify whether this employee is needed any more. 
The performance of employees from grade 4 to 15 is appraised once a year. Special form is 
designated for this end. However employees whose grades are from 16 to 20 have another 
form. The majority of employees fall in the second category of grading which is between 4 
and 15.   

The report that is used for the appraisal of employees from grade 4 and 15 is derived from 
different performance appraisal methods i.e. a combination of methods is used.  

There are several rules and regulations that govern the performance appraisal system at 
UNRWA. These regulations exist in the personnel directive of the Agency.  

3.1. Timing of appraisal: 

The performance of each employee is appraised at least once a year near the employee’s 
anniversary date. As stated in the personnel directive “The work and conduct of every staff 
member will be evaluated, reviewed and recorded in a confidential periodic report not less 
than once in each year of the staff member's service” (Personnel Directive No A/14). 

Periodic reports will be submitted at the following times, provided that new reports need 
not necessarily be prepared when recent reports are available: 

þ not later than two weeks prior to the incremental date of every staff member; 
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þ not later than two weeks prior to a staff member's reclassification for service 
þ not later than two weeks prior to the completion of any probationary period, 

instituted upon reassignment if the reassignment is not to be confirmed, or imposed 
for disciplinary reasons under the provisions of Staff Rule. 

þ In addition to the above, at any other time that may be required. 

3.2. Initiation of Periodic Reports 

Periodic reports are completed in accordance with the instructions printed on the relevant 
form and, having regard to the organizational structure of the administrative unit 
concerned, compiled and verified by the appropriate officials designated there in.  Chief, 
Personnel Division in Headquarters and UNRWA Representatives in Field Offices are 
responsible for ensuring that reporting officers are formally designated throughout all 
levels of the administration. 

When periodic reports are prepared for staff members who are employed in a professional 
or technical capacity, arrangements are made by the principal supervisor for these aspects 
of their work to be evaluated on the prescribed form by the appropriate officials responsible 
for the technical or professional direction of their employment, then The periodic report 
will be forwarded by the principal supervisor to the Personnel Office (Personnel directive, 
2008). 

3.3. The purpose of performance appraisal 

The purpose of periodic reporting is to establish an impartial assessment of the quality of a 
staff member's service with the following objectives in view: 

þ To assist the Administration in its assignment of staff members to functions and 
responsibilities which are compatible with their demonstrated proficiency. 

þ To facilitate the determination of a staff member's eligibility for promotion, and, in 
particular; to determine a staff member's eligibility to receive an annual increment. 

þ To provide supervisors, periodically, with a formal means of reviewing the work of 
staff members and to ensure that supervisors bring to the staff member's attention 
any aspects of work or conduct which are the subject of less than satisfactory 
report; and 

þ To provide proper documented material for certificates of service that may be 
requested by staff members (Personnel Directive, 2008). 

3.4. Uses of performance appraisal 

In the upgrading of employees, the personnel division uses the last three reports of 
performance appraisal of the incumbent. Those whose performance is indicated as less than 
good are not considered for the post. Although this is not completely accurate as the 
performance of an employee in one post may not be equal to the performance of the same 
employee in another post. The output of performance appraisal should be used for different 
human resource functions including training, career planning and succession planning. 
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However, this is not the case here. We are looking forward to overcome all these obstacles 
in the OD through the implementation of new performance appraisal system that is based 
on performance indicators to better measure the performance of employees. For example, 
the performance of teachers will be evaluated at the end of scholastic year and will be 
measured against predetermined criteria1.  

3.5. The performance appraisal report 

Performance appraisal at UNRWA is known as periodic evaluation report. As mentioned 
earlier, there are two reports for performance appraisal: one for appraising the performance 
of employees from grade 4 to 15 and the second is for appraising the performance of 
employees from grade 16 to 20. The first periodic evaluation report consists of five parts as 
shown in annex 4. 

þ Part One  
Part includes personal data about the appraises such as reasons report is required, date 
report must be returned to Personnel Office, grade, name, employee number, job title, post 
number, station, duty station, salary and date of entry on duty.  
 

þ Part Two 
 
Part two consists of five main sections: 
 

1. Section one: section one is titled as performance factors and includes 
 

A) Industry: the rating under this heading indicates the staff member’s willingness to 
work, regardless of quantity or quality of output. Under industry we have five 
descriptive ratings: lacking in application, satisfactory, a hard working staff 
member, a very hard working staff member, and outstanding industrious. 

 
B) Quantity of output: the purpose of this question is to assess whether the staff 

member’s output is what may be considered a reasonable norm for the job, or 
whether it is above or below that norm. The question here is concerned with speed 
of work not with quality. Under the quantity of out put we have the following five 
ratings: output regularly insufficient, satisfactory, produces good output, maintains 
a high standard of output, and outstanding output. 

 
C) Quality of output: Here the question is entirely concerned with the accuracy and 

thoroughness with which the work is done. Under the quality of output we have five 
ratings as follows: His/her work as a whole is of poor quality, her/his performance 
is satisfactory, her/his work is of good quality, maintains high standard, and makes 
a distinctive distribution. 

 

                                                 
1  An interview with Mr. Dia Al Shatali, Deputy Field Personnel Officer at UNRWA, 18 March 
2008 
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D) Punctuality: An acceptable standard of punctuality is when the staff member 
conscientiously attends her/his duty at established hours, rarely arrives late or 
leaves early, and always asks permission for minor absences. Under punctuality we 
have these ratings: less than satisfactory standard, satisfactory standard, and noted 
for strict punctuality. 

 
2. Section two: section two includes two main parts: personality factors and 

supervisory capacity. In this section the rater have to indicate the relevancy in 
addition to rating: 

 
A) Reliability: The appraiser have to indicate the relevancy by clicking on either not 

applicable, relevant, and especially important. After that the appraisers have to 
select either: not reliable, not quite as reliable as he/she should be, reasonably 
reliable, has a good record of reliability and very conscientious and reliable. It is 
noteworthy that the report does not state what is actually meant by reliability, 
initiative, judgment, and personal relations. The only sentence mentioned in this 
regard is that these personality factors are self-explanatory. 

 
B) Initiative: As in reliability, the appraiser has to indicate the relevancy and then give 

the suitable appraisal which goes into three ratings: tends to wait for direction, 
shows reasonable degree of initiative, and has initiatives and exercises it 
constructively. 

 
C) Judgment: the rater here gives one of the following five ratings: judgment is not 

good, judgment is sometimes at fault, generally takes a sound view, his/her view of 
matters in nearly always sound and comprehensive, and the last one judgment is 
consistently sound and well. 

 
D) Personal relations: the appraiser has to select any of the following five ratings: 

tends to have difficulties in dealing with people, maintains reasonably good 
relations, and maintains good relations. 

 
E) Ability to supervise staff: The aim of this factor and the one that follows is to 

measure the supervisory capacity. Thus, they are not applicable unless two or more 
persons are supervised. In this factor we have three main ratings: tends not to be an 
efficient supervisor, staff work well for him/her, and very successful in obtaining 
best efforts of her/his staff. 

 
F) Ability to organize work: here the appraiser has to give one on the following three 

factors which are: less than satisfactory in controlling and planning his or her work, 
plans and controls work satisfactorily and an exceptionally effective organizer. 

 
3. Section three: this section is titled as additional comment and designed to be used 

for covering any points not adequately dealt with above, including any specially 
strong or weak points. 
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4. Section four: This section relates to the notification of staff member. The 
appraisee’s signature should appear on this section as it indicates concisely to what 
extent the supervisor has discussed this report with the staff member to be 
appraised. 

 
5. Professional or technical competence: this section is to be completed by 

immediate supervisor responsible for professional or technical direction. In this 
section we have five ratings: insufficient knowledge and skills to do the job, his/her 
knowledge of his/her field of work is not yet fully adequate, adequately equipped 
for the matters she/he deals with, has a good grasp of her/his field of work, and has 
an unusually thorough and comprehensive mastery of her/his field of work. 

 
þ Part three: This part is to be completed by the intermediate reporting officer or 

by principal officer if there is no intermediate level. In this part the appraiser 
selects one of the following overall ratings: 

 
A) A staff member with an unsatisfactory performance. 
B) A staff member who maintains only a minimum standard of efficiency. 
C) A staff member who maintains a good standard of efficiency. 
D) A staff member with a very good performance. 
E) An exceptionally competent staff member of unusual merit. 

 
The supervisor who selects the first statement above should elaborate in the space that 
comes after the reason behind selecting this option. Another space is provided for the 
overall technical rating which is provided by the supervisors in the intermediate or final 
level. 
 

þ Part four: This part is for the endorsement of the principal supervisor before 
submission to personnel office. 

 
þ Part five: This part is designated for the signature of the staff member. The 

signature does not necessarily mean that the employee agrees with the evaluations 
contained in the report. 

 
The second periodic evaluation report (for more details see annex 2) which is designated 
for appraising the performance of employees whose grades are from 16 to 20 consists of 
five sections as follows: 
 

þ Section one 
 
This section is to be completed by the personnel branch. It includes information about the 
appraisee including: name, entry on duty, duty station, functional title, duration in this 
function, post number, department, category and level, duration at this level, and period 
covered by this report. 
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þ Section two 
 
Section two consists of two parts. The first part is to be completed by the staff member and 
goes around two main points: the main assignments accomplished by the appraisee during 
the reporting period and the second point is about any training undertaken by the appraisee 
during the reporting period. 
 
The second part is to be completed by the first reporting officer. In this part the appraiser 
indicates agreement and comments on the previous main assignments, any advice or 
instructions given by the appraiser to the appraisee during the reporting period and the 
discussion date of this report with the appraisee. 
 

þ Section three 
 
This section is to be completed by the first reporting officer. In this section instruction are 
given to appraisers to bear in mind the staff member’s level of duties and responsibilities so 
as not to judge him/her by inappropriate standards or by personality traits. The appraiser 
should add his comment and select one of six ratings (outstanding, very good, satisfactory, 
somewhat below standards, poor and not applicable) for the following factors: 
 

1. Professional/technical competence (knowledge, skills and experience the staff 
member possesses in his / her field of work ability to stay abreast of latest 
developments). 

2. Quality of work accomplished (where accurately and precision of work produced 
are particularly relevant). 

3. Quantity of work accomplished. 
4. Speed of work (ability to meet schedules and deadlines when required). 
5. Initiative (demonstrated aptitude to produce new ideas and/or bring about 

constructive innovation). 
6. Ability to work independently or with minimum supervision. 
7. Work relationship (effectiveness in working harmoniously with other staff members 

or persons outside the organization in official contracts). 
8. Punctuality as regard working hours. 
9. Written and working expression in working languages (ability to communicate in 

clear, concise ad effective manner). In this factor the appraiser rates the 
performance of employee under his supervision in written and oral skills. 

10. Effectiveness in supervision (ability to motivate, maintain and direct a productive 
work unit).  

11. Planning and organization of work. 
12. Skills in producing a solution 
13. Ability to negotiate and persuade. 

 
In the coming points the appraiser fills in writing the space provided to him: 
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14. In this space the rater comments on the staff member’s attitude to the UN 
15. In this space the rater indicates any assignments that the appraisee performed 

effectively. 
16. This space is designated for adding additional points that have not been adequately 

covered and that are considered significant for the evaluation. 
17. This space is provided to the appraiser to indicate points on which he wishes the 

staff member to improve his performance in during the next reporting period. 
 
The last space is designated for the signature of appraiser, date, name and title 
 

þ Section four 
 
This section is to be completed by the second reporting officer. In point “A” of this section, 
the first reporting officer comments on the adequacy of counseling and guidance given to 
staff member and discusses the performance of the appraisee with the second reporting 
officer.  In point “B” an overall rating is given to the appraisee by selecting one of five 
ratings: an outstanding performance, a very good performance, a satisfactory performance, 
a performance that does not fully meet standards, and a poor performance. Appraisers who 
select either outstanding or a poor performance have to indicate the reasons behind the 
selection. In part “C” of this section if the appraisal of the second reporting officer differs 
from that of the first reporting officer a comment should be stated. 
 

þ Section five 
 
This section is to be completed by both field director and the headquarters department 
head. A space is provided for the signature of this report. 

4. Performance appraisal incentives at UNRWA 

The current performance appraisal system at UNRWA offers few incentives to employees 
whose performances are rated as outstanding. Generally, employees need a kind of 
incentive or reward to sustain excellent performance. Recently UNRWA has dedicated part 
of its budget to cover this initiative. The director of UNRWA operations in 2007 decided to 
award financial reward to employees whose performances are rated as outstanding. A 
considerable amount was disbursed on excellent performers who were nominated by 
department heads and direct supervisors. Furthermore, all department heads in Gaza Field 
Office were requested to nominate one of the employees to be included in the newsletter 
that is published by the Agency. The nominator has to give reasons why this employee in 
particular was selected and what are his achievements. In addition a special consideration is 
given to excellent performers, where they are being nominated by the director of the Gaza 
Field for higher grade posts. 
 
Few decisions are based on the appraisal of employees. Only employees with poor 
performance receive a letter from the personnel indicating that their performance will be 
evaluated for the second time after three months. If they sustain the same rating their 
contracts will be terminated by the Agency. Employees with grade 12 and above are 
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required to achieve at least 3 in the overall rating. Otherwise they receive a notification 
from the Personnel division to improve their performance or their contracts will also be 
terminated. 
 
In some special cases, UNRWA sometimes extend the duration of the contract for a 
specific period beyond the retirement age. In order to extend the services of the staff 
member beyond the retirement age, the performance of the employee must be fully 
satisfactory. Moreover, only staff receiving three, four or five in the periodic report can be 
considered for missions. To sum up, an extension of the staff member contract is subject to 
satisfactory performance. 

5. OD and performance appraisal at UNRWA 

For more than a half century, UNRWA has made substantial contributions to the human 
development of Palestine refugees.  It is well known, however, that indicators which once 
documented the Agency's successes in health, education, relief, social services and other 
sectors are now in decline.  In many areas these indicators compare unfavorably with host 
authority services as well as with international standards (OD documents, 2008). 
 
In late 2005, the Commissioner-General decided to launch a comprehensive OD initiative 
designed to strengthen and sustain the Agency’s capacity for program management and 
delivery.  She asked the Deputy Commissioner-General to coordinate the OD process. 

5.1. The OD process 

The strengths and weaknesses of the Agency were identified by reviewing various external 
reports and internal studies and by engaging consultants to carry out a rapid organizational 
assessment (ROA). 
 
During the ROA, the consultants visited the five Fields and the Headquarters Offices.  The 
consultants found staff extremely interested in the OD process and very articulate about the 
issues.  There was a strong demand for change, but considerable skepticism about the 
possibilities of successful change (OD documents, 2008). 

5.2. Aims of the OD process 

The OD process brings together all the initiatives designed to strengthen UNRWA’s 
capacity to serve Palestine refugees effectively and efficiently.  Embracing a holistic and 
comprehensive approach, OD is a continuous process of reflection, learning and action. 
 
This process, initiated by the Commissioner-General and owned by the Management 
Committee (MC), has already started. While OD is a continuous process, a three-year 
program of specific initiatives has been introduced.  Although these initiatives are 
presented individually, they are best appreciated as components of an integrated whole.  
Their importance and value for our Agency lie in their aggregate impact (OD documents, 
2008).   
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Some of these initiatives have already started, others will begin shortly and still others will 
have to wait for external funding. For those initiatives requiring external financing, the 
Agency is seeking sufficient funds to cover implementation until the end of 2009.   

5.3. Four levers of change 

In developing the OD strategy, the Agency identified four key levers of change that will 
help the entire Agency adopt and operate under the “strategy, policy, accountability, results 
and envelopes "SPARE" paradigm.  These levers are mutually reinforcing, and they are 
critical to the desired changes taking hold.  These levers will lead to significant 
improvements in efficiency and effectiveness in all aspects of the organization, thereby 
facilitating both better services to refugees and a more satisfying internal work 
environment (OD documents, 2008). 

 
Figure 6: Strategy, Policy, Accountability, Results and Envelopes "SPARE" paradigm 
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5.4. The HRM strategies 

Seven strategies have been developed to guide HRM in the Agency (unpublished 
document): 
 

a) Staffing:  To provide the Agency with a sustainable, competent, motivated and 
adaptable workforce, thereby ensuring that knowledge is retained and enhanced in 
the Agency. 

 
b) Training and Development:  To ensure that staff have the knowledge, skills and 

attitudes to perform their current duties and responsibilities successfully, and are 
prepared for future challenges and opportunities. 

 
c) Performance Management:  To establish and maintain a performance 

management system for staff that is clear and objective, is free of bias and abuse, 
encourages dialogue and feedback and is consistent with the strategic objectives for 
the Agency, thereby ensuring that all staff perform effectively. 

 
d) Compensation Management:  To develop a competitive, motivating and cost-

effective compensation system that: (i) enhances the Agency’s ability to attract and 
retain high-caliber staff; (ii) recognizes team and individual contributions; and (iii) 
ensures that all posts are classified at appropriate levels in accordance with 
transparent, objective and equitable principles. 

 
e) HR Service Delivery in the Field Offices and HQ:  To provide HR services that 

are clear, flexible, reliable, confidential and empowering, through the development 
of HR capacity and user-friendly and efficient HR policies, processes and systems. 

 
f) Gender Equality:  To develop and implement measures to enhance the gender 

balance, particularly among senior staff; to develop policies to promote and 
empower women; to promote gender awareness among staff at all levels—through 
training; to ensure managers are accountable for achieving gender equality; 

 
g) Line Management:  To ensure that all managers are competent and accountable for 

their HRM roles in partnership with the relevant HR service providers (OD 
documents, 2008). 

5.5. Initiative Performance management 

The performance management system for staff currently in use within the Agency utilizes 
four different types of report form, completed annually on the anniversary of appointment.  
The general perception of the process is that it is purely a paper exercise which does little 
to honestly evaluate performance in an atmosphere of openness in the Agency.  Although 
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the documentation broadly conforms to accepted standards for appraisal documentation, 
there are a number of areas where it falls short.   
 
Areas of concern in the current system include the following (OD documents, 2008): 
 
þ Personal objectives of individual staff are not established and, as a result, the 

performance of staff is not evaluated against individually tailored objectives. 
 
þ The objectives of the Agency/Department/Program do not cascade down into the 

personal objectives of individuals therein. 
 
þ Staffs are not required to complete a personal development plan that can be used, in 

part, by management in assisting individual staff to develop. 
 
Inconsistencies occur in how the forms are completed.  The Agency-wide tendency appears 
to be to “over mark” staff rather than give “satisfactory” ratings.  Similarly, it is common 
for ratings to be inflated when compared with comments made by the supervisor on the 
form concerning the staff member’s performance (OD documents, 2008). 

5.5.1. Employee participation 

Employees should participate with their supervisors in the creation of their own 
performance goals.  These should be directly related to the goals of the department, and 
ultimately to the strategic plans for the Agency.  Mutual agreement is a key to success. A 
plan wherein the employee feels some degree of ownership is more likely to be accepted 
than one that is imposed upon him/her. 

5.5.2. Self assessment 

Employees should be invited to comment on their own performance and achievements 
against objectives, before the interview takes place. 

5.5.3. Personal development plan 

All employees should be encouraged to prepare a personal development plan (PDP) as part 
of the performance review process.  This should be used to help plan a training program for 
the individual. 

5.5.4. Competency framework 

The revised performance review system should integrate with any future competency 
framework which will be developed for the Agency. 

5.5.5. Mid-term review 
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One of the most common mistakes made in performance reviews is to perceive the process 
as an isolated event, rather than an ongoing process.  In order to be more effective the new 
performance review system should include a mid-term review. This would allow for a 
review of progress during the year, and for both parties to make any necessary adjustments 
to the objectives or plans.  Frequent “mini” appraisals and feedback sessions will help 
ensure that employees receive the ongoing guidance, support and encouragement their 
need. 
 
One challenge that cannot be easily overcome in the drafting of a form is how to ensure the 
evaluation is honest.  In this regard, supervisors need to appreciate the importance of giving 
their staff frank feedback on performance strengths and weaknesses.  This will be a key 
element in management training.  The system will be implemented gradually, starting with 
members of the Senior Management Committee, followed by middle managers in HQ and 
the Field Offices. 

5.6. Aims 

To develop a simplified system of assessing performance and recording concerns that 
 
þ focuses on improving performance through discussion and feedback, and  
 
þ Links annual salary increases and promotions to performance.   
 
The system will be sympathetic to the culture of the organization whilst providing the tools 
necessary to allow better management, and development of individual staff members.  Note 
will be taken of the shortfalls in the current system (such as the lack of individual 
objectives and performance development plans) and steps taken to eradicate these shortfalls 
in the new system.  The new system will be based on objective assessments and will feed 
into the competency framework.  The system will be unbiased and discrimination free, and 
will be applied consistently throughout the Agency, with a common use of terminology, 
procedures and practices.  There will be a visible link between the objectives of the 
Agency, department and those of the individual, so that staff members can see the 
contribution they are making to the overall success of the organization (OD documents, 
2008). 
 
þ To communicate to all staff members the main features of the new system, and to make 

them aware of how it is going to be implemented, and the benefits that will be gained 
by adopting this new approach to performance management. 

 
þ To provide initial training for managers who have to review the performance of others 

on the use of the new system, and in the techniques of successful staff appraisal.  A key 
element of this training will address the importance of frank feedback on performance 
strengths and weaknesses. 

5.7. Outputs 
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A new performance management system will be developed for the Agency that meets the 
Aims identified above. A guide will be developed for use by managers and staff that 
explains the operation of the new system and provides an explanation of the features and 
benefits of the new performance evaluation process.  Alterative ways of communicating the 
new system to staff will also be considered, e.g. issuing guidelines in both English and 
Arabic, preparing an in house video, teleconferencing. 
 
A number of suitably qualified internal staff will be selected and trained as facilitators for 
training workshops that are designed to teach managers the skills necessary for conducting 
a successful performance review and to explain the operation of the new system. 
 
Training workshops will be held throughout all regions of the Agency’s operation for all 
managers with a responsibility for conducting performance reviews and also awareness 
seminars will be held, in order to explain the operation of the new system to all staff (OD 
documents, 2008). 
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Chapter Five: Previous Studies 
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Preface 
 
Many researches have been conducted on the satisfaction of employees on performance 
appraisal. Some of these researches reached a conclusion, that satisfaction is correlated to 
the fairness of the appraisal system, others, however, confirmed that there is no correlation 
between satisfaction and the fairness of appraisal system. At UNRWA, this is the first 
study to cover this area of research as no researches were made in regard to either 
satisfaction of employees on performance appraisal or any other aspects of performance 
appraisal. This chapter will include:  
 
 
þ Palestinian Studies 
þ Arabic Studies 
þ International Studies 
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1. Palestinian Studies 
 

1.1. (Shourab, 2007) 
 
This study aimed at identifying the merits and demerits of incentives system in the main 
municipalities of Gaza Strip, identifying the effect of incentives on motivating employees 
and identifying the effect of performance appraisal on employees' performance and 
motivation.  
 
The study found out that municipalities are incapable of paying incentives due to the 
financial crisis they undergo, there are no plans at the Gaza Strip municipalities to offer 
incentives to their employees, usually incentives take the form of verbal support rather than 
financial rewards and the results of performance appraisal are not used for promotion and 
those whose performances are rated as unsatisfactory are not subject to training or 
demotion. The study recommended introducing incentives scheme to motivate employees 
and utilizing the performance appraisal result in favor of training and promotion. 
 

1.2. (Edwan, 2006) 
 
The purpose behind conducting this study was to evaluate the performance appraisal 
system at the three vocational centers in the Gaza Strip.  
 
The study found out that performance appraisal standards are subjective however they are 
static, vocational training centers depend mainly on the direct supervisor's observation to 
compile date about the performance of subordinates, only one method is used to appraise 
the performance of employees regardless of the grade, and the period for appraising the 
performance of employees is sufficient.  
 
The study recommended that performance appraisal reports should be more elastic and 
different methods should be used to appraise the performance of employees.  
 

1.3. (Awad, 2005) 
 
The purpose behind conducting this study was to evaluate the Palestinian National 
Authority's performance appraisal system in the Gaza Strip. The main subject of the study 
was the performance appraisal system of the PNA after its amendments in 2004.  
 
The study found out that employees are unsatisfied about the current appraisal system due 
to different disadvantages in the system.  
 
The study recommended that performance appraisal system should be seriously considered, 
specifying performance standards that are based on the job description. 
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1.4. (Muranekh, 2004) 
 
This study focused on appraising the effect of work environment on the satisfaction of 
employees working in the industrial sector facilities in the Gaza Strip. The study examined 
258 industrial facilities.  
 
The study proved that there is a correlation between the following variables (qualification, 
sex, internal work environment, scope of work, some moral incentives, some laws of the 
Palestine labor, some external work environment) and the level of satisfaction. 
 
The study recommended increasing the level of concern on employees and their problems, 
increasing salaries, improving work conditions particularly health including heating, 
ventilation and lighting. 
 

1.5. (Nouno, 2004)  
 
This study aims at analyzing performance appraisal systems at governmental higher 
education institutions in the Gaza Strip. The research problem of this study can be 
summarized in identifying the main problems in performance appraisal that are behind the 
lack in developmental aspects in the higher education institutes. The study found out that 
the current appraisal system does not include the requirement of successful appraisal 
system, the system lacks practical and objective criteria, the systems lacks methods of data 
collection for appraising performance, appraisal is only conducted by direct supervisor, and 
employees who are in charge of appraisal are in need for training. 
 
2. Arabic studies: 
 

2.1. (Jwaidai, 2007) 
 
This study aimed at identifying the advantages and disadvantages of performance annual 
reports in the general management of meteorology and environmental protection in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 
 
The study found out that jobs do not have objective standards to evaluate performance of 
appraisees, employees do not know the results of their appraisal reports, the annual reports 
of performance do not help in booming the employees' performance level, the annual 
reports of performance do not help in motivating employees, the annual reports of 
performance are not fair, secrecy is required when preparing the performance report, the 
results of the reports are not used for developmental purposes and the performance reports 
do not help in finding out the employees who are suitable to occupy higher administrative 
positions. 
 
The study recommended that performance appraisal reports should include subjective 
standards, each job should have its own appraisal criteria, employees should be briefed on 
the importance of performance appraisal reports, and performance reports should provide 
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administration with feedback regarding training, career planning and organizational 
development. 
 

2.2. (Al-Gamdi, 2006) 
 
This study aimed at identifying the performance level of the receptionists in the military 
hospital in Riyadh and Kharj, identifying the proficiency level of the receptionists in the 
military hospital in the same hospital, identify the satisfaction level of the clients towards 
the performance of the receptionists in the military hospital, and examining the variations 
in the levels of satisfaction among the clients towards the performance of the receptionists 
in the military hospital.  
 
The study found out that there is a high level of proficiency among the receptionists in the 
military hospital in Riyadh and Kharj, there is a high level of satisfaction among the clients 
towards the performance of the receptionists in general, there is no essential difference 
between the average degrees of the satisfaction of clients towards the effective performance 
of the receptionists, there is a shortage of planning in the reception desks where they work 
and there is no adequate training to meet the needs of the receptionists. 
 
The study recommended briefing receptionists on the results of their performance 
appraisal, promotion should be directly correlated to the results of appraisal system and 
enriching the job description to include performance appraisal standards. 
 

2.3. (Adel, 2005) 
 
The study aimed at identifying the level of satisfaction among employees working on 
Jordanian Hotels. The study included the three, four and five star hotels and employees 
who have more than a year of experience. 
 
The study found out that the level of satisfaction at Jordanian hotels was average. The most 
important factors affecting the level of satisfaction are: leadership style, work environment, 
hotel management, hotel organization, compensation and incentives. 
 
The study recommended unifying leadership and orders, avoiding duplications in order, 
streamlining communication, and showing more concern to compensation and employees' 
questions. 
 

2.4. (Abu Ramadan, 2004) 
 
This research aimed at identifying university employees' level of satisfaction, identifying 
the most important factors that achieve satisfaction and providing decision makers with 
useful information about their employees in order to take the suitable decisions. 
 
The study found out that the most important factors in achieving satisfaction among 
university employees are job security, job stability and salary. The study also found out that 
the satisfaction of employees rated %57.8. 
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The study recommended that financial incentives should be increased to sustain employees' 
satisfaction. 
 

2.5. (Hawana, 1998) 
 
This study found out that the fairness in appraisal system depends on the appraisees 
knowing their merits and demerits. New suggestions to remedy the demerits should be 
introduced.  The study also found out that even if the recruitment process was conducted 
subjectively this does not necessarily mean that the performance of these candidates should 
not be thoroughly evaluated. Moreover, fairness of appraisal system as concluded by the 
study should be conducted more than a time a year. 
 

2.6. (Salama, 1997) 
 
In this study the researcher examines the efficiency of performance appraisal systems in the 
Saudi Arabia and discusses the amendments that took place to develop the performance 
appraisal system particularly the legislation that was issued in 1984. This legislation has 
changed the performance appraisal standards. The difference among post titles has been 
taken into consideration and the change in responsibilities as well.  A new system of factors 
and weights has been introduced in order to measure accurately the performance level. 
Different methods have been also introduces to promote communication between 
appraisers and appraisees. The system also includes annual committees from specialists in 
the general services apparatus to analyze reports and raise the results to each apparatus 
officer separately. 
 

2.7.  (Tanash and Lawzi, 1995) 
 
This study aimed at exploring the opinions of the employees in the Jordanian foundations 
towards the annual appraisal report. The researchers designed a questionnaire for this end 
that was distributed on 642 employees. 
 
The study proved that researchees have negative opinion towards performance appraisal 
reports for career planning or organizational development. Different individual differences 
have negatively affected the opinions of employees which are qualification and supervisory 
level. The study recommended changing the current performance appraisal report. 
 

2.8. (Sawaf, 1991) 
 
This study aimed at comparing the performance appraisal reports in Saudi Arabia and 
Egypt in order to benefit from the experience of both countries in developing the 
performance appraisal. The study discussed the similarities and differences in both 
systems. The researcher reached the following conclusions: diversifying performance 
appraisal reports, providing the managerial sections with freedom margin to setting a 
system that can best evaluate the employees, and setting special performance appraisal 
report for the evaluation of employees in the higher ranks. The study recommended that the 
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role of the manager should only be constrained to commenting on the overall performance 
report and should be extended to include evaluating the employees. 
 
 
3. International Studies 
 

3.1. (Palmer and Loveland, 2008) 
 
The authors investigated the effect of group discussion, such as may occur formally in 
panel interview scenarios, assessment centers, or 360-degree feedback situations, on 
judgments of performance. 
 
 The authors hypothesized that group discussion would (a) make ratings less accurate, (b) 
polarize impressions that were already good or poor as reflected by greater contrast effects, 
and (c) increase positive halo.  
 
Participants were 360 English-speaking introductory psychology students at a large state 
university in the southern United States. 
 
Results indicated that group discussion resulted in less accurate ratings and greater contrast 
effects. Additional analyses suggested that group discussion increased positive halo. 
 

3.2. (Jawahar, 2007) 
 
This study examines the influence of perception of fairness on performance appraisal 
reactions. The researcher examines whether distributive justice and procedural justice are 
positively related to satisfaction with performance appraisal ratings and interactional justice 
is positively related to satisfaction with the rater. 
 
One hundred and sixty three were surveyed at Midwest one month after conducting the 
appraisal of the organization. 
 
The study found out that distributive justice (satisfaction with appraisal rating) had the 
greatest influence on satisfaction with ratings and procedural justice had the most influence 
on satisfaction with appraisal system. 
 

3.3. (Law, 2007): 
 
This article illustrates how performance appraisals are a relic of external-control boss-
management, and explain why the performance appraisal process is generally disliked by 
both the appraiser the employee being appraised.   The article also discuses the goals and 
underlying assumptions held by managers and human resources personnel; moreover the 
article identifies some of the counterproductive aspects of performance appraisals. Finally 
the article explores alternatives to performance appraisals, focusing on workplace 
relationships and communications. 
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3.4. (Bard, 2006):  
 

The purpose of this study was to explore alternative relationships between performance 
appraisal satisfaction and employee outcomes in the form of self-reported work 
performance, affective organizational commitment and turnover intention. A cross-
sectional survey of 593 employees from 64 Norwegian savings banks showed that 
performance appraisal satisfaction was directly related to affective commitment and 
turnover intention. The relationship between performance appraisal satisfaction and work 
performance, however, was both mediated and moderated by employees’ intrinsic work 
motivation. The form of the moderation revealed a negative relationship for employees 
with low intrinsic motivation and a positive relationship for those with high intrinsic 
motivation. Implications for practice and directions for future research are discussed. 
 

3.5. (Hooft et al., 2006): 
 
The present study examined the validity of self-, supervisor-, and peer-ratings of 195 
employees in a Dutch public organization, using scores on an In-Basket exercise, an 
intelligence test, and a personality questionnaire as external criterion measures. Interrater 
agreement ranged from .28 to .38. Variance in the ratings was explained by both method 
and content factors. Support for the external construct validity was rather weak. 
Supervisor-ratings were not found to be superior to self-and peer-ratings in predicting the 
scores on the external measures.  
 
Studies on the validity of 360˚ feedback ratings mostly focused on construct validity by 
comparing the ratings within and between the different sources.  The main purpose of the 
current study therefore was to investigate the external construct validity of multi-source 
ratings within a nomological network of cognitive and personality measures. The current 
study extends the work that has been performed in this area by examining the external 
construct validity of 360˚ ratings using not only an AC exercise, but an intelligence test and 
a personality questionnaire as well. 
 
The authors concluded by confirming that the results of the current study and previous 
research on the reliability and validity of 360 ratings raise the question regarding whether 
360 feedback ratings should be used for administrative purposes. 
 

3.6. (Jawahar, 2006): 
 
The author of this research extends the stream of research on appraisal feedback in three 
important ways.  First, he reexamines the relationship between five variables and 
satisfaction with appraisal feedback.  Each variable has been examined as a predictor of 
satisfaction with appraisal feedback in separate studies but not in a single study.  Examine 
these predictors in a single study and thus, investigating the relative influence of these 
variables on ratee’s satisfaction with appraisal feedback is a unique contribution of this 
study. Second, the limitations of previous studies investigating the influence of satisfaction 
with appraisal feedback influences future job performance. Third, the assertion that 
satisfaction with feedback could influence the development of favorable job and 
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organizational attitudes made by many researchers has never been empirically examined.  
Thus a third contribution of the researcher’s study is that it is the first study to investigate if 
satisfaction with appraisal feedback is related to job satisfaction, organizational 
commitment, and turnover intentions. 
 
Survey responses from 112 employees were matched with their performance ratings from 
two different appraisal periods to test specific hypothesis.  Results indicate that satisfaction 
with rater and previous performance ratings influence employees’ satisfaction with 
appraisal feedback.  Satisfaction with appraisal feedback was positively related to turnover 
intentions. Supervisory status moderated the relationship between satisfaction with 
appraisal feedback and subsequent performance such that the relationship existed only for 
supervisory employees who, in addition to receiving feedback about their own 
performance, also provided feedback to their subordinates. 
 

3.7. (Spicer and Rusli, 2006): 
 
This paper reports the results of research exploring the extent to which those undertaking 
appraisals apply systematic processes to their decision-making, represented in terms of the 
cognitive processing models applied by appraisers. Results of 22 cognitive mapping 
interviews exploring appraisal practice, undertaken with appraisers in the Malaysian 
education system, are described. The resultant cognitive maps have been explored for what 
they tell us about the cognitive processing models underlying appraisers’ decision-making. 
Results suggest that the practice of appraisal evidenced in interviews demonstrates the 
presence of cognitive processing that reflects theoretical cognitive processing models, 
although some differences are observed between less experienced and experienced 
appraisers’ models. Implications from the interview findings for the practice of appraisal 
are identified.  
 
The research was undertaken in the Malaysian education system. The appraisal system 
employed here is designed as a systematic and cyclical annual process, with specified 
periodic reviews and monitoring of progress against agreed targets seen as an ongoing 
process. There was an equal split in terms of gender (11 male, 11 female), and respondents’ 
ages were in the range 36–55. 
 

3.8. (Boyd and Kyle, 2004) 
 
The current “organizational justice” literature proposes that public managers should 
analyze both distributive and procedural justice components in designing and implementing 
various human resource interventions. This article shows that distributive and procedural 
justice conceptions are not the only constructs that should be analyzed. Instead, social 
justice concerns need to be addressed in addition to— or perhaps as an antecedent to—
distributive and procedural concerns. Social justice from a critical theory perspective is 
analyzed within an open-systems theory framework, and is presented within the context of 
performance appraisal systems that are generally regarded as one of the key human 
resource interventions.  Implications of social justice concerns and visions of a more just 
future for performance appraisals are discussed. 
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Employees may feel that outcomes received are incongruent with the inputs they give at 
work. In essence employees may feel that they are not receiving appropriate outcomes in 
the form of money, recognition, and decisions that directly affect them. From this 
perspective, the primary premise of distributive concerns is that feelings of discomfort 
motivate employees to restore equity by altering their behaviors, attitudes, or both. 
    

3.9. (Becker and Miller 2002) 
 
In this study the authors included appropriate controls and used expert ratings to develop 
“true score” for assessing accuracy.  This study is an examination of the influence of three 
variables on performance ratings: 
 

A) The sequence of viewing and rating performance. 
B) The delay between viewing and rating performance. 
C) Whether the target of the performance rating was the same person as the anchor. 
 

Three hundred undergraduate college students (91 men and 209 women) participated in the 
study as part of a course requirement.  Participants were randomly assigned to cells of the 
experimental design with the caveat that there was an equal number in each cell.  The 
authors used college students because evaluating college teaching performance is a task 
students are expected to perform in the college setting and therefore is a task familiar to 
them. 

 
The authors concluded their experiment by indicating that the present results underscore 
the need for caution when interpreting the results of studies of contrast (or assimilation) 
effects that have not used appropriate control conditions or measures of accuracy.  The 
authors of this study recommended that future researchers should investigate for further the 
possibility that contrast effects improve rating accuracy.  They should always include 
control conditions and measures of accuracy, if are need to increase our understanding of 
how contrast effects influence performance appraisal. 
 

3.10. (Ellicson, 2002) 
 
This study examines the determinants of job satisfaction of municipal government 
employees. This research tests the relative influence of 11 environmental variables and 
three demographic factors on variation on job satisfaction among 1227 researchees. 
 
The regression analysis revealed that environmental factors such as promotional 
opportunities, pay and benefits satisfaction, performance appraisal satisfaction, equipment 
and resources, training, workload and supervisory relationship are positively related to 
overall job satisfaction. In contrast, demographic variables were relatively poor predictors 
of job satisfaction. Moreover, the study found out that satisfaction with the performance 
appraisal process as well as good relationships with supervisors had significant effects on 
overall job satisfaction of municipal government employees.  
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The researcher recommended that local governments should strive to eliminate discomfort 
and distrust of the performance appraisal process and develop work environment that foster 
mutually trustworthy relationship with supervisors through better communication and 
employee empowerment. 
 
þ Conclusion 

 
The previous researches have some ideas in common. Most of them identified the reasons 
behind the dissatisfaction of employees on performance appraisal. Among the many 
reasons behind the dissatisfaction are: lack of incentives, unfair report and/or system and 
misuse of performance appraisal output for career planning and organizational 
development.  
 
The previous researches briefed the researcher on some aspects that affect the satisfaction 
of employees on performance appraisal system. Part of the results that were found through 
out this study come on line with the previous researches and other findings were the 
privilege of this study.  
 
The researcher used different tests to examine the correlation between the factors that 
affect employees' satisfaction on performance appraisal system and the satisfaction. 
Moreover, the effect on another dimension which is raters' errors has been examined to see 
whether it has an effect on the overall satisfaction of employees on performance appraisal 
system. None of the previous researches tries to find if there is a correlation between 
employees' satisfaction on performance appraisal and the reduction of raters' errors. 
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Preface: 
 
This chapter aims at introducing a detailed presentation of methodology and procedures 
which were thoroughly adopted to conduct this study on UNRWA's Area Staff Satisfaction 
on Performance Appraisal and Its Incentives in the Gaza Field Office. The following main 
issues will be dealt with in this chapter: 
 
þ Study methodology and data Collection 
þ Study population 
þ Validity and Reliability of questionnaire 
þ Sample selection 
þ Analysis of sample 
þ Statistical methods 
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1. Study methods and data collection 
 
Analytical descriptive techniques were used to sustain quantitative and qualitative 
measurement and analysis. The researcher utilized different tools to collect primary and 
secondary data as follows: 
 

1.1. Secondary data 
 
To introduce the theoretical literature of the subject, the researcher used the following data 
sources: 
 

þ Books and references in English about performance appraisal and incentives. 
þ Periodicals, published papers and articles. 
þ UNRWA's reports and statistics 
þ Web sites and electronic versions. 

 
1.2. Primary data 

 
In order to analyze the qualitative and quantitative data of the study, questionnaire was 
used as a tool for collecting primary data. Although questionnaires may be cheap to 
administer compared to other data collection methods, they are expensive in terms of 
design time and interpretation. 
 
The questionnaire which was especially designed for this research consists of the following 
parts 
 
þ Part One: considers the personal characteristics of the researchees. 
þ Part two: considers five dimensions; periodic report, performance incentives, raters' 

errors, use of performance appraisal output, and satisfaction of employees on the 
aforementioned dimensions. 

 
The second part consists of a set of forty five questions selected to measure the level of 
UNRWA's area staff satisfaction on performance appraisal and its incentives. Researchees 
were requested to fill the questionnaire through writing a number that ranges from 1 to 100 
for each question. Researchees were provided clear instructions to fill the questionnaire and 
it was made clear to them that the more the answers are close to 100 the more they agree 
with the statement to be measured.  
 
Every question has 100 alternative answers according to scale which ranges from 1 to 100. 
1 means absolute disagreement with the statement and 100 means absolute agreement. This 
scale has been transformed to quantitative degree as shown in table (1) below: 
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Table 1: The significance of answers 

No. The answer Relative weight 

1. ≤ 10 1 

2. 11 – 20 2 

3. 21 – 30 3 

4. 31 – 40 4 

5. 41 – 50 5 

6. 51 – 60 6 

7. 61 – 70 7 

8. 71 – 80 8 

9. 81 – 90 9 

10. > 90 10 

 
2. Study population 
 
There are 9507 area employees working at UNRWA Gaza Field Office. UNRWA's 
classification system includes 20 grades beginning from grade one the lowest and ending 
with grade twenty the highest. The researcher divided the grades of employees into five 
main categories. The first category which contains employees from grade 1 to 3 (980 
employees) were excluded from the sample because they are not subject to performance 
appraisal. Table (2) below shows the number and percentage of employees in each 
category: 2 

 
 

Table 2: distribution of UNRWA's employees according grades 
 

No. Grade Category Number of Employees Percentage 

1. 4 - 8 2811 32.97% 

2. 9 – 11 5171 60.64% 

3. 12 – 15 466 5.46% 

4. 16 - 20 79 0.93% 

Total 8527 100% 

 
                                                 
2 The table is based on UNRWA's statistics as of 22nd  April 2008 
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3. Validity and reliability of the questionnaire 
 
The measurement has been applied on 3o employees who were randomly selected 
according to grade by utilizing the stratified random method aiming at checking the 
validity and reliability of the questionnaire. The researcher multiplied the percentage that 
each grade category represents in the population, by the number required (30) to conduct 
the pilot study. The pilot sample has been distributed on the 24th of April 2008 and was 
collected the same day.  
 

3.1. Validity of referees 
 
The initial questionnaire has been given to a group of referees to judge its validity 
according to its content, the clearness of its items meaning, appropriateness to avoid any 
misunderstanding and to assure its linkage with the study objectives and hypothesis.  
 

3.2. Validity of the questionnaire 
 
 Validity refers to the degree to which an instrument measures what it is supposed to be 
measuring. Validity has a number of different aspects and assessment approaches. 
Statistical validity is used to evaluate instrument validity, which include criterion-related 
validity and construct validity. 
 
To insure the validity of the questionnaire (criterion-related validity and structure validity) 
Pearson test was used which measures the correlation coefficient between each paragraph 
in one field and the whole field 
 

3.2.1. Dimensions' structure validity 
 
The researcher assessed the dimensions' structure validity by calculating the correlation 
coefficient of each dimension of the questionnaire and the whole of the questionnaire 
 
þ Correlation between the questionnaire dimensions and the total of it. 

 
The correlation between the score of each dimension and the total score of the 
questionnaire has been calculated, and the correlation between the score of every item and 
the total score of its dimension has been calculated as well. (See table 3 below) 
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Table 3: Correlation coefficient "r" between the questionnaire dimension and the total of it 

No. Dimensions r Sig. 

1. Fairness of performance appraisal report 0.947** 0.000 

2. Performance appraisal incentives o.789** 0.000 

3. Performance appraisal process 0.840** 0.000 

4. Utilizing performance appraisal outputs 0.736** 0.000 

5. Employees' satisfaction 0.905** 0.000 

 
 
From table (3) the researcher observes that, there is a high and significant correlation 
between every dimension and the whole questionnaire. This significant correlation can be 
shown in the value of "r" which lies between 0.736 and 0.947. These values mean that the 
questionnaire enjoys a high validity coefficient. 
 

3.2.2. Criterion related validity 
 
Pearson test was used to measure the correlation coefficient between each statement in one 
dimension and the whole dimension. 
 
þ Correlation between every measure in the fairness of appraisal report 

dimension and the entire dimension. 
 
Table (4) shows the correlation coefficient between every measure score in the fairness of 
the appraisal system and the entire score of the dimension to which it belongs. All the 
measures enjoy strong and significant correlation coefficients, the "r" values lie between 
0.699 and 0.876 which clearly indicates that the first dimension i.e. fairness of the appraisal 
system enjoys high validity coefficient. 
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Table 4: Correlation coefficients between every measure in the fairness of performance report 
dimension and the whole dimension 

No. Dimensions r Sig. 

1.  All statements in the performance appraisal report are clear 
and measurable. 0.818** 0.000 

2.  The current appraisal report is fair transparent and 
subjective. 0.845** 0.000 

3.  The items of performance appraisal report include all the 
tasks that I perform. 0.845** 0.000 

4.  The current appraisal report truly evaluates the employees' 
competencies. 0.865** 0.000 

5.  The appraisal report briefs the employee on his merits. 0.828** 0.000 

6.  The appraisal report briefs the employee on his demerits.  0.876** 0.000 

7.  The appraisal report assesses the training needs of 
employees 0.860** 0.000 

8.  The current appraisal report is based on the job description 
of the post. 0.834** 0.000 

9.  Employees are interviewed and briefed on their merits and 
demerits before being appraised. 0.773** 0.000 

10. 
When an employee feels that his performance was unfairly 
appraised, a due committee is formulated to review his 
report and take the necessary action. 

0.699** 0.000 

11. The current appraisal report encourages competition among 
different departments 0.861** 0.000 

12. The appraisal report helps in solving problems that limit 
the abilities of employees to perform effectively. 0.818** 0.000 

 
þ Correlation between every measure in the incentives of appraisal report 

dimension and the entire dimension. 
 
Table (5) shows the correlation coefficient between every measure score in the incentives 
of the appraisal system and the entire score of the dimension to which it belongs. All the 
measures enjoy strong and significant correlation coefficients, the "r" values lie between 
0.614 and 0.898 which clearly indicates that the second dimension i.e. incentives of the 
appraisal system enjoys high validity coefficient. 
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Table 5: Correlation coefficients between every measure in the incentives of performance appraisal 
dimension and the whole dimension 

No. Dimensions r Sig. 

13. Usually any increase on the basic salary is tied to 
performance. 0.614** 0.000 

14. UNRWA offers financial incentives for employees whose 
performances are rated as outstanding. 0.713** 0.000 

15. Employees receive verbal incentives When their 
performances meet the supervisors' expectations.  0.876** 0.000 

16. The administration endeavors to identify the achievements 
of employees to assign the appropriate incentives for them. 0.898** 0.000 

17. The appraisal process provides subjective criteria for 
employees' promotion. 0.740** 0.000 

18. 
The results of performance appraisal are taken into 
consideration when an employee is on leave and the 
department looks for a substitute for this employee.  

0.713** 0.000 

19. UNRWA honors employees whose performances are 
outstanding. 0.714** 0.000 

20. The incentives that UNRWA provides help developing the 
performance of employees. 0.841** 0.000 

 
þ Correlation between every measure in the appraisal process dimension and the 

entire dimension. 
 
Table (6) below, shows the high and significant correlation coefficients between every item 
score in the third dimension i.e. the appraisal process and the whole dimension. The "r" 
values are located between 0.753 and 0.910, which means that there is a high validity 
coefficient between the appraisal process dimension and its total. 
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Table 6: Correlation coefficients between every measure in the appraisal process dimension and the 
whole dimension 

No. Dimensions r Sig. 

21. The appraiser uses previous performance report when he 
needs to evaluate the performance of an employee. 0.830** 0.000 

22. The appraisal of supervisor usually follows central 
tendency. 0.832** 0.000 

23. The supervisor usually gives undeserved high rating either 
to avoid controversy or termination of services.  0.753** 0.000 

24. Supervisors rate employees in the lower level to encourage 
them develop their performances. 0.893** 0.000 

25. 
The supervisors' appraisals are usually affected by some 
general characteristic such as coming early, religiousness 
and political affiliation. 

0.855** 0.000 

26. 
The supervisor rating is negatively or positively affected by 
the last action or task carried out by the employee before 
the appraisal period. 

0.910** 0.000 

27. Supervisors' ratings are affected by gender of appraisees. 0.884** 0.000 

28. Supervisors' appraisal is negatively or positively affected 
by the relationship with the appraisees. 0.841** 0.000 

29. No training is provided to appraisers on performance 
appraisal system or report. 0.765** 0.000 

30. The supervisors do not observe and record the performance 
of employees during the entire appraisal period. 0.797** 0.000 

 
þ Correlation between every measure in the dimension of utilization of 

performance appraisal outputs and the entire dimension. 
 
Table (7) below, shows the high and significant correlation coefficients between every item 
score in the dimension of utilization of performance appraisal outputs and the whole 
dimension. The "r" values are located between 0.478 and 0.908, which clearly means that 
there is a high validity coefficient between the fourth dimension and its total. 
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Table 7: Correlation coefficients between every measure in the dimension of utilization of performance 
appraisal outputs and the whole dimension 

No. Dimensions r Sig. 

31. Performance appraisal output is used for planning 
UNRWA's human resources strategies. 0.843** 0.000 

32. Performance appraisal output is used to judge the 
subjectivity and transparency of the recruitment process. 0.869** 0.000 

33. Performance appraisal outputs are used to assess 
employees' training needs. 0.897** 0.000 

34. When an employee is absent, UNRWA replaces him based 
on the results of performance appraisal. 0.807** 0.000 

35. 
Performance appraisal outputs are taken into consideration 
when the Agency fills a vacancy or consider an employee 
for promotion. 

0.908** 0.000 

36. UNRWA terminates the contracts of employees whose 
performance is frequently observed as poor. 0.478** 0.008 

37. The current appraisal report raises results and 
recommendations for the administration to carry out.  0.843** 0.000 

 
þ Correlation between every measure in the dimension of employees' satisfaction 

and the entire dimension. 
 
From table (8) below, the researcher observes that there is a high and significant correlation 
coefficients between every item score in the dimension of employees' satisfaction on 
performance appraisal and the whole dimension. The "r" values are located between 0.749 
and 0.947, which clearly means that there is a high validity coefficient between the fifth 
dimension and its total. 
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Table 8: Correlation coefficients between every measure in the dimension of employees' satisfaction 
and the whole dimension 

No. Dimensions r Sig. 

38. I feel satisfied about the current appraisal report 0.859** 0.000 

39. I feel satisfied about the way may supervisor fills the 
performance appraisal report. 0.749** 0.000 

40. I feel satisfied about UNRWA utilization of performance 
appraisal outputs. 0.871** 0.000 

41. UNRWA's current appraisal system is suitable. 0.895** 0.000 

42. I feel satisfied on the incentives provided by UNRWA for 
outstanding performance. 0.880** 0.000 

43. The current appraisal report achieves the objective for 
which it was designed. 0.909** 0.008 

44. UNRWA's appraisal report helps employees in fulfilling 
their ambitions and needs. 0.896** 0.000 

45. The current appraisal report helps employees develop and 
enhance their performance. 0.947 0.000 

 
3.3. Reliability of questionnaire  

 
The reliability of an instrument is the degree of consistency which measures the attribute it 
is supposed to measure. The less variation an instrument produces in repeated 
measurements of an attribute, the higher its reliability. Reliability can be equated with the 
stability, consistency, or dependability of a measuring tool.  
 
After applying the questionnaire and treating the data by SPSS program, the researcher 
calculated the reliability of the questionnaire by two tools: 
 

3.3.1. Reliability by Alpha-Cronbach 
 
The questionnaire has been applied on a pilot sample consists of 30 employees working in 
Gaza Field office. Alpha-Cronbach coefficient for the sample has been calculated, it equals 
0.979 which means that the questionnaire has a high reliability coefficient. It is 
approximately the same result for every dimension of the questionnaire (see table 9) 
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Table 9: Alpha-Cronbach coefficient for the four dimensions of the questionnaire  

No. Dimensions No. of Questions Alpha 

1. Fairness of performance appraisal report 12 0.953 

2. Performance appraisal incentives 8 0.905 

3. Performance appraisal process 10 0.944 

4. Utilizing performance appraisal outputs 7 0.909 

5. Employees' satisfaction 8 0.955 

Total of the questionnaire 45 0.979 

 
3.3.2. Reliability by Split-half method 

 
The second method which was used to measure the reliability of the questionnaire is the 
split-half method. In this way the whole tool measures are divided into two divisions (odd 
and even) and then the measures of every dimension were divided into two divisions (odd 
and even) as well. The correlation between the two halves has been calculated; it equals 
0.920 for the entire questionnaire. After using the adjusted Spearman-Brown equation the 
reliability coefficient became 0.958. It means that the questionnaire has a high degree of 
reliability. By calculating the correlation for each dimension we found that we have almost 
similar results which mean that every dimension has a high reliability degree (see table 10). 
 
Table 10: Reliability coefficient by using the split-half method for the dimensions of the questionnaire  

Dimensions No. of 
Questions 

Pearson 
correlation 
coefficient 

Adjusted 
Spearman-Brown 

method 
Fairness of performance appraisal report 12 0.720 0.837 

Performance appraisal incentives 8 0.743 0.852 

Performance appraisal process 10 0.776 0.874 

Utilizing performance appraisal outputs 7 0.789 0.882 

Employees' satisfaction 8 0.815 0.898 

The whole questionnaire 45 0.920 0.958 

 
4. Sample Selection 
 
In order to ensure that particular grades within the study population are adequately 
represented in the sample, and in order to improve efficiency by gaining greater control on 
the composition of the sample, the researcher utilized stratified random method according 
to grade in collecting the sample. The percent that each grade category represents in the 
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total number of employees was multiplied by the required number of sample which is 400. 
Table (11) shows the distribution of stratified random sample among grades: 
 

Table 11: Sample selection by using stratified random sampling 

No. Grade Category Number of 
Employees Percentage Sample 

1. 4 - 8 2811 32.97% 132 

2. 9 - 11 5171 60.64% 242 

3. 12 - 15 466 5.46% 22 

4. 16 - 20 79 0.93% 4 

Total 8527 100% 400 

 
Four hundred and thirty five questionnaires were distributed to ensure the collection of the 
required number of questionnaires which is 400. The response percentage was 94% i.e. 410 
out of 435 questionnaires were collected, and ten were not valid. 
 
5. Analysis of the sample 
 
In this section the characteristics of the sample was examined on both the personal and 
organizational level. The results were as follows: 
 

5.1. Age  
 

Table (12) below, reflects the distribution of sample according to Age. Employees who are 
less than 30 years represent 39.50% of sample, others from 30 to < 40 years represent 
36.75%, others from 40 to 50 represent 14.75% and the last category "> 50" represent 9% 
of the sample. These results reflects that 76.25 of the research sample were less than 40 
years old 
 

Table 12: distribution of sample according to age 

No. Age Frequency Percentage 

1. Less than 30 years 158 39.50% 

2. From 30 to  < 40 years 147 36.75% 

3. From 40 to < 50 years 59 14.75% 

4. > 50 years 36 9% 

Total 400 100% 
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5.2. Gender 

 
There was an equal split in terms of gender in the sample, as 50 percent of the sample was 
male and the other half was female as shown in table (13) below. This reflects that the 
Agency encourages female rather than male and that the Agency is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
 

Table 13: Distribution of sample according to gender 

No. Gender Frequency Percentage 

1. Male 200 50% 

2. Female 200 50% 

Total 400 100% 

 
5.3. Marital status 

 
Table (14) below, shows that 79.50% of the sample is married, 18.75% is single and those 
who are neither married nor single represent 2.75% of the sample. 
 

Table 14: Distribution of sample according to marital status  

No. Marital Status Frequency Percentage 

1. Married 318 79.50% 

2. Single 75 18.75% 

3. Others 7 1.75% 

Total 400 100% 

 
5.4. Qualification 

 
Table (15) below shows that 73% of the sample has Bachelor or equivalent certificates, 
15% has diploma after the secondary school, 7.5% has master, 3% has only secondary 
school certificate or less, and 1.5% has higher diploma. These figures reflect that the 
majority of the sample has university degree or more which probably reflects capabilities 
and efficiency of the sample. 
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Table 15: Distribution of sample according to qualification 

No. Qualification Frequency Percentage 

1.  Secondary school or 
less 12 3% 

2.  Diploma after 
secondary school 60 15% 

3.  Bachelor or equivalent 
certificate 292 73% 

4.  Higher Diploma 6 1.5% 

5.  Master 30 7.5% 

6.  Doctorate 0 0 

Total 400 100% 

 
 

5.5. Experience 
 
Table (16) below shows that 43% of sample fall in category 3 "less than 6 years 
experience", 31.5% has more than nine years experience, 15.75% fall in the category of 6 
to less than 9 years experience and the remaining 9.75 has less than three years experience. 
These results reflect that 47.25% of the sample has more than 6 years experience which 
indicates the capability of the sample study. 
 

Table 16: Distribution of sample according to experience 

No. Experience Frequency Percentage 

1. Less than 3 years 39 9.75% 

2. From 3 to < 6 years 172 43% 

3. From 6 to < 9 years 63 15.75% 

4. More than 9 years 126 31.5% 

Total 400 100% 

 
 
6. Statistical methods 
 
The following statistical methods have been used in this research: 
 
þ Alpha-Cronbach to determine the reliability of the questionnaire. 
þ Split-half to measure the reliability of questionnaire. 
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þ Pearson correlation coefficient: to determine the validity of the internal consistency by 
finding the correlation between every statement and its dimension. 

þ Frequencies 
þ Percentage 
þ Means 
þ Relative weight 
þ One sample T-Test to check the differences between the mean of the responses of every 

dimension and the average mean. 
þ Pearson correlation to test the relation between two variables of parametric and 

normally distributed data. 
þ One Way Anova to test differences. 
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Chapter Seven: Empirical Framework 
Hypothesis Testing & Discussion 
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Preface 
 
In this chapter, data analysis results will be explained, analyzed and discussed to measure 
to what extent UNRWA's area employees are satisfied about performance appraisal and its 
incentives in the Gaza Field Office. This chapter will discuss the following main issues: 
 
1. Type of data 
2. Analyzing the dimensions of the questionnaire 
3. Testing the hypothesis 
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1. Type of data 
 
In small sample studies usually conducting Kolomogrov Simrnov Test is necessary to 
examine whether the data is parametric or non parametric. As the sample of this research is 
400, it is considered as parametric and follows the normal distribution. Therefore, 
parametric tests can be used to study each item of the questionnaire dimension. 
 
2. Analyzing and discussing the dimension of the questionnaire 
 
One sample T-Test has been applied to check the difference between the mean of the 
sample individuals' responses about performance appraisal and its incentives. The test 
value was identified as 6. The following tables show the mean, T-Value and sig for each 
statement in the questionnaire's dimensions. When the mean is > 6 and the sig is < 0.05 the 
statement is statistically valid and the respondents agree on the statement. When the mean 
is < 6 and sig. is < 0.05 the statement is statistically valid and respondents disagree on the 
statement. If, however, the sig. is > 0.05 then the respondents are neutral in their responses 
to the statement. The positive value of t-value also reveals that respondents agree with the 
statement and vice versa. In the following pages the researcher is going to analyze the 
statements of each dimension separately: 
 

2.1. Analyzing the first dimension 
 
The first dimension discusses the fairness of the performance appraisal report that is 
currently in use at UNRWA. The results are shown in table (17) below: 
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Table 17: One sample T-Test for Fairness of performance appraisal report dimension  

The first dimension " fairness of performance appraisal report" 

No. Statement Mean T-
Value Sig. 

1.  All statements in the performance appraisal report are 
clear and measurable. 5.09 -6.670 .000 

2.  The current appraisal report is fair transparent and 
subjective. 5.00 -7.589 .000 

3.  The items of performance appraisal report include all the 
tasks that I perform. 4.57 -9.463 .000 

4.  The current appraisal report truly evaluates the 
employees' competencies. 4.67 -9.695 .000 

5.  The appraisal report briefs the employee on his merits. 4.48 -10.661 .000 

6.  The appraisal report briefs the employee on his demerits.  4.45 -11.152 .000 

7.  The appraisal report assesses the training needs of 
employees 3.72 -17.46 .000 

8.  The current appraisal report is based on the job 
description of the post. 3.92 -15.138 .000 

9.  Employees are interviewed and briefed on their merits 
and demerits before being appraised. 3.95 -13.045 .000 

10.  
When an employee feels that his performance was 
unfairly appraised, a due committee is formulated to 
review his report and take the necessary action. 

3.10 -23.038 .000 

11.  The current appraisal report encourages competition 
among different departments 3.46 -18.461 .000 

12.  The appraisal report helps in solving problems that limit 
the abilities of employees to perform effectively. 3.50 -18.008 .000 

The entire dimension 4.16 -13.37 .000 

 
Analysis of table (17) shows the following in regard to each statement in the fairness of 
UNRWA's performance appraisal report: 
 
1. In the first statement we notice that sig. is .000 which is < 0.05, the t-value is -6.670 

and the mean is 5.09 which is < 6.  This indicates that respondents disagree with the 
statement which says that all statements in performance appraisal report are clear and 
measurable. The statements in the performance appraisal report are neither clear nor 
measurable. The precise explanation given to some adjectives in the report is not 
enough. Even some adjectives such as reliability, initiative, judgment, and personal 
relations are considered as self-explanatory. No clear identification of these adjectives 
is provided to supervisors to better evaluate their subordinates. The current report 
contains qualitative rather than quantitative indicators which hardens the rater tasks and 
deprives ratees measurable feedback.  
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2. Table (18) above for the second statement shows that the sig. value is .000 < 0.05, the t-

value is -7.589 and the mean is 5.00 < 6 which indicates that respondents disagree with 
this statement. The performance appraisal report in the view point of respondents is 
neither clear nor transparent nor subjective. Since the current report does not include 
measurable and clear indicators, then raters can manipulate the results of the report 
without being observed or reviewed by the higher management levels. Thus the report 
lacks transparency, subjectivity and fairness.  

 
3. The t-test results for the third statement of the first dimension show that respondents 

disagree with this statement. As shown in the table above, the sig. is .000, the t-value is 
-9.463 and the mean is 4.57 which is < 6. This indicates that part of the tasks assigned 
to employees is not evaluated or even included in the performance appraisal report. 
Because the report is not based on job analysis and job description which include the 
responsibilities and duties assigned to employees it is viewed by respondents as lacking 
thoroughness.  

 
4.  In the fourth statement the sig. value was .000 which is < 0.05, the t-value was -9.695, 

and the mean was 4.67 which is < 6. This indicates that the respondents disagree with 
the statement and indicates that the performance appraisal report does not truly evaluate 
the employees' competencies. Part of the report includes a point about professional or 
technical competence. This statement, however, is not enough to measure the 
competencies of employees. 

 
5. Respondents disagree with statement as indicated from the sig. which equals .000 < 

0.05, the t-value which equals -10.661, and the mean which equals 4.48 < 6.  The 
current appraisal report currently in use at UNRWA does not enable employees to 
diagnose their merits or strengths. The report includes three adjectives which are 
reliability, initiative and judgment. No explanation is given to these qualitative 
adjectives as they are considered as self-explanatory. After being appraised employees 
should have some feedback about their performance in order to enhance their merits. 
Identifying the merits of employees is also of great importance to the administration as 
to utilize the output of the performance appraisal report and to consider those with 
some merits for higher grade posts. 

 
6. Respondents disagree with statement as indicated from the sig. which equals .000 < 

0.05, the t-value which equals -11.152, and the mean which equals 4.45 < 6. The same 
as mentioned in statement number 5 above, employees after being appraised know 
nothing about their demerits. They know nothing about the areas that need 
enhancement and development. Employees do not know what areas should be 
improved and how. It is supposed that performance appraisal report provide employees 
with some feedback about the areas in which their performance falls short in order to 
improve these areas to get higher appraisal results and not to be subject to and 
disciplinary measures. 
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7. As shown in the table above, the sig. is .000 which is < 0.05, the t-value is -17.460 and 
the mean is 3.72 which is < 6. This indicates that respondents disagree with this 
statement. If the current appraisal system does not provide either employees or 
administration with feedback about their merits and demerits, then it can assess the 
training needs of employees. Usually the training needs are identified after determining 
the areas in which employees need development or enhancement. As the current report 
does not reveal these areas so it does not assess the training needs of employees. 

 
8. Respondents disagree with this statement as indicated by the sig. value which is .000 < 

0.05, the t-value which equals -15.138 and the mean which equals 3.92 < 6. This 
indicates that the statement is statistically valid and that the current appraisal report is 
not based on job description. A good verification of this statement is the fact that one 
appraisal report is available to evaluate all employees from grade four to grade 15 
regardless of the nature of job or post title. The report includes nothing about the tasks 
and responsibilities that employees are assigned to; only common qualitative words are 
given. 

 
9. The previous table shows that respondents disagree with this statistically valid 

statement. The sig. is .000 < 0.05, the t value is -13.045 and the mean is 3.95 which is < 
6. Interview is perceived as a complementary part of the appraisal process. Usually 
interviews with appraisees are conducted because the subordinates are requested to sign 
the report and because a statement in the report is stating to what extent the appraiser 
discussed the report with the employee. The purpose behind conducting the interview is 
to justify the rate provided by the supervisor and not to brief employees on their 
demerits and merits. 

 
10. The result of T-Test of this statement reveals that the statement is statistically valid and 

that researchees disagree with the statement because the sig. is .000 < 0.05 the t-value is 
-23.038 and the mean is 3.1 which is < 6. No due process exists at UNRWA to review 
the rating of employees. When employees complain about the results of appraisal 
report, their complaints are not taken into consideration by the senior management. 
Supervisors are considered as godfather of performance appraisal report and employees 
do no have the right to complain about the unfair rating. This could be due to fact that 
the current report contains qualitative rather quantitative phrases and can not be 
discussed by a neutral committee. 

 
11. Performance appraisal report is supposed to encourage competition among different 

departments. When researchees provided answers to this statement, the feedback 
obtained indicates that employees disagree with this statistically valid statement. The 
sig. is .000 < 0.05, the t-value is -18.461, and the mean is 3.46 which is < 6. These 
indicators prove that the current appraisal report does not increase competition among 
different departments. Due to grievance of the report, employees with similar post titles 
but in different departments do not exert effort to compete. Even at the departmental 
level, each department should have its own standards and should compete with other 
departments to obtain higher performance ratio which is not applicable here. 
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12.  Respondents disagree with this statement as indicated by the sig. value which is .000 < 
0.05, the t-value which equals -18.008 and the mean which equals 3.5 < 6.  The current 
performance appraisal report in use by UNRWA does not reveal the problems that limit 
the employees' abilities to carry out the duties and responsibilities that they are assigned 
to efficiently and effectively. Part of the report should be dedicated to reveal these 
problems in order to feed the administration back on these problems. 

 
From the previous results one can elicit that UNRWA's appraisal report is unfair in view 
point of employees where the sig. for the entire dimension is .000 < .05, the mean for the 
total dimension is 4.16 < 6, and the t-value is -13.37. This obviously reflects that 
employees see UNRWA's performance appraisal report as unfair. This requires the need to 
adopt another form of performance appraisal in order to achieve satisfaction on 
performance appraisal. The results of this dimension come on line with other previous 
researchers: 
 

a) Mahi (2007) this study found out that, respondents are unsatisfied about the 
performance appraisal report as a result of lacking objective standards and being 
unfair. 

 
b) Edwan (2006); in the study the researcher found out that the performance appraisal 

standards are subjective however they are static, vocational training centers depend 
mainly on the direct supervisor's observation to compile data about the performance 
of subordinates, only one method is used to appraise the performance of employees 
regardless of the grade. The ultimate finding of this study is that employees are 
unsatisfied about the current appraisal report due to the aforementioned reasons. 

 
c) Awad (2005) who concludes that employees are unsatisfied about performance 

appraisal due to different disadvantages including the fairness of the report. 
 
 

2.2. Analyzing the second dimension 
 
The second dimension discusses the incentives provided by UNRWA to employees based 
on the result of the appraisal process. The findings of this dimension were as shown in 
table (18) below: 
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Table 18: One sample T-Test for incentives of performance appraisal report dimension  

 
The Second dimension " incentives of performance appraisal report dimension" 

 

No. Statement Mean T-value Sig. 

1.  Usually any increase on the basic salary is tied to 
performance. 3.63 -18.981 .000 

2.  UNRWA offers financial incentives for employees whose 
performances are rated as outstanding. 4.85 -8.824 .000 

3.  Employees receive verbal incentives When their 
performances meet the supervisors' expectations.  4.43 -11.071 .000 

4.  
The administration endeavors to identify the 
achievements of employees to assign the appropriate 
incentives for them. 

3.72 -17.342 .000 

5.  The appraisal process provides subjective criteria for 
employees' promotion. 3.33 -20.872 .000 

6.  
The results of performance appraisal are taken into 
consideration when an employee is on leave and the 
department looks for a substitute for this employee.  

3.82 -15.521 .000 

7.  UNRWA honors employees whose performances are 
outstanding. 3.20 -19.411 .000 

8.  The incentives that UNRWA provides help developing 
the performance of employees. 3.56 -16.513 .000 

The entire dimension 3.81 -13.07 .000 

 
 
From the previous table, one can find out the following in regard to each statement:  
 
1. The low sig. value which is .000 < 0.05 indicates that the statement is statistically valid 

and the mean value which is 3.63 < 6 and the negative sign of the t-value indicates that 
respondents disagree with the statement. This indicates that researchees are unaware of 
the regulations and rules of the Agency. Each employee is entitled to a salary increment 
annually if his or her performance is rated as good. This increment is known as step. 
Due to the fact that few and very few employees are rated in the lower rating scale, they 
do not know that if they are rated as poor performers they are not entitled for this salary 
increment.  

 
2. The sig. value is .000 < 0.05, the mean is 4.85 < 6, the t-value is -8.824 which indicates 

that respondents disagree with this statement which says that UNRWA offers financial 
incentives for employees whose performances are rated as very good. In fact, 
respondents' answers to this statement are inaccurate. During the last year, UNRWA 
has reimbursed thousands of dollars for employees whose performances were rated as 
very good or outstanding. But no effort has been exerted from the Agency to brief other 
employees on this incentive as to motivate them. Therefore, in my point of view a 
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matter of communication exists i.e. the Agency failed to communicate that those with 
very good performance will be considered for meritorious increment or salary 
allowances.  

 
3. Respondents disagree with this statement as indicated by the sig. value which is .000 < 

0.05, the t-value which is -11.071 and the mean which is 4.43 < 6. This again indicates 
that employees with outstanding or very good performance do not even receive verbal 
incentives for their performance from their managers.  

 
4. The respondents disagree that UNRWA's administration endeavors to identify the main 

achievement of employees to assign the appropriate incentives to them. This is 
indicated from the sig. which .000 < 0.05, the t-value which is -17.342 and the mean 
which is 3.72 < 6. No place in the current appraisal report is provided for supervisors to 
sort out the key achievement of employees with outstanding performance. This 
eventually leads to the frustration and disappointment of employees simply because 
poor performance employees will be treated as equal as outstanding performance 
employees. 

 
5. The sig. value which is .000 < 0.05 indicates that the statement is statistically valid, the 

mean which is 3.33 < 6, and the negative value of the t-value -20.872 indicate that 
respondents disagree with the statement. The performance appraisal process does not 
provide subjective criteria for employees' promotion. It is supposed that employees 
with excellent performance will be considered for promotion to higher posts, which is 
not applicable at the Agency. Only after the delegation of authorities to field directors 
some employees were considered for promotion to higher grade posts. Even employees 
with outstanding performance have to apply to vacant posts just like any other external 
candidate. 

 
6. Respondents disagree with this statement as indicated by the sig. value which is .000 < 

0.05, the t-value which is -15.521 and the mean which is 3.82 < 6. When the supervisor 
looks for a replacement of an employee for a reason or another, the results of 
performance appraisal report is not taken into consideration. One of the factors which 
may play key role in selecting this employee is experience.  

 
7. The result of T-Test for this statement, as shown in the table above, reveals that the 

statement is statistically valid and that researchees disagree with the statement as 
indicated by the sig. which is .000 < 0.05 the t-value which is -19.411 and the mean 
which is 3.2 which is < 6. No due process exists at UNRWA to review the rating of 
employees. UNRWA does not honor employees with outstanding performance in front 
of their colleague in order to motivate others to develop their performance. In my point 
of view, this result supports the previous disagreement result which was obtained from 
statement number two in this dimension. Although a considerable amount has been 
disbursed to cover the expenses of incentives for employees with outstanding 
performance, researchees provided answer that the Agency does not offer financial 
incentives for this category of employees.  
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8. Respondents disagree with this statistically valid statement as indicated by the sig. 
value which equals .000 < 0.05, the t-value which equals -16.513 and the mean which 
is 3.56 < 6. The researchees believe that the package of incentives provided to 
employees by the Agency does not help develop the performance of employees. 
Employees are not motivated to enhance their performance in order to obtain these 
incentives or financial rewards. 

 
The researcher also notices from the previous table that the sig. for the entire dimension is 
.000 < .05, the t-value is -13.07 and the mean is 3.81 < 6 which indicates that the sample 
disagrees with the statements of the dimension and reflects the need to increase the package 
of incentives provided to employees whose performance is rated as outstanding. The results 
obtained, come on line with other previous studies as follows: 
 

1.  Muranekh (2004); the study proved that there is a correlation between the following 
variables (qualification, sex, internal work environment, scope of work, some 
moral incentives, some laws of the Palestine labor, some external work 
environment) and the level of satisfaction. 

 
2. Bard (2006) showed that performance appraisal satisfaction was directly related to 

affective commitment, turnover intention and incentives. The lack of incentives in 
the firm was one of the main reasons behind dissatisfaction of employees.  

 
2.3. Analyzing the third dimension 

 
The third dimension discusses the mistakes that are committed by raters during the 
appraisal process. The findings in table (19) reveal that there are mistakes committed by 
raters.  The results of t-test of this dimension show the following: 
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Table 19: One sample T-Test for mistakes of performance appraisal process dimension  

The third dimension " Mistakes of performance appraisal process " 

No. Statement Mean T-
Value Sig. 

1.  The appraiser uses previous performance report when he 
needs to evaluate the performance of an employee. 6.85 6.176 .000 

2.  The appraisal of supervisor usually follows central 
tendency. 6.93 7.577 .000 

3.  The supervisor usually gives undeserved high rating 
either to avoid controversy or termination of services.  4.06 -17.345 .000 

4.  Supervisors rate employees in the lower level to 
encourage them develop their performances. 4.03 -16.457 .000 

5.  
The supervisors' appraisals are usually affected by some 
general characteristic such as coming early, religiousness 
and political affiliation. 

6.47 3.641 .000 

6.  
The supervisor rating is negatively or positively affected 
by the last action or task carried out by the employee 
before the appraisal period. 

6.82 6.827 .000 

7.  Supervisors' ratings are affected by gender of appraisees. 4.69 -10.155 .000 

8.  Supervisors' appraisal is negatively or positively affected 
by the relationship with the appraisees. 6.50 4.280 .000 

9.  No training is provided to appraisers on performance 
appraisal system or report. 6.81 6.003 .000 

10. 
The supervisors do not observe and record the 
performance of employees during the entire appraisal 
period. 

6.65 4.474 .000 

The entire dimension 5.98 -.50 .617 

 
1. Respondents agree with this statement as indicated by the sig. value which is .000 < 

0.05, the t-value which is 6.176 and the mean which is 6.85 > 6. This indicates that 
supervisors go back to the performance appraisal report of the last year and rate their 
employees accordingly. It is noteworthy that last report of performance appraisal is 
valid only for the year in which the performance of appraisees was appraised. However, 
in order for supervisors to justify their ratings, in front of appraisees and administration, 
they resort to last year appraisal report. The analysis of respondents' answers to this 
statement reveals that supervisors commit this mistake during the appraisal process. 

 
2. The second mistake which is also committed by supervisors when they fill the appraisal 

report is rating employees within a narrow range usually the middle or average which is 
known as central tendency. The results of t-test to this statement reveals that 
respondents agree with this statement as indicated by the sig. value which .000 < 0.05, 
the t-value which equals 7.577 and the mean which is 6.93 > 6. The results indicate that 
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supervisors resort to rate their employees in a narrow band in the middle of the rating 
scale. A poor performer employee may be rated in the average scale and an excellent 
performer employee may also be rated in the average scale of the report. This will lead 
to consider both of them as equal in their performance which is not actually the case. 

 
3. Respondents disagree with this statistically valid statement as indicated by the sig. 

value which equals .000 < 0.05, the t-value which equals -17.345 and the mean which 
is 4.06 < 6. This indicates that supervisors do not rate their employees in the high end 
of the scale rate. This indicates that only a few supervisors are lenient with their 
employees. A reasonable justification could be that supervisors who rate employees in 
the higher scale rate have to provide justification in the report for this rating. Therefore 
as indicated by the statement number two above supervisors resort to central tendency.  

 
4. Respondents disagree with this statistically valid statement as indicated by the sig. 

value which equals .000 < 0.05, the t-value which equals -16.457 and the mean which 
is 4.03 < 6. These findings indicate that supervisors do not rate their employees in the 
lower level of the rating scale i.e. supervisors are not strict with their employees. This 
result also supports statement number two above which states that supervisors resort to 
central tendency when they rate their employees. 

 
5. Another mistake which is committed by supervisors when they appraise their 

employees is the halo effect which means that supervisor rate employees high or low on 
all items because of one characteristic. The t-test of this statement reveals that the sig. 
value is .000 < 0.05, the t-value is 3.641, and the mean is 6.47 > 6. This indicates that 
respondents agree with this statement. This also indicates that the rating of supervisors 
is affected by some general characteristics such as coming early to work, religiousness 
and political affiliation. Some managers may rate their employees high or low in the 
appraisal report because of one or more of the previous characteristics. 

 
6. Another mistake which is committed by supervisors when they fill the performance 

appraisal report is known as recency effect. Recency effect means that supervisors give 
greater weight to recent events when appraising employees under their supervision. It 
may be difficult for supervisors to remember how the performance of their subordinates 
was seven or eight months ago. Therefore, the rating of their subordinates is negatively 
or positively affected by the last action. The sig. is .000 < 0.05, the t-value is 6.827 and 
the mean is 6.82 > 6. This indicates that respondents agree with this statement.  

 
7. The t-test result of this statement reveals that the rating of supervisors is not affected by 

the gender of ratees. Thus no rater bias based on sex is available. The sig. is .000 < 
0.05, the t-value is -10.155 and the mean is 4.69 < 6 which indicates that respondents 
disagree on the statement which says that the rating of supervisors is affected by the 
gender of the appraisee. 

 
8. The sig. value for this statement is .000 < 0.05, the t-value is 4.280 and the mean is 6.5 

> 6 which means that respondents agree that the rating of supervisors is positively or 
negatively affected by the relationship with the appraisee.  
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9. Respondents agree that supervisors do not receive training on either the performance 

appraisal system or report at UNRWA. The respondents' answers are elicited from the 
sig. value which equals .000 < 0.05, the t-value which equals 6.003, and the mean 
which equals 6.81 > 6. This answer confirms the responses that were obtained on the 
statements above. If supervisors were trained on performance appraisal system and 
filling the report the mistakes committed by them could either have been eliminated or 
reduced. 

 
10. Respondents agree that supervisors do not observe the performance of employees 

during the appraisal period and rate their employees accordingly. This statement is 
confirmed from the sig. value which equals .000 < 0.05, the t-value which equals 4.474, 
and the mean which equals 6.65 > 6. The answers obtained from respondents confirm 
statement number six above which states that recency bias exists when supervisors rate 
their employees. If supervisors were to observe the performance of their subordinates 
during the appraisal period, this error, recency effect, would have been eliminated. 

 
We also notice from the previous table that the sig. for the entire dimension is .617 > .05, 
the t-value is -.50 and the mean is 5.98 which is relatively very close to 6. This dimension 
was designed to diagnose the mistakes committed by supervisors during the appraisal 
process. Since not all mistakes in the dimension were committed by supervisors, these 
results affected the overall mean and sig. of the entire dimension. Thus the mean of the 
dimension indicates that respondents were neutral in their opinion towards mistakes of 
supervisors. This reflects the need to train raters on performance appraisal in order to avoid 
and get rid of the mistakes. The results of this dimension agree with some previous studies 
as follows: 
 

a) Spicer and Rusli (2006); the appraisal of raters is affected by the recency effect. 
This action has resulted on dissatisfaction among employees on the transparency of 
the appraisal. 

 
b) Ellicson (2002); the study found out that satisfaction with the performance appraisal 

process as well as good relationships with supervisors had negative significant 
effects on overall job satisfaction of municipal government employees.  

 
2.4. Analyzing the fourth dimension 

 
The fourth dimension discusses the uses of performance appraisal output at UNRWA. The 
findings in table (20) reveal that UNRWA does not use the output of performance appraisal 
process for career planning or development. The results of t-test of this dimension show the 
following: 
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Table 20: One sample T-Test for Utilizing performance appraisal outputs dimension 

The fourth dimension " Utilizing performance appraisal outputs" 

No. Statement Mean T-
Value Sig. 

1.  Performance appraisal output is used for planning 
UNRWA's human resources strategies. 3.83 -17.742 .000 

2.  Performance appraisal output is used to judge the 
subjectivity and transparency of the recruitment process. 3.83 -16.542 .000 

3.  Performance appraisal outputs are used to assess 
employees' training needs. 3.26 -20.477 .000 

4.  When an employee is absent, UNRWA replaces him 
based on the results of performance appraisal. 3.10 -21.799 .000 

5.  
Performance appraisal outputs are taken into 
consideration when the Agency fills a vacancy or 
consider an employee for promotion. 

3.21 -29.921 .000 

6.  UNRWA terminates the contracts of employees whose 
performance is frequently observed as poor. 4.94 -8.134 .000 

7.  The current appraisal report raises results and 
recommendations for the administration to carry out.  3.26 -20.136 .000 

The entire dimension 3.63 -19.25 .000 

 
 
1. The t-test result of the first statement in the fourth dimension reveals that respondents 

disagree with the statement which says that UNRWA uses the output of performance 
appraisal report for planning human resource strategies. The sig. is .000 < 0.05, the t-
value is -17.742 and the mean is 3.83 < 6 which indicates that respondents disagree 
with the statement. When UNRWA assesses the human resource strategies, data that 
describes the promotability and potential of staff particularly those in the higher grade 
level must be available. A well designed appraisal system provides a profile of the 
organization's human resource strengths and weaknesses to support this effort. This 
data could be useful for management succession planning at UNRWA. However this is 
not the case at UNRWA. In fact data related to performance appraisal is not processed 
or even aggregated and manipulated.  

 
2. Respondents disagree with this statement as indicated by the sig. value which is .000 < 

0.05, the t-value which equals -16.542 and the mean which equals 3.83 < 6.  
Performance appraisal report could be helpful in predicting the performance of 
applicants. In interviews for example, the interviewing committee may use the previous 
performance appraisal of the applicant to have more obvious knowledge about how the 
performance of this applicant is expected to be. Also in validating selection tests, 
employee ratings may be used as the variable against which test scores are compared. 
Unfortunately, respondents believe that this is not the case at UNRWA.  
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3. Respondents disagree that UNRWA uses performance appraisal outputs to assess the 
training needs of employees. The sig. value is .000 < 0.05, the t-value equals    -20.477 
and the mean equals 3.26 < 6.  The performance appraisal report should provide the 
administration with feedback about the poor performers in order to provide them with 
the appropriate training courses that could improve their performance. The current 
appraisal report, as indicated by the respondents' answers, does not assess the training 
needs of employees this fact reveals that there are problems in both performance 
appraisal and training.  

 
4. The sig. value is .000 < 0.05, the t-value equals -21.799 and the mean equals 3.1 < 6 

which indicates that respondents disagree with this statement which says that when an 
employee is absent, UNRWA replaces him based on the results of performance 
appraisal. When looking for a substitute of an absent employee the results of the 
performance appraisal results should be taken into consideration. 

 
5. Respondents disagree that UNRWA uses performance appraisal outputs when the need 

for filling a vacant post emerges or when an employee is considered for promotion. The 
answers of respondents is confirmed through the sig. value which equals .000 < 0.05, 
the t-value which equals -20.921 and the mean which equals 3.21 < 6. 

 
6. The t-test result for this statement reveals that respondents disagree with this statement 

as indicated by the sig. value which equals .000, the t-value which equals -8.134, and 
the mean which equals 4.94 < 6. In fact in very few cases some employees were fired 
as a result of their poor performance. Due to the scarcity of such cases and due to 
central tendency ratings, employees reported that poor performers will not be fired as a 
result of their performance. Actually, some employees and in order to either show 
themselves as caring about the interest of the organization or to get rid of some 
employees resort to evaluating employees in the lower rating levels.  

 
7. The sig. value for this statement is .000 < 0.05, the t-value is -20.136 and the mean is 

3.26 < 6 which means that respondents disagree with this statement which says that the 
current appraisal report raises results and recommendation for the administration to 
fulfill. The report should provide the administration with some recommendations 
regarding the required training courses for poor performers to improve their 
performance, promotion and/or demotion of employees. 

 
We notice from table (20) above that the sig. is .000, the t-value is -19.25 and the mean is 
3.63 < 6 which reflects that respondents are unsatisfied about the UNRWA's utilization of 
performance appraisal out put for planning human resource, career planning and 
organizational development. This reflects the need to exert more efforts to utilize the 
results of the current appraisal report for different human resource functions including 
training. The findings of this dimension are shared with other previous studies:  
 

a) Shourab (2007); this study found out that the results of performance appraisal are 
not used for promotion and those whose performances are rated as unsatisfactory 
are not subject to training or demotion. 
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b) Tanash and Lawzi (1995); the study proved that researchees have negative opinion 

towards performance appraisal reports due to lack of use of performance appraisal 
results for career planning or organizational development. 

 
2.5. Analyzing the fifth dimension 

 
The fifth dimension discusses the satisfaction of employees. The findings of this dimension 
were as shown in table (21) below: 

 
Table 21: One sample T-Test for employees' satisfaction dimension  

The fifth dimension " employees' satisfaction" 

No. Statement Mean T-
Value Sig. 

1.  I feel satisfied about the current appraisal report 4.18 -12.812 .000 

2.  I feel satisfied about the way may supervisor fills the 
performance appraisal report. 4.44 -10.703 .000 

3.  I feel satisfied about the utilization of UNRWA 
performance appraisal outputs. 3.82 -16.089 .000 

4.  UNRWA's current appraisal report is suitable. 4.11 -14.327 .000 

5.  I feel satisfied about the incentives provided by UNRWA 
for outstanding performance. 3.23 -21.834 .000 

6.  The current appraisal report achieves the objective for 
which it was designed. 3.34 -19.461 .000 

7.  UNRWA's appraisal system helps employees in fulfilling 
their ambitions and needs. 3.26 -20.610 .000 

8.  The current appraisal report helps employees develop and 
enhance their performance. 3.35 -19.049 .000 

The entire dimension 3.71 -16.86 .000 

 
 

1. Respondents are not satisfied about the current appraisal report as indicated by the 
sig. value which equals .000 < 0.05, the t-value which equals -12.812 and the mean 
which equals 4.18 < 6. The negative answer to this statement supports the previous 
answers which were obtained from respondents in the first dimension. Respondents 
disagreed with the twelve statements of the first dimension which were thoroughly 
selected to measure the fairness of the of the appraisal performance report.  

 
2. When respondents were asked whether they are satisfied about the way their 

supervisors fill the report, they indicated that they are unsatisfied. We notice from 
table (21) that the sig. value was .000 < 0.05, the t-value was -10.703 and the mean 
was 4.44 < 6. These values summarize the results of the third dimension in which 
researchees were asked about some mistakes that may be committed by their direct 
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supervisors when they fill the performance appraisal report. Out of ten mistakes, 
respondents agreed that seven exist. 

 
3. Table (21) for this statement reveals that respondents are unsatisfied about the way 

UNRWA uses the outputs of performance appraisal report. The sig. value as shown 
in the table above, equals .000 < 0.05, the t-value equals -16.098 and the mean 
equals 3.82 which is < 6. The answer to this statement comes in line with the 
previous answers that were obtained from respondents to the fourth dimension. We 
notice from aforementioned dimension results that respondents disagreed with all 
the statements which were designed to measure their satisfaction on UNRWA's 
utilization of performance appraisal outputs.  

 
4. Respondents disagree with this statement which says that UNRWA's current 

appraisal report is suitable. The sig. value for this statement was .000 < 0.05, the t-
value was -14.327 and the mean was 4.11 < 6. UNRWA's area staffs believe that 
the current performance report applied at the Agency needs to be changed for it is 
unsuitable.  

 
5. Table (21) for this statement reveals that respondents are unsatisfied about the 

incentives provided to them in liaison of performance appraisal. The sig. value as 
shown in the table above, equals .000 < 0.05, the t-value equals -21.834 and the 
mean equals 3.23 which is < 6. The answer to this statement comes in line with the 
previous answers that were obtained from respondents to the second dimension. We 
notice from the respondents answers to second dimension that they negatively 
answered all the statements that were selected to measure their satisfaction on 
performance appraisal incentives.   

 
6. Respondents disagree that UNRWA's appraisal report achieves the objective for 

which it was designed as indicated by the sig. value for this statement which equals 
.000 < 0.05, the t-value which is -15.521 and the mean which is 3.34 < 6.  

 
7. Respondents disagree that the current system of performance appraisal helps 

employees fulfill their ambitions and needs. We notice from table (21) above that 
sig. value is .000 < 0.05 which means that the statement is statistically valid, the t-
value was -19.411 and the mean which was 3.26 < 6. 

 
8. Respondents disagree that the current system of performance appraisal helps 

employees develop and enhance their performance. We notice from table (21) 
above that sig. value was .000 < 0.05 which means that the statement is statistically 
valid, the t-value was -16.513 and the mean which was 3.35 < 6. 

 
The results of the entire dimension reveal that employees are unsatisfied about the current 
performance appraisal system due to the bias or unfairness of the system, lack of 
incentives, mistakes that committed by raters and lack of use of the performance appraisal 
results for career planning and organizational development. The respondents also believe 
that he current report needs to be changes. These results are obtained from the low mean 
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value which is 3.71 < 6, the t-value which is -16.86 and the sig. which is .000. This reflects 
the need to amend or change the current appraisal report, and take whatever action deemed 
necessary to achieve the satisfaction of employees on performance appraisal. The 
satisfaction of employees on the current appraisal system will eventually lead to high 
motivated employees, increased productivity and transparent system. 
 

Table 22: Factors affecting employees' satisfaction on performance appraisal 

Factors affecting employees' satisfaction on performance appraisal 

No. Questionnaire Dimensions Mean T-Value Sig. 

1. Fairness of performance appraisal report 4.16 -13.37 .000 

2. Incentives of performance appraisal 3.81 -13.07 .000 

3. Mistakes of performance appraisal process 5.98 -.50 .617 

4. Utilizing performance appraisal outputs 3.63 -19.25 .000 

Total 4.40 -11.54 .000 

 
Table (22) above shows the factors that affect the satisfaction of employees on 
performance appraisal. The table shows that the sig. for the entire factors is .000 < .05 
which reflects that these dimensions are statistically valid. The negative t-value reveals that 
employees in general disagree with the statements of the four dimensions and the relative 
mean value 4.40 < 6 reveals that this percentage is far below the 6. This reflects the need to 
amend the current performance report, increase incentives, reduce mistakes and utilize the 
output of performance appraisal report favorably. 
 
3. Testing the study hypotheses 
 

3.1. The study hypotheses 
 
þ Hypothesis One: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 

employees on UNRWA’s performance appraisal, and the fairness of the report. 
 
þ Hypothesis two: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 

employees on the UNRWA’s performance appraisal, and the incentives provided to 
them. 

 
þ Hypothesis three: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 

employees on UNRWA's performance appraisal, and the reduction of raters' errors. 
 
þ Hypothesis four: There is a correlation between the satisfaction of employees on 

the UNRWA’s performance appraisal, and the use of the results of performance 
appraisal system for organizational development and career planning. 
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þ Hypothesis five: There is a significant difference among employees regarding their 
satisfaction on UNRWA's performance appraisal, attributed to the following 
independent variables: 

 
A. Grade 
B. Qualification  
C. Experience 
D. Age 

 
Hypotheses were examined by using Pearson correlation; the findings are shown in table 
(23) below: 
 

Table 23: Correlation between satisfaction and performance appraisal  

No. Statement Pearson Correlation Sig. 

1. Hypothesis one .741** .000 

2. Hypothesis two .778** .000 

3. Hypothesis three -.302** .000 

4. Hypothesis four .741** .000 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 

 
 
þ Hypothesis One: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 

employees on UNRWA’s performance appraisal, and the fairness of the report. 
 
 In order to examine the hypothesis, the researcher correlated the mean for the first 
dimension (fairness of appraisal report) and the first statement in the fifth dimension. Table 
(23) shows that the correlation is (.741**), the sig. is .000 < 0.05 therefore the relationship 
between UNRWA's employees satisfaction on performance appraisal report and the 
fairness of the report is significant. The positive value of the correlation indicates that the 
correlation is positive. This means that the more the report is fair the more satisfied 
UNRWA employees will be. This result agrees with most of the significant prior researches 
as follows: 
 

1. Mahi (2007) this study found out that, respondents are unsatisfied about the 
performance appraisal report as a result of lacking objective standards and being 
unfair. 

 
2. Edwan (2006); in the study the researcher found out that employees in the 

performance appraisal standards are subjective however they are static, vocational 
training centers depend mainly on the direct supervisor's observation to compile 
data about the performance of subordinates, only one method is used to appraise the 
performance of employees regardless of the grade. The ultimate finding of this 
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study is that employees are unsatisfied about the current appraisal report due to the 
aforementioned reasons. 

 
3. Awad (2005) who concludes that employees are unsatisfied about performance 

appraisal due to different disadvantages including the fairness of the report. 
 

4. Nouno (2004) who found out that, employees are unsatisfied about the performance 
appraisal report because the current report does not include the requirement of 
successful appraisal system; the system lacks practical and objective criteria and is 
unfair. 

 
5. Hawana (1998) who found out that, employees are unsatisfied about performance 

appraisal report because they considered the report as unfair. The report is unfair in 
the view point of the employees because it does not provide them with feedback 
about their merits and demerits. 

 
6. Jawahar (2007); the study found out that distributive justice (satisfaction with 

appraisal rating) had the greatest influence on satisfaction with ratings and 
procedural justice had the most influence on satisfaction with appraisal system. 

 
7. Ellicson (2002); The regression analysis of this study revealed that environmental 

factors such as promotional opportunities, pay and benefits satisfaction, 
performance appraisal satisfaction, equipment and resources, training, workload 
and supervisory relationship are positively related to overall job satisfaction. In 
contrast, demographic variables were relatively poor predictors of job satisfaction. 

 
þ Hypothesis two: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 

employees on UNRWA’s performance appraisal, and the incentives provided to 
them.  

 
 In order to examine the second hypothesis, the researcher correlated the mean for the 
second dimension (performance appraisal incentives) and the fifth statement in the fifth 
dimension. Table (23) shows that the correlation is (.778**), the sig. is .000 < 0.05 
therefore the relationship between UNRWA's employees satisfaction on performance 
appraisal report and performance appraisal incentives is significant. The positive value of 
the correlation indicates that the correlation is positive. This means that in order for 
UNRWA to increase the satisfaction of employees on performance appraisal, the incentives 
provided to them must be increased. This result agrees with most of the significant prior 
researches as follows: 
 

1. Adel (2005); the study found out that the level of satisfaction at Jordanian hotels was 
average. The most important factors affecting the level of satisfaction are: 
leadership style, work environment, hotel management, hotel organization, 
compensation and incentives. 
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2. Mahi (2007); the study found out that there is a correlation between job satisfaction 
and different independent variables including incentives in the general 
management of meteorology and environmental protection in the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia. 

 
3. Ellicson (2002) The regression analysis revealed that environmental factors such as 

promotional opportunities, pay and benefits satisfaction, performance appraisal 
satisfaction, equipment and resources, training, workload and supervisory 
relationship are positively related to overall job satisfaction. 

 
4. Boyd and Kyle (2004), the result of this study revealed that there is a positive 

correlation between job satisfaction and numerous independent variables 
including incentives. 

 
þ Hypothesis three: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 

employees on UNRWA’s performance appraisal, and the reduction of raters' errors.  
 
 In order to examine the third hypothesis, the researcher correlated the mean for the third 
dimension (raters' errors) and the second statement in the fifth dimension. Table (23) shows 
that the correlation is (-.302**), the sig. is .000 < 0.05 therefore the relationship between 
UNRWA's employees satisfaction on performance appraisal report and performance 
appraisal incentives is significant. The negative value of the correlation indicates that the 
correlation is negative. This means that in order for UNRWA to increase the satisfaction of 
employees on performance appraisal, errors of raters should be reduced or eliminated the 
incentives provided to them must be increased. This result also agrees with most of the 
significant prior researches as follows: 
 

1. Awad (2005); the study found out that there is a negative correlation between job 
satisfaction and raters' errors. Employees are unsatisfied about the performance 
appraisal report because the appraisal process is insubjective and biased. 

 
2. Palmer and Loveland (2008); the results of this study indicated that group 

discussion resulted in less accurate ratings and greater contrast effects. Additional 
analyses suggested that group discussion increased positive halo and lead to the 
unsatisfaction of employees on jobs. 

 
3. Jawahar (2007); the study found out that distributive justice (satisfaction with 

appraisal rating) had the greatest influence on satisfaction with ratings and 
procedural justice had the most influence on satisfaction with appraisal system. 
Rater bias on the contrary leads to job unsatisfaction as viewed by the respondents. 

 
4. Boyd and Kyle (2004); this article shows that distributive and procedural justice 

conceptions are not the only constructs that should be analyzed. Instead, social 
justice concerns need to be addressed in addition to distributive and procedural 
concerns. Justice of raters also essential to achieve employees' satisfaction within 
the context of performance appraisal systems.  
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þ Hypothesis four: There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction of 

employees on UNRWA’s performance appraisal, and the utilization of performance 
appraisal output for career planning and development.   

 
 In order to examine the fourth hypothesis, the researcher correlated the mean for the fourth 
dimension (utilization of performance appraisal output) and the third statement in the fifth 
dimension. Table (23) shows that the correlation is (.741**), the sig. is .000 < 0.05 
therefore the relationship between UNRWA's employees satisfaction on performance 
appraisal report and performance appraisal incentives is significant. The positive value of 
the correlation indicates that the correlation is positive. This means that in order for 
UNRWA to increase the satisfaction of employees on performance appraisal, better 
utilization of performance appraisal output should exist. This result also agrees with most 
of the significant prior researches as follows: 
 

1. Mahi (2007); the study found out that the annual reports of performance appraisal 
do not help in booming the employees' performance level and that the annual 
reports of performance appraisal do not help in motivating employees. In addition, 
the study found out that the results of performance appraisal report are not used for 
developmental purposes. 

 
2. Shourab (2007); this study found out that the results of performance appraisal are 

not used for promotion and those whose performances are rated as unsatisfactory 
are not subject to training or demotion. 

 
3. Tanash and Lawzi (1995); the study proved that researchees have negative opinion 

towards performance appraisal reports due to lack of use of performance appraisal 
results for career planning or organizational development. 

 
4. Jawahar (2006); the study examined whether satisfaction with feedback could 

influence the development of favorable job and organizational attitudes. The study 
found out that there is a positive relationship between satisfaction and 
developmental uses of performance appraisal. 

 
5. Boyd and Kyle (2004), the study found out that, employees may feel that outcomes 

received from performance appraisal are incongruent with the inputs they give at 
work. In essence employees may feel that they are not receiving appropriate 
outcomes in the form of money, recognition, and decisions that directly affect 
them. 

 
þ Hypothesis five: There is a significant difference among employees regarding their 

satisfaction on UNRWA's performance appraisal, attributed to the following 
independent variables: 
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A. Age 
B. Qualification  
C. Grade 
D. Experience 

 
In order to examine the fifth hypothesis, the researcher used one-way ANOVA test by 
which the mean for each characteristic (age, qualification, grade and experience) was 
examined separately along with the mean of the fifth dimension which is about employees' 
satisfaction. The result of the test is shown in table (24) below: 

 
Table 24: multiple comparison between employees' satisfaction and some characteristics  

No.  F Sig. 

1. Age 8.500 .000 

2. Qualification 9.976 .000 

3. Grade .719 .541 

4. Experience  13.799 .000 

 
Based on the above table (24) the following results can be concluded: 
 
þ Age: The sig. value is .000 < 0.05 which reveals that there is a significant 

difference between employees satisfaction on performance appraisal attributed to 
differences in age.  

 
Building on the above statement, the researcher used post hoc range tests in One-Way 
ANOVA to determine which means differ. As we have four age groups, the researcher used 
Tukey test which uses the Studentized range statistic to make all of the pairwise 
comparisons between groups. The results are shown in table (25) below:   
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Table 25: multiple comparison between age categories by using post hoc Tukey test  

Age Categories Comparisons  Mean Difference Sig. 

from 30 to < 40 -.37743 .510 
From 40 to < 50 -1.66478* .000 < 30 years 

> 50 -1.30155* .017 
< 30 years .37743 .510 

From 40 to < 50 -1.28735* .003 From 30 to < 40 
> 50 -.92412 .158 

< 30 years 1.66478* .000 
From 30 to < 40 1.28735* .003 From 40 to < 50 

> 50 .36323 .888 
< 30 years 1.30155* .017 

From 30 to < 40 .92412 .158 > 50 
From 40 to < 50 -.36323 .888 

*.The mean difference is significant at the .05 level 
 
From table (25) above, mean difference reveals that the differences between age groups 
where in favor of the third group (From 40 to < 50) where the mean difference is 1.66478*. 
Although all group categories are unsatisfied about performance appraisal, the third group 
is classified according to mean difference as the most satisfied group among all age groups. 
This is due to the fact that this age category has spent more time at UNRWA than the first 
and the second categories thus they are classified as the least unsatisfied group about 
performance appraisal. 
 

þ Qualification: The sig. value is .000 < 0.05 which reveals that there is a 
significant difference between employees satisfaction on performance appraisal 
attributed to difference in qualification.  

 
Building on the above statement, the researcher used post hoc range tests in One-Way 
ANOVA to determine which means differ. As we have six major categories in 
qualification, the researcher used Tukey test which uses the Studentized range statistic to 
make all of the pairwise comparisons between groups. The results are shown in table (26) 
below:  
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Table 26: multiple comparison between qualification categories by using post hoc Tukey test  

Qualification Categories Comparisons  Mean Difference Sig. 

Diploma -.53333 .952 
B.A 1.36915 .276 

Higher diploma -.93750 .930 
Secondary school or 

less 

Master .60833 .942 
Secondary school or 

less .53333 .952 

B.A 1.90248* .000 
Higher diploma -.40417 .994 

Diploma 

Master 1.141167 .190 
Secondary school or 

less -1.36915 .276 

Diploma -1.90248* .000 
Higher diploma -2.30665 .121 

B.A 

Master -.76082 .439 
 

Secondary school or 
less .93750 .930 

Diploma .40417 .994 
B.A 2.30665 .121 

Higher diploma 

Master 1.54583 .579 
Secondary school or 

less -.60833 .942 

Diploma 1.14167 .190 
B.A .76082 .439 

Master 

Higher Diploma -1.54583 .579 
*.The mean difference is significant at the .05 level 
 
From table (26) above, mean difference reveals that the differences between qualification 
groups where in favor of the second group (Diploma) where the mean difference is 
1.90248*. Although all groups within the qualification category are unsatisfied about 
performance appraisal, the second group (Diploma) is classified according to mean 
difference as the most satisfied group among all groups. This is due to the fact that this 
group can not easily find job opportunities somewhere else and that they represent great 
part of the sample thus they are classified as the least satisfied group among all categories.  
 
þ Grade: The sig. value is .541 > 0.05 which reveals that there is no significant 

difference between employees satisfaction on performance appraisal attributed to 
difference in grade. This could be due to the fact that each group category has its 
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own problems with performance appraisal and thus they were all unsatisfied about 
performance appraisal in the same level. 

 
þ Experience: The sig. value is .000 < 0.05 which reveals that there is a significant 

difference between employees satisfaction on performance appraisal attributed to 
difference in years of experience.  

 
Building on the above statement, the researcher used post hoc range tests in One-Way 
ANOVA to determine which means differ. As we have four major categories in experience, 
the researcher used Tukey test which uses the Studentized range statistic to make all of the 
pairwise comparisons between groups. The results are shown in table (27) below:   

 
Table 27: multiple comparison between experience categories by using post hoc Tukey test 

Experience Categories Comparisons  Mean Difference Sig. 

From 3 to < 6 .88726 .142 
From 6 to < 9 -.52320 .690 < 3 year experience 

> 9 years experience -.76923 .276 
< 3 year experience -88726 .142 

From 6 to < 9 -1.41046* .000 From 3 to < 6 
> 9 years experience -1.65649* .000 
< 3 year experience .52320 .690 

From 3 to < 6 1.41046* .000 From 6 to < 9 
> 9 years experience -.24603 .904 
< 3 year experience .76923 .276 

From 3 to < 6 1.65649* .000 > 9 years 
experience 

From 6 to < 9 .24603 .904 

*.The mean difference is significant at the .05 level 
 
From table (27) above, the mean difference reveals that the differences between experience 
groups where in favor of the fourth group (> 9 years experience) where the mean difference 
is 1.65649*. Although all groups within the experience category are unsatisfied about 
performance appraisal, the fourth group (> 9 years experience) is classified according to 
mean difference as the most satisfied group among all groups. This could be due to the fact 
that this group has spent the longest period among all categories in UNRWA and that the 
possibility of turnover and finding other post is for them very difficult thus they were the 
least unsatisfied group among all experience categories. 
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Chapter Eight Conclusion and 
Recommendations 
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Preface: 
 
After presenting and discussing the findings of the research, this chapter discuses the key 
findings and recommendations that the researcher suggests to enhance and promote the 
strengths of the current system and overcome the areas in which the current appraisal 
system falls short. This chapter will discuss the following two main issues: 
 

1. Conclusion 
2. Recommendations 
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1. Conclusion 
 
In light of the findings that were presented in the last chapter, one can say that UNRWA's 
area staffs are unsatisfied about the current performance appraisal system. This 
unsatisfaction on performance appraisal is attributed to different reasons as revealed 
through out the analysis of the study.  
 
The system as revealed through the analysis of the data is not based on job analysis and the 
job description does not contain clear standards upon which employees' performance can 
be measured. Furthermore, the report currently in use by UNRWA contains qualitative 
rather than quantitative standards, and contains unclear or measurable statements. In 
addition, part of the daily tasks assigned to employees is not included in the report, and the 
report does not evaluate the employees' competencies. 
 
Another point of major concern is that no due process is formulated in UNRWA to discuss 
performance appraisal issues. Employees who have some complaints about the process are 
not legally authorized to discuss their own issues in front of a legal committee. Besides 
there is no post assigned for performance appraisal which is a major function of human 
resource, thus employees do not know to whom there complaints should be carried and 
raters do not know whom to consult. 
 
In the first hypothesis we assumed that there is a correlation between UNRWA's area staff 
satisfaction on performance appraisal and the fairness of the report we found out that the 
sig. is .000 < .05 which clearly indicates that the relationship between satisfaction on 
performance appraisal and the fairness of the report exist. We also found out that the 
correlation is (.741**) which evidently indicates that the correlation is positive. 
 
Data compiled from employees through questionnaire revealed that the Agency does not 
designate specific incentive package for employees whose performances are rated as 
outstanding. Moreover, employees do not receive verbal incentives when they deserve or 
when their performances are rated as outstanding. In addition, employees are not promoted 
for higher post based on the results of their performance. The personnel directive does not 
clearly state that employees with outstanding performance are eligible for a kind of rewards 
or incentives. 
 
In the second hypothesis we assumed that there is a correlation between UNRWA's area 
staff satisfaction on performance appraisal and the incentives provided to them we found 
out that the sig. is .000 < .05 which clearly indicates that the relationship between 
satisfaction on performance appraisal and incentives exist. We also found out that the 
correlation is (.778**) which evidently indicates that the correlation is positive. 
 
Data compiled from respondents indicates that some mistakes are committed by raters 
when they evaluate the performance of employees under their supervision. Some of the 
mistakes are: using previous year performance appraisal report to evaluate the performance 
of employees, appraisers tend to use central tendency, appraisers are affected by general 
characteristics and political affiliation, raters are positively and negatively affected by 
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recent actions of appraisees, the relationship between appraisers and appraisees affect the 
subjectivity of  the report, raters are not trained on the current report of performance 
appraisal and they do not observe and monitor the performance of employees and appraise 
them accordingly. 
 
In addition, the performance appraisal interviews which are conducted by the supervisors 
do not brief employees on their merits and demerits. They are viewed as a complementary 
part to the appraisal process.  
 
In the third hypothesis we assume that there is a correlation between UNRWA's area staff 
satisfaction on performance appraisal and the reduction of raters' errors. We found out that 
the sig. is .000 < .05 which indicates that the relationship between satisfaction on 
performance appraisal and the fairness of the report exist. We also found out that the 
correlation is (-.302**) which evidently indicates that the correlation is negative. This 
clearly means that there is a negative relationship between raters' errors that are committed 
by supervisors during the appraisal process and the satisfaction of employees on 
performance appraisal. 
 
In the fourth dimension of the questionnaire different statements have been formulated to 
measure whether the output of the performance appraisal report is thoroughly used for 
developmental purposes, career planning, planning of UNRWA's human resource strategies 
and succession planning. Data compiled from respondents indicates that the output of 
performance appraisal report is not properly used by the Agency.  
 
Based on the results that were presented in chapter seven, the output of the performance 
appraisal report is not used for planning UNRWA's human resource strategies. The output 
is not also used to evaluate the subjectivity of the recruitment process. Moreover, the 
output of the performance appraisal report is not used to assess the training needs of 
employees which clearly indicate that there is shortfall in both human resource functions: 
training and performance appraisal. The data compiled from respondents also indicates that 
the output is not used for succession planning, promotion or disciplinary measures against 
employees whose performance is appraised as below standards. 
 
In the fourth hypothesis we assumed that there is a significant correlation between the 
satisfaction of employees on UNRWA’s appraisal system and the utilization of 
performance appraisal output for career planning and development. We found out that the 
sig. is .000 < .05 which indicates that the relationship between satisfaction on performance 
appraisal and the utilization of performance appraisal output for career planning and 
development exist. We also found out that the correlation is (.741**) which evidently 
indicates that the correlation is positive. This clearly means that there is a positive 
relationship between the satisfaction of employees on performance appraisal and the use of 
the report for career planning and development.  
 
Analysis of the fifth dimension showed that the current performance report is unsuitable as 
viewed by the respondents. In addition, we also found out that the current appraisal report 
does not achieve the objectives, for which it was designed. Moreover, the report does not 
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help employees fulfill their ambitions and needs, neither it helps employees develop and 
enhance their performance.  
 
In the last hypothesis we assume that there a significant difference among employees 
regarding their satisfaction on UNRWA's appraisal system attributed to the following 
independent variables: 
 
þ Age 
þ Qualification 
þ Grade  
þ Experience 

 
Analysis of this hypothesis revealed that there is a significant difference among age groups 
on performance appraisal. The difference was in favor of the group from 40 to < 50. This 
group is considered as more satisfied about performance appraisal than the three other 
groups. In qualification, we also found out that there is a significant difference among 
employees regarding their satisfaction on performance appraisal. Results revealed that 
Diploma holders are the least unsatisfied group among the six qualification group 
categories. In grade, we found out that there is insignificant difference among employees in 
regard to their satisfaction on performance appraisal. In addition, when we examined 
whether there is a significant difference among employees in experience categories in 
regard to their satisfaction on performance appraisal, we found out that there is a 
significant difference in favor of employees who spent more than nine years of experience. 
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2. Recommendations 
 
In light of the aforementioned results the researcher recommends the following, wishing 
from top management levels to take them into account and put them into action: 
 

1. Establishing a post for performance appraisal officer, whose tasks include 
compiling and sorting data about performance appraisal, training raters and ratees 
on performance appraisal to ensure avoiding some of the mistakes, coordinating 
with the administration in regard to the proper utilization of performance appraisal 
output, and liaison with training officer in regard to conducting training courses for 
employees.  

 
2. Developing software for compiling data about employees' performance appraisal 

report that can be easily obtained when needed. 
 

3. Amending the job description of posts to include performance indicators that can 
easily be measured through performance appraisal. 

 
4. Appraising the performance of employees at the end of each year and not on the 

anniversary of employees' entry on duty date. Because among the purposes behind 
conducting appraisal is to compare the performance of employees within a specific 
period and because this will benefit the Agency on the budgetary level. 

 
5. Changing the current report of performance appraisal and replace it by other reports 

that can truly measure the performance of employees. 
 

6. Developing a manual for performance appraisal at UNRWA and stating clearly the 
package of incentives assigned for outstanding performance employees and the 
disciplinary measures that might be taken against employees when the performance 
is rated as poor.  

 
7. Training raters and ratees on performance appraisal system. 

 
8. Ensuring that performance appraisal interviews are conducted in accordance with 

norms and regulations. 
 

9. Increasing and diversifying the performance appraisal incentives in order to 
motivate employees. 

 
10. Honoring employees by holding celebrations for employees whose performance is 

rated as outstanding and distributing the incentives on them before their colleagues. 
 

11. Providing employees with feedback about their performance either through 
interview or through an official letter indicating the degree that the employee 
achieved and the consequences of this result. 
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12. Using the output of performance appraisal to assess the training needs of 
employees. 

 
13. Using the output of performance appraisal to evaluate the transparency of the 

recruitment process. 
 

14. Using performance appraisal output for succession planning. 
 

15. Formulating a due process to negotiate the performance of employees when they 
complain about the fairness of the process. 

 
16. Examining the reliability and validity of the new approach of performance appraisal 

that will be adopted by the Agency through the OD, to ensure that the new system 
will meet the expectations of the employees and will be consistent with the strategic 
mission of UNRWA. 
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3. Suggested Further Studies 

 
This is the first study to be conducted on performance appraisal at UNRWA. This field of 
research is completely new and deserves more exploration. The researcher suggests the 
following research areas for further studies: 
 

1. UNRWA's adopted performance appraisal system, validity and reliability 
2. Organizational development and performance appraisal at UNRWA 
3. Job satisfaction at UNRWA 
4. Intrinsic motivation at UNRWA 
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Dear Colleagues 
 
The attached questionnaire is a tool for collecting data to conduct a thesis about " 
UNRWA's Area Staff Satisfaction on Performance Appraisal System and Its Incentives in 
the Gaza Field Office" to be submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirement for MS 
Degree in Business Administration. Therefore, achieving this objective requires your 
participation to answer all questions thoroughly, honestly and subjectively. You are kindly 
reminded that all submitted information will be treated as confidential and will be of major 
concern to us.  
 

Thank you for your cooperation 
 
 
 
 
Researcher 
 
Jamal Mustafa Abu Musa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Islamic University 
Graduates Studies Deanery  
Business Administration dept. 
College of Commerce 
 

Questionnaire No.     
 
Date                                          
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þ Please put (ü) before the sentence that best correspond to your status 

 
Part One: General Information 
 
þ Age 

 
 
Less than 30 years 

 

From 30 to less than 40 

 

From 40 to less than 50 
 

More than 50 

 
þ Gender 

 
 
Male 

 

 
Female 

 
þ Marital Status 

 
 
Married 

 

 
Single 

 
 

 

Others                              
 

 

 
þ Qualification 

 
 
Secondary or less Diploma 

Bachelor or Equivalent Higher Diploma 

 
Master 

 

 
Doctorate 

 
þ Experience 

 
 
Less than 3 years 

 

From 3 to less than 6 

 

From 6 to less than 9 
 

More than 9 
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þ Grade 
 
 
From 4 to 8 From 9 to 11 

From 12 to 15 From 16 to 20 

 
Please respond by putting a number from 1 to 100 that best corresponds to how you 
feel about each statement taking into account that 1 means absolute disagreement and 
vice versa. 
 
Part Two: Questionnaire dimensions 
 
þ The first dimension: fairness of performance appraisal report 

 
This dimension aims at identifying the fairness, transparency and subjectivity of the report. 
 

First Dimension  

No. Dimensions Agreement 1- 100 

1.  All statements in the performance appraisal report are 
clear and measurable. 

 

2.  The current appraisal report is fair, transparent and 
subjective. 

 

3.  The items of performance appraisal report include all 
the tasks that I perform. 

 

4.  The current appraisal report truly evaluates the 
employees' competencies. 

 

5.  The appraisal report briefs the employee on his merits.  

6.  The appraisal report briefs the employee on his 
demerits.  

 

7.  The appraisal report assesses the training needs of 
employees 

 

8.  The current appraisal report is based on the job 
description of the post. 

 

9.  Employees are interviewed and briefed on their merits 
and demerits before being appraised. 

 

10.  
When an employee feels that his performance was 
unfairly appraised, a due committee is formulated to 
review his report and take the necessary action. 

 

11.  The current appraisal report encourages competition 
among different departments 

 

12.  The appraisal report helps in solving problems that limit 
the abilities of employees to perform effectively. 
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þ The second dimension: Performance Appraisal Incentives 

 
This dimension aims at identifying the incentives that UNRWA offers to employees whose 
performances are rated as outstanding 
 

The second dimension 

No. Dimensions Agreement 1- 100 

13.  Usually any increase on the basic salary is tied to 
performance. 

 

14.  UNRWA offers financial incentives for employees 
whose performances are rated as outstanding. 

 

15.  Employees receive verbal incentives when their 
performances meet the supervisors' expectations.  

 

16.  
The administration endeavors to identify the 
achievements of employees to assign the appropriate 
incentives for them. 

 

17.  The appraisal process provides subjective criteria for 
employees' promotion. 

 

18.  
The results of performance appraisal are taken into 
consideration when an employee is on leave and the 
department looks for a substitute for this employee.  

 

19.  UNRWA honors employees whose performances are 
outstanding. 

 

20.  The incentives that UNRWA provides help developing 
the performance of employees. 
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þ The third dimension: Raters' Errors 
 
This dimension aims at identifying the mistakes that are committed by raters during the 
appraisal process 
 

The Third Dimension 

No. Dimensions Agreement 1- 100 

21. The appraiser uses previous performance report when he 
needs to evaluate the performance of an employee.  

22. The appraisal of supervisor usually follows central 
tendency.  

23. The supervisor usually gives undeserved high rating 
either to avoid controversy or termination of services.   

24. Supervisors rate employees in the lower level to 
encourage them develop their performances.  

25. 
Supervisors' appraisals are usually affected by some 
general characteristic such as coming early, religiousness 
and political affiliation. 

 

26. 
The supervisor rating is negatively or positively affected 
by the last action or task carried out by the employee 
before the appraisal period. 

 

27. Supervisors' ratings are affected by the gender of 
appraisees.  

28. Supervisors' appraisal is negatively or positively affected 
by the relationship with the appraisees.  

29. No training is provided to appraisers on performance 
appraisal system or report.  

30. 
The supervisors do not observe and record the 
performance of employees during the entire appraisal 
period. 

 

 
 
þ  The fourth dimension: Utilization of performance appraisal output 

 
This dimension aims at identifying the level to which UNRWA uses the performance 
appraisal out put for career planning, succession planning, training and organizational 
development. 
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The fourth dimension 

No. Dimensions Agreement 1- 100 

31. Performance appraisal output is used for planning 
UNRWA's human resources strategies.  

32. Performance appraisal output is used to judge the 
subjectivity and transparency of the recruitment process.  

33. Performance appraisal outputs are used to assess 
employees' training needs.  

34. When an employee is absent, UNRWA replaces him 
based on the results of performance appraisal.  

35. 
Performance appraisal outputs are taken into 
consideration when the Agency fills a vacancy or 
considers an employee for promotion. 

 

36. UNRWA terminates the contracts of employees whose 
performance is frequently observed as poor.  

37. The current appraisal report raises results and 
recommendations for the administration to carry out.   

 
þ The fifth dimension: Employees Satisfaction 

 

This dimension aims at identifying the extent to which employees are satisfied about the 
performance appraisal system 
 

The fifth dimension 

No. Dimensions Agreement 1- 100 

38.  I feel satisfied about the current appraisal report  

39.  I feel satisfied about the way may supervisor fills the 
performance appraisal report.  

40.  I feel satisfied about UNRWA utilization of 
performance appraisal outputs.  

41.  UNRWA's current appraisal system is suitable.  

42.  I feel satisfied about the incentives provided by 
UNRWA for outstanding performance.  

43.  The current appraisal report is valid and reliable.  

44.  UNRWA's appraisal report helps employees in fulfilling 
their ambitions and needs.  

45.  The current appraisal report helps employees develop 
and enhance their performance.  
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ميحرلا نمحرلا هللا مسب                                        

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1   

    
  
  

                    
     

                األخوات الكرام / اإلخوة 
  ...........السالم علیكم ورحمة اهللا وبركاتھ

 
  :ناونعب ةسارد ءارجإل ةمزاللا تانايبلا عمجل هادأ نع ةرابع ةقفرملا ةنابتسإلا
كلذو  "هيلع ةبترتملا زفاوحلاو ءادألا مييقت ماظن نع يميلقإلا ةزغ بتكم يف ةلاكولا يفظوم اضر ىدم

فدهلا اذه غولب نإف كلذل . ةزغب ةيمالسإلا ةعماجلا نم لامعألا ةرادإ يف ريتسجاملا ةجرد ىلع لوصحلل بلطتمك
يف درو ام عيمج نأب ًاملع . ةيعوضومو ةقدب ةنابتسإلا ةلئسأ عيمج ىلع ةباجإلا يف ةلاعفلا ةكراشملا مكنم جاتحي
   .يملعلا ثحبلا ضارغأل الإ مدختسي نلو مامتهالاو ةيانعلا عضوم نوكيس ةنابتسالا

  
  .مكنواعت نسح ىلع ريدقتلاو مارتحالا قئاف لوبقب اولضفت

  
                                                                         
  الباحث       

                                                                    جمال مصطفى أبو موسى
  
  

ةزغ–ةيمالسإلا ةعماجلا    
ايلعلا تاساردلا ةدامع  
ةراجتلا ةيلك  
لامعألا ةرادإ مسق  

 

ةنابتسإلا مقر  :  
 

   :ةنابتسإلا ةئبعت خيرات
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  ةبسانملا ةرابعلا مامأ) ü(ةمالع عضو ءاجرلا 
  

  ةماع تامولعم: لوالا مسقلا
مكب ةصاخلا ةيفيظولا و ةيصخشلا تاريغتملا ضعبهفرعم وه ءزجلا اذه نم ضرغلا  .  
  

þ ةيرمعلا ةئفلا:  
  

نم لقأ       ةنس30      نم لقأ ىلا 30نم     ةنس40     

نم  نم لقأ ىلا 40           ةنس50  رثكأف ةنس50        
  

þ سنجلا:  
  

ركذ   ىثنأ            
  

þ ةيعامتجالا ةلاحلا:  
  

جوزتم   بزعأ            

كلذ ريغ             
  

þ يملعلا لهؤملا:  
  

لقأ وأ ةماع ةيوناث   ةيوناثلا دعب مولبد            

اهلداعي ام وا سويرولاكب   يلاع مولبد            

ريتسجام   هاروتكد            
  

þ ةلاكولا يف لمعلا تاونس ددع:  
  

نم لقأ  تاونس3           نم لقأ ىلا 3نم     تاونس6     

نم  نم لقأ ىلا 6          تاونس9  رثكأف تاونس9       
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þ ةيفيظولا ةجردلا:  
  

نم  ىلا 9نم   8ىل  ا4             11  

نم  ىلا 12            ىلا 16نم   15   20  

  
þ  ثيح % 100-1نم ةقفاوملا ةجرد ةباتك قيرط نع ةيلاتلا تارابعلا ىلع ةقفاوملا ةبسن ددح ءاجرلا

  .حيحص سكعلاو ةقفاوملا ىلع تلد% 100نم ةباجالا تبرتقا املك 
  ةساردلا رواحم: يناثلا مسقلا

þ ءادالا مييقت جذومن ةلادع :لوالا روحملا  
   ةلاكولا يف ءادألا مييقت جذومن ةلادعو ةيفافش ىدم ىلع فرعتلا ىلا روحملا اذه فدهي
  

  المحــور األول

  %100 إلى 1  مندرجة الموافقة  الفقرة  الرقم

    .ة وقابلة للقیاسجمیع فقرات نموذج تقییم األداء واضح   .1

    .لموضوعیة والعدالةیتمیز نموذج تقییم األداء الحالي بالشفافیة وا   .2

عناصر النموذج الحالي لتقییم األداء شاملة لجمیع عناصر العمل الذي أقوم    .3
  .بھ

  

    .نموذج تقییم االداء الحالي یقیس قدرات الموظف الفعلیة   .4

یمّكن نموذج تقییم االداء الحالي الموظف من التعرف على مواطن القوة    .5
  .لدیھ

  

الي الموظف من التعرف على مواطن الضعف یمّكن نموذج تقییم االداء الح   .6
  .لدیھ

  

   .یحدد نموذج تقییم االداء الحالي الحاجات التدریبیة للموظف   .7

    .یراعي نموذج تقییم االداء الحالي الوصف الوظیفي للموظف   .8

    .یتم تقییم الموظف بعد مقابلتھ واطالعھ على مواطن القوه والضعف لدیھ   .9

جنة للبحث والمراجعة مع الجھات العلیا التخاذ ما عند الشعور بالظلم تشكل ل   .10
  .في عملیة التقییم یلزم بشأن التظلم

  

    . المنافسة بین اإلدارات المختلفة االداءیمنموذج تقییشجع    .11

    .تحد من فعالیة اإلنجازیم األداء في كشف المشكالت التي تقی یساھم نموذج   .12
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þ تقییم األداء حوافز: المحور الثاني  

  
  .ھذا المحور الى التعرف على الحوافز التي تقدمھا الوكالة الصحاب التقدیرات العالیة في تقییم األداءیھدف 

  

   الثانيالمحور

  %100 إلى 1  مندرجة الموافقة  الفقرة  الرقم

    .نسبة الزیادة التي تطرأ على الراتب مرتبطة بنتائج التقییم   .13

    .تقدیرات العالیةتقدم الوكالة مكافآت مالیة للموظفین ذوى ال   .14

یحصل الموظف على الثناء والتقدیر من قبل رئیسھ المباشر عند حصولھ    .15
  .على نتیجة تقییم مرتفعة

  

تسعى اإلدارة إلى معرفة أھم االنجازات التي یحققھا الموظف وذلك من    .16
  .أجل تقدیم الحافز المناسب لھ

  

    .یم أسس موضوعیة لترقیة العاملینیتوفر عملیة التق   .17

تراعي الوكالة مستوى اداء الموظف عند ملء وظیفة شاغرة في نفس    .18
  .المستوى االدارى

  

    .تقوم اإلدارة بتكریم الموظفین اصحاب التقدیرات العالیة   .19

    . تقدمھا الوكالة تساعد على االرتقاء بأداء الموظفینيالحوافز الت   .20
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þ  مأخطاء عملیة التقیی: الثالثالمحور  
  

  ناء عملیة التقییم من قبل المدیریھدف ھذا المحور الى التعرف على االخطاء التي تتم أث

  
   الثالثالمحور

  الفقرة  الرقم
  

  %100 الى 1درجة الموافقة من 
  

   .یستعین المدیر بتقاریر االداء السابقة عند تقییم الموظف   .21

    .یعتمد المدیر الوسطیة في تقییم اداء الموظفین   .22

 المدیر بإعطاء تقییم عالي للموظف بدافع الشفقة وعدم الرغبة في یقوم   .23
  .القضاء على مستقبلھ الوظیفي

  

    .یعتمد المدیر تقییم منخفض للموظفین لدفعھم لتحسین ادائھم   .24

 العام للموظف كالحضور مبكرًا واألمانة عیتأثر تقییم المدیر باالنطبا   .25
  .والتدین واالنتماء السیاسي

  

 األخیر للموظف قبل فترة التقییم سواء كان فیم المدیر بالتصریتأثر تقی   .26
  .سلبي أو ایجابي

  

    . الموظف موضع التقییمسیتأثر تقییم المدیر بجن   .27

    .یتأثر تقییم المدیر سلبًا أو إیجابا بعالقتھ مع الموظف المراد تقییمھ   .28

    .ال یتم تدریب المدیر على نظام ونموذج تقییم األداء   .29

 أداء الموظف طوال فترة التقییم لیتم تقییمھ ة المدیر بمالحظال یقوم   .30
  .بعدالھ
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þ ءادالا مييقت جئاتن تامادختسا :عبارلا روحملا  
, ينهملا طيطختلا, بيردتلا ضرغل ءادالا مييقت جئاتنل ةلاكولا مادختساىدم ىلع فرعتلا ىلا روحملا اذه فدهي 

  .ةيمنتلاو يبقاعتلا طيطختلا, ةيرشبلا دراوملا طيطخت
  

   الرابعالمحور

  %100 الى 1درجة الموافقة من   الفقرة  الرقم
  

 للموارد الوكالةیم األداء في تخطیط سیاسة یتم االستفادة من نتائج نظام تقی   .31
  .البشریة

  

 على سالمة سیاسة التوظیف یم األداء في الحكم االستفادة من نظام تقییتم   .32
  .ةفي الوكال

  

    .یم األداء في تحدید االحتیاجات التدریبیة للعاملینخدام نظام تفییتم است   .33

فانھ یتم احالل موظف اخر من نفس المستوى عند غیاب احد الموظفین    .34
  .االداري بناء على نتائج تقیم االداء

  

عند وجود شاغر في أحد االقسام یتم اخذ نتائج تقییم االداء في عین    .35
  .االعتبار لملء ھذا الشاغر

  

    .االستغناء عن من ال یصلح للعمل بناًء على نتائج تقییم األداءیتم    .36

    . نتائج و توصیات لإلدارة لتنفیذھاالحاليیقدم نموذج تقییم األداء    .37
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þ نيفظوملا اضر: سماخلا روحملا  
النموذج، عملیة التقییم، : داء بمكوناتھیھدف ھذا المحور إلى التعرف على مدى رضا موظفین الوكالة عن نظام تقییم األ

  . الحوافز، واستخدامات نموذج التقییم
   
  

   الخامسالمحور

  %100 الى 1درجة الموافقة من   الفقرة  الرقم
  

    .أشعر بالرضا عن نموذج تقییم األداء الحالي   .38

    .أشعر بالرضا عن أداء مدیري في تعبئھ نموذج تقییم األداء   .39

    .تخدامات الوكالة لنتائج تقییم األداءأشعر بالرضا عن اس   .40

    . نموذج تقییم األداء الحالي مناسب   .41

    .أشعر بالرضا عن الحوافز المقدمة من الوكالة لتقییم األداء   .42

    .یحقق نموذج تقییم األداء الغرض الذي صمم من اجلھ   .43

یساعد نظام تقییم األداء على تحقیق طموحات وحاجات الموظف في    .44
  .العمل

  

    .یساعد نظام تقییم األداء على تحسین وتطویر أداء الموظف   .45
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þ Referees who judged the reliability of the questionnaire 

  
  
  

1.  Dr. Sami Abu El Rooss 

2.  Dr. Rushdi Wadi 

3.  Dr. Samir Safi 

4.  Mr. Ibrahim El- Habil (UNRWA - Deputy Field Administration Officer) 

5.  Mr. Iyad Edwan (Master in Business Administration) 

6.  Mr. Basel Quandeel (Master in Business Administration) 

7.  Mr. Ziad Sheikh Dieb (Master in Business Administration) 
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